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Abstract

Graphical menus provide slow performance and yet users often try to select menu commands as fast as possible. Shortcut techniques that enable users to by-pass selections from a graphical menu are fast, but are not the ultimate answer to the performance problem. Shortcut techniques pose high demands on human memory. They require much training and frequent use. They do not scale well. And they often cannot be provided on devices with limited capabilities, such as mobile devices with small screens, small keyboards, or touch screens. Because of these problems, users often times 'stick' to a graphical menu and are condemned to its poor performance.

This thesis argues that the performance of graphical menus can be improved. The thesis consists of three parts: The first part presents the background knowledge and the problem of slow graphical menus. The second part presents the design of a menu that supports the needs of novices, experts, and those transitioning from novice to expert. In particular, the design explicitly aims at improving selection performance by leveraging concentric radial layout. The third part of the thesis presents the evaluation of the design and its main characteristics. Four studies are conducted based on two controlled, user experiments. A number of variables are analysed including pointing time, visual search time, navigation performance, novice/expert performance, navigation errors, and screen consumption. A number of factors are controlled including menu size, location of menu items, menu design, and layout variation. Traditional linear menus are included for comparison. Objective and subjective measures are used. Additionally, a performance model based on pointing laws is proposed and used to measure the motor processing rates of tested designs.

The evaluation shows that designing with performance in mind can result in faster graphical menus compared to traditional menus. The proposed Compact Radial Layout menu is approximately 20-30% faster in a variety of conditions, reduces navigation errors, induces users to faster movements and decreases screen consumption. The evaluation also shows that, with a consistent pattern of organizing items in radial menus, search and navigation performance can be further improved. At the same time, the results indicate that the improved navigation performance in radial menus comes at the cost of slower visual search.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

The last decades have been marked with the explosive growth of computing. Hardware is becoming smaller, faster, parallel, and functionally more capable. Software continues to turn hardware into powerful platforms, providing ever more advanced functionality at the fingertips of programmers. And new product designs blend hardware and software into new areas of human lives.

The growth of computing has certainly not reached its end. The Semantic Web and the concept of Networked Knowledge challenge the frontier of information meaning and accessibility. Computers are becoming capable of ‘understanding’ information in great detail and on a Web scale. This is particularly important when it comes to enabling new scenarios where computers support humans. Especially, supporting human information needs that underlie so many everyday activities.

The growth of computing means that people spend more and more time communicating with computers. This communication takes place at the human-computer interface where people translate their thoughts into computer representations, and computers translate data into representations that can be comprehended by people. The effectiveness of this communication directly influences values such as productivity, creativity, and satisfaction. And any problems at the human-computer interface detract from these values.

This thesis focuses on one of the problems of human-computer interface, namely, the problem of slow performance of graphical menus. A current approach for dealing with this problem is to provide supplementary techniques, shortcuts for by-passing selections from a graphical menu. Examples of shortcuts include keyboard accelerators, gestures, and vocal commands. It turns out, however, that the utility of shortcut techniques is limited. This limitation stems predominantly from the fact that shortcut techniques heavily rely on recall; that is, they pose high demands on human memory. They require much training and frequent use. They also do not scale well and
often cannot be provided in computing contexts employing devices with limited capabilities, such as mobile devices with small screens and small keyboards.

The limited utility of shortcut techniques mean that users often times ‘stick’ to a graphical menu instead of transitioning to shortcut techniques. In these situations, users are condemned to the poor performance of graphical menus; poor, because they were not designed with performance in mind. This situation impacts the effectiveness of human-computer communication. And the scale of this impact is stressed by the fact that menus are one of the most ubiquitous and widely used interface techniques employed in the majority of applications.

To remedy this problem, graphical menus need to provide better performance. And this thesis presents the argument that such menus can be created.

1.2. Goals

The central hypothesis of this work is that graphical menus can be designed with performance in mind, and that such graphical menus can perform better than the most widely used cascading menus. Improved performance has many dimensions including shortened selection times, decreased navigation difficulty, lowered error rates, and inducing users to fast movements that require little precision.

To prove this central hypothesis the thesis focuses on achieving two subgoals. The first subgoal is to build an informed graphical menu design that explicitly includes the requirement of effective and efficient selections. The second subgoal is to conduct a thorough evaluation of the proposed design and its characteristics.

1.3. Outline

The thesis consists of 7 chapters which are summarized below:

- Chapter 2 begins by providing a historical perspective of graphical menus and shortcut techniques for faster menu selections. Problems of such interface configuration are discussed. It is shown that graphical menus should be designed with performance in mind. The related work on improving menu performance is reviewed.
- Chapter 3 presents a graphical menu design that supports users of different expertise levels. In particular, the design aims at enabling effective and efficient selections required by the most experienced users. The presentation includes the
design goals, the design space, the menu characteristics directly affecting our goals, and the description of the final design.

The following chapters evaluate the proposed menu design and its key characteristics:

• Chapter 4 presents a controlled experiment that compares navigation performance of the proposed menu and a cascading menu using both qualitative and quantitative measures. Apart from the comparison, the chapter also proposes a model of navigation which is based on pointing laws. This model is used with the collected data to deepen the insights concerning the navigation characteristics of both menu designs.

• Chapter 5 compares the navigation errors from the proposed menu and a cascading menu. The chapter begins with the observation that the current approach of measuring selection errors is limited to only one specific type of errors: selections missing a target item. A new measure of navigation errors is proposed; it captures the severity of all navigation errors. Then, the current approach and this new measure are used to analyse the data collected in the experiment presented in Chapter 4.

• Chapter 6 presents a controlled experiment that compares the visual search time and pointing time of linear and radial layout. These layouts are the basis of both existing cascading menus and the proposed menu. The experimental conditions include two menu sizes, three menu levels, and four layouts (one linear and three radial). Both qualitative and quantitative measures are used. Apart from comparing visual search and pointing, novice and expert performance are assessed. The screen consumption is also compared.

• Chapter 7 analyses how items are searched for and pointed-at in menus using radial layout. The objective of this investigation is to help order menu items in a way that improves both search and pointing performance. This chapter uses the data from the experiment presented in Chapter 6.

• Chapter 8 presents the conclusions.
2. **Background (historical perspective)**

2.1. **Evolution of computer use**

Back 30 years ago, computers required technical staff and were intended to be used by experts who knew programming languages and understood the underlying principles of computer operation. A user carefully crafted a program on a sheet of paper and passed it to a keypunch operator, who used an offline device to create a deck of punched cards that encoded the same program in a different form. The cards were further passed to a computer operator, who entered the program into the computer using a card reader. The computer responded with printed messages, and these were sent back to the user for further inspection.

As computers started to become smaller, more powerful and cheaper a new aspiration was born: for computers to break free from university laboratories, enter offices and homes, and serve a broad range of users for a broad range of tasks [Engelbart, 1968]. Computers were sought to *augment man’s intellect* [Engelbart, 1962]. This aspiration was embodied in the development of personal computers. An important step towards realizing this aspiration was made by changing the scheme of entering information into the computer. Namely, human intermediaries were removed. The user and the computer were coupled in a direct conversation at the human-computer interface.

It was clear that the quality and the effectiveness of the interface would be among the deciding factors of the success of the computers. Consequently, it became increasingly important to understand and characterize the processes pertaining to the human-computer interface in great detail. Commensurate with this importance, in 1983, a book by Card, Moran, and Newell established a new field of study called Human-Computer Interaction.
2.2. Human-Computer Interface

It has been proposed to consider a human-computer interface in terms of the flow and feedback of information through that interface [Norman et al., 1980; Norman, 1991a; Norman, 1991b]. This is schematically depicted in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Human-Computer Interface. The information and control flows between human and computer. This is an original figure from [Norman, 1991b, 2008]. Courtesy of Kent L. Norman.

According to this model, a user needs information from the computer, and the computer cannot function without information from the user.

A main component is the flow of control. This is a sequence of steps in a process that is determined by a set of rules. Within the human, the flow of control is a sequence of mental operations determined by cognitive processes. Within the computer, the flow of control is determined by a program residing in memory in conjunction with the processor.

Both, the human (represented by a circle) and the machine (represented by a rectangle) reside in environments that provide information, constraints, and contexts. The non-overlapping area within the circle represents cognitive processes involved in the tasks that are not directly related to the human-computer interface. Similarly, the
non-overlapping area within the rectangle represents the computer procedures involved in the tasks that are not directly related to the interface. The overlapping area represents processes that pertain to the interface. From the user side, these include the mapping of information to machine a representation of data through keying or other input devices. From the computer side, these processes include mapping machine representations of data to information presented on the screen or other output devices. Here, at the human-computer interface (the overlapping area), the flow of control is shared and at times passed back and forth between the user and the machine. The computer gives information prompting the user for input, and the user supplies input that directs the subsequent operations.

It is important to note that according to the model, the interface is an area. This captures an idea that the interface is not merely a thin line through which information travels, but rather it is a shared surface that includes the user’s cognitive model of the system and the system’s model of the user.

2.3. Novices and Experts

The human-computer interface allowed users to directly communicate with computers. However, the first personal computers required a fair amount of expertise. The interfaces were textual and required knowledge of the underlying programming language, such as BASIC, or a command language, such as those provided by UNIX systems. Such interfaces were only well-suited to existing computer experts or new users with technical skillsets who had the motivation to spend their time reading manuals and learning details. But the aspiration of personal computers was to reach ordinary people who often did not have knowledge regarding computers, technical skills, or time for long training.

In response, some early approaches focused on providing “minimal manuals” [Carroll, 1984, 1990; Wendel and Frese, 1987]. The studies demonstrated, however, that new users did not read manuals regardless of how simple or minimal they were. Instead, they attempted to use software immediately [Carroll and Mazur, 1985; Carroll et. al., 1985; Carroll and Rosson, 1987; Wright, 1988; Cuthbert, 1992; Lazonder, 1994], even though they could reduce confusion and improve long-time performance by taking some initial time for training (the so called paradox of the active user). The actual behaviour of new users seemed to be far from the assumed behaviour of idealized rationally.
Background (historical perspective)

At that point in time it became clear that for the interfaces to be effective, they should not support any assumed behaviour, but rather the actual user behaviour and needs. Consequently, research studies began to explore the characteristics of user behaviour with computers. Quickly notable differences were found between less and more experienced users. The differences related to cognitive processes involved on the human side of the information flow.

The HCI field developed a notion of the user expertise continuum [Preece and Rogers, 1994] which differentiated users according to two overlapping criteria: 1) knowledge and 2) the time spent using a system and/or computer [Prümper et. al., 1991; Nielsen, 1993; Preece and Rogers, 1994; Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2004]. According to this notion, on one end of the continuum there are novices. They encounter a task, computer, or interface for the first time or use it infrequently. They plan and think what to do next. But as mentioned before, they do not want to invest their time in extensive training. Novices’ efficiency is limited by cognitive load [Padilla, 2003]. On the other end of the continuum, there are experts. They are familiar with the task and they use the computer and the interface frequently. In contrast to novices, experts do not exhibit decision-making behaviour. They know the interface elements and how to use them. Experts program specific interactions and perform tasks automatically, often without consciously having to think about them [Welford, 1968; Card et. al., 1983; Norman, 1991b]. Experts’ efficiency is limited by their motor load [Padilla, 2003].

The considerable differences in novice and expert behaviour called for different support from human-computer interfaces. Novices needed simplicity, guidance, and an easy way to learn how to use an application. Experts, on the other hand, needed efficiency and full control over the system.

2.4. Supporting Novices: Graphical User Interfaces

A major advancement in the direction of simplifying computer use and supporting the actual behaviour of novices was the advent of Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). Three important aspects contribute to the success of GUls.

2.4.1. Reliance on recognition

GUIs present the application functionality and state visually. Therefore, a user does not have to start by reading the documentation but rather can look at the application,
try to find relevant interface elements, use them, and eventually learn by trial and error. GUIs can take advantage of affordances to make it clear how they work just by looking at them [Norman, 1988, 1999; Gaver, 1991]. For example, a button looks like something that can be pressed to activate a function represented by the button label.

### 2.4.2. Familiar metaphor

GUIs adopted a familiar mental model, the desktop metaphor and its careful extension in the Windows, Icons, Menus, and Pointing interface (WIMP). Fredrick Brooks aptly presents the strength of this metaphor with the following words:

“Dragging and dropping follow directly from the metaphor; selecting icons by pointing with a cursor is a direct analogy of picking things with the hand. Icons and nested folders are faithful analogies of desktop documents; so is the trash can. The concepts of cutting, copying, and pasting faithfully mirror the things we used to do with documents on desktops. So faithfully is the metaphor followed and so consistent is its extension that new users are positively jarred by the notion of dragging a diskette’s icon to the trash to eject the disk”

Brooks [1995], p.261

The above analogies made WIMP interfaces easy to introduce to novices. They also further reduced learning times and encouraged a trial-and-error approach. The WIMP concept was first publicly presented in 1968 by Doug Englebart and his team from the Stanford Research Institute [Engelbart, 1968]. From there the ideas went to Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, Apple Inc. and Microsoft.

The most significant extension of the desktop metaphor introduced by the WIMP interfaces was a graphical menu. Such a menu displays a list of commands and provides a mechanism by which users can choose one of these commands. While graphical menus display commands in substantial detail, they require only a minimal effort to select them [Lee and Raymond, 1993]. Such a mode of interaction greatly simplified the language of human-computer communication to simple, unitary actions.

### 2.4.3. Direct manipulation

GUIs, including WIMP, adopted a direct manipulation technique [Shneiderman, 1983] to interact with application content and application interface elements, such as buttons, tabs, menus, scrollbars, and links. In the case of an application interface, a user points at a desired interface element and selects it by pressing a button. The same simple technique is used regardless of the functional complexity ‘hidden’ behind a
manipulated interface element. Pointing devices, such as a mouse or a stylus, made the direct manipulation technique an incredibly easy and natural task.

From the view of human-computer interface discussed in Section 2.2, GUIs simplified and restricted input from the user but provided much in the way of prompting the user. The restriction of the capabilities mixed with rich visual aids made GUIs successful in bringing computer to a broad range of new users, i.e., novices. Several studies demonstrated that software with GUIs is easy to learn and use, and often result in superior task completion times [Temple and Sloane, 1990; Davis and Bostrom, 1992; Galitz, 1996]

2.5. **Supporting Experts: dedicated techniques**

GUIs allowed human-computer interfaces to support needs of novices. But interfaces also needed to support the needs of experts who use applications repeatedly and want to “get things done”. As discussed in Section 2.3, experts need control and efficiency.

To provide a high degree of control, some applications chose to include a textual interface or scripting mechanism. In many cases, however, this became redundant because GUIs evolved over the years to a point where they could provide sophisticated control over computing processes with new types of GUI widgets, direct manipulation techniques, and strategies of organizing high numbers of GUI controls into meaningful conceptual and visual structures (see Figure 2.2). In fact, specialized interface controls often make it incredibly natural and easy to specify some parameters which would be otherwise difficult to define and manipulate.

To enable efficient interactions, a dominant approach is to include supplementary techniques that allow users to by-pass selections from GUIs with shortcuts, such as keyboard accelerators (also known as hotkeys), marks, gestures, and vocal commands.

The resulting situation is that current interfaces provide two separate modes, one graphical and one non-graphical for better performance. Note that the second mode provides access to a subset of the functionality provided by the first mode; the only goal is to make this access faster. It can be said that the two modes create a performance-related separation at the human-computer interface.
Figure 2.2. Four examples of current Graphical User Interfaces. Current GUIs can provide sophisticated control over application processing. Visual structures and specialized interfaces controls make it relatively easy to explore ‘what-if’ scenarios efficiently, regardless of the fact that the underlying functionality might be very complex.

This separation has a long history and is advocated by various HCI books and guidelines [Nielsen, 1992; Galitz, 2002]. For example, Designing The User Interface, by Ben Shneiderman and Catherine Plaisant, promotes menus and dialog boxes for
novices, while for experts “String of commands, shortcuts through menus, abbreviations, and other accelerators are requirements” [Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2004, p. 68]. This separation is also present in the current nomenclature where graphical menus are often considered and called **novice mode**, and shortcuts, **expert mode** [Bailly, 2007; Bau and Mackay, 2008; Roudaut et. al., 2009].

Shortcuts are necessary and prove efficient. However, the separation creates a situation where it is assumed that novices will use GUIs and experts will switch to shortcut techniques for better performance. And this assumption leads to the consequence that GUIs are not being designed with performance in mind. This observation is supported by many works which note the performance problems of traditional GUIs, such as toolbars [Kurtenbach et. al., 1999; Oel et. al. 2001] and menus [Kobayashi and Igarashi 2003; Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Tanvir et. al., 2008], which can be attributed to design properties rather than human capabilities.

This thesis focuses further on the above performance-related separation in the context of menus. Menus are not only the most prominent example of the above separation but are also one of the most widely used interaction techniques. We elaborate on both points below.

**2.5.1. Ubiquity and importance of menus**

In the context of the human-computer interface discussed in Section 2.2, menus are often a mode of choice in terms of flow of control [Norman, 1991b, p. 4].

In practice, menus appear in the majority of applications employing some sort of graphical user interface. The list of commands is a very generic and versatile way of representing and providing functionality. Other basic interaction modes, such as form fill-in, command languages, natural languages, questions and answers, and direct manipulation, are used to handle more specialized demands at the human-computer interface [Norman, 1991b]. It is also argued that the uptake of more innovative interaction styles, such as ubiquitous computing, pervasive computing, wearables, virtual reality, augmented reality, affective computing, and multi-touch, are to a large extent limited [Hartson 1998; Whittaker et. al., 2000; Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004]. As a consequence, applications employing other interaction styles often use them in conjunction with menus.
Commensurate with their importance, menus have received exceptional research interest. Lee and Raymond [1993] survey 112 menu-related papers written before 1993. Researchers have explored different menu structures [Snowberry et. al., 1983; Landauer and Nachbar, 1985], item ordering [Whalen and Mason, 1981; McDonald et. al. 1983; Dumais and Landauer, 1984], learning menu commands [Black and Moran, 1982; Card 1982; Kurtenbach and Buxton, 1994], marking menus [Kurtenbach, 1993; Zhao and Balakrishnan, 2004], cascading menu improvements [Kobayashi and Igarashi, 2003; Ahlström, 2005; Cockburn and Gin, 2006], adaptive menu techniques [Sears and Shneiderman, 1994; Findlater and McGrene, 2004; Findlater et. al., 2009], visual search in menus [Byrne et. al., 1997; Hornof and Kieras, 1997; Aaltonen et. al., 1998], menu modelling [Byrne, 2001; Cockburn et. al., 2007; Ahlström et. al., 2010], and much more. Many user interface books have entire sections dedicated to menus [Galitz, 2002; Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2004]. There are even books fully devoted to the subject of menu selection [Norman, 1991b]. Major HCI conferences often include sessions fully devoted to menus.

2.5.2. Menus as notable example of the separation

Menus are probably the most notable example of the novice/expert separation discussed above.

As a novice mode, menus did not aim at providing experts with the best possible performance. It has been established that the most common cascading menus cause navigation problems [Kobayashi and Igarashi, 2003; Tanvir et. al., 2008], increase costs of errors [Samp and Decker, 2011], require precise steering interactions [Ahlström, 2005; Pastel, 2006], and generally result in slow performance [Cockburn et. al., 2007; Ahlström et. al., 2010].

Menus are typically supplemented with separate modes providing faster ways of invoking commands. Examples include keyboard accelerators, toolbars, marks, and gestures. Much research focuses on developing menu shortcut techniques that provide better performance [Kurtenbach, 1993; McLoone et. al., 2003; Zhao and Balakrishnan, 2004; Grossman et. al., 2007].

2.6. Separation consequences

As mentioned in the previous section, current software applications include both graphical menus for novices and shortcut techniques for experts. Undoubtedly, it is a
symptom of a good design that users with different level of expertise are supported. However, doing so by including two separate interface techniques causes some problems. In particular, shortcut techniques have some problems that are not immediately apparent but make them of limited utility. Below we review these problems.

2.6.1. **Problem of self-revelation**

Shortcut techniques are not *self-revealing* [Dix, 1995; Kurtenbach, 1993; Grossman et. al., 2007]. Often times they are not visible – for example, gestures, marks, or to some extent hotkeys – and thus users might not know that they are available. At other times the intent of a shortcut technique might not be clear. For example, mnemonic keyboard assignments (i.e., hotkeys) displayed upon hovering over a menu item might not necessarily be meaningful to a novice user (see Figure 2.3). Or they might be simply ignored since once the menu is open, users already have an access to the items [Grossman et. al., 2007]. In the above cases, users will be condemned to the performance of graphical menus regardless of the amount of practice.

![Figure 2.3. A toolbar tooltip shows a keyboard assignment of the superscript command (Ctrl+Shift++). This might not necessarily be meaningful to a novice user, or it might simply be ignored.](image)

In a study employing CAD systems, Bhavnani et. al. [1996] observe that:

“The overall attitude was to get the job done. The users had no way of knowing that there were better ways of executing a task. The help and document resources were voluminous, yet passive.”
Learning efficient techniques might require explicit training or learning from peers [Bhavnani et. al., 1996; Tamborello et. al., 2006]. Peres et. al. [2004] show that shortcut usage can be influenced by social factors, such as working in an environment with other shortcut users. All in all, there exists extensive evidence showing that shortcuts, although available, are often not used [Peres et. al., 2004; Lane et. al., 2005]. Users often use a graphical interface alone to guide their actions [Gray, 2000; Fu and Gray, 2004].

### 2.6.2. Problem of passive (vs incidental) learning

It is established that novices rely on recognition while expert rely on recall (i.e., memory) to enable skilled performance. For example, unlike novices, experts remember locations of menu items or their hotkeys, and use this knowledge to perform fast selections that do not involve time-consuming visual search [Somberg, 1987; Kaptelinin, 1993]. Consequently, transitioning from novice to expert requires learning – e.g., memorizing item locations or hotkeys.

In the case of graphical menus, learning is incidental. Mere repetitions of the same selection result in memorizing item locations [Somberg, 1987; Kaptelinin, 1993]. This happens rather fast [Card 1982; Somberg, 1987; Kaptelinin, 1993; Cockburn et. al., 2007]. And each repetition improves retention [Card et. al., 1980; Calfee, 1975]. Shelton and Newhouse [1981] found that learning can occur during simple exposure to paired-associate stimuli even though participants were not requested to learn.

Learning shortcuts is typically harder because it is less incidental and more passive (or explicit) [Dix, 1995]. For example, hotkeys have to be memorized before their initial use. This type of learning process requires effort and attention [Calfee, 1975]. Human memory is relatively inefficient and slow when it comes to storing new knowledge in the long-term memory [Card et. al., 1983]. Consequently, users, who are aware of shortcuts, still need to invest a considerable amount of effort to learn them. This proves to be a barrier in the adoption of the shortcut techniques. Bhavnani et. al. [1996] observed that the users of CAD systems levelled-off in their learning and were using a system in suboptimal ways. Similar problems with learning shortcuts are also reported by [Peres et. al., 2004; Lane et. al., 2005; Grossmann et. al. 2007].

An interesting case is presented by marking menus. They are specifically designed to improve the learnability of their shortcut technique. A hand movement employed in selecting an item with a shortcut is the same as the movement when selecting an item
from a graphical menu [Kurtenbach, 1993]. Consequently, to some extent, the shortcut technique is learnt by using a graphical menu. Unfortunately, there are no studies comparing the learnability of the marking technique with other shortcut techniques.

Grossmann et. al. [2007] show that the learnability of hotkeys can be improved in two ways: 1) increasing the visibility and/or persistence of hotkeys; and 2) increasing the difficulty and/or the time cost of using a graphical menu to motivate use of hotkeys: for example, showing menu items as disabled or introducing explicit system delay. These approaches, however, increase the visual (or auditory) complexity of the interface and/or are based on degrading the usability of graphical menus.

Some work indicates that the lack of motivation to learn efficient methods can be explained with the cost/benefit analysis (CBA); that is, a relatively high cost/benefit ratio prevents the user from investing extra effort into learning shortcuts [Tamborello et. al., 2006]. It seems that the perception of benefits is especially important [Peres et. al., 2005].

2.6.3. Problem of memory decay
Because shortcut techniques rely on memory, they are not only difficult to learn but they are also subject to memory decay [Card et. al., 1983]. The meaning of the toolbar icons, hotkeys, marks, and gestures get forgotten if not used frequently. This is demonstrated empirically in [Kurtenbach and Buxton, 1994] where after lay off periods of few hours or days, experts needed to switch back to a graphical menu and re-learn what they forgot. Consequently, the shortcut techniques not only have to be learnt, they also must be maintained.

2.6.4. Problem of perfect recall
Graphical menus support partial or approximate recall. For example, if a user does not remember the exact location of a menu item but remembers that the item is somewhere at the top of the menu this approximate information can still improve search times. Similarly, approximate memory of other item features, such as the label length and command group, can help. By contrast, the shortcut techniques do not take advantage of the approximate memory. They typically require perfect recall; for example, an exact hotkey, mark, gesture or voice command. This makes the shortcut techniques more demanding to use.
2.6.5. Problem of sole reliance on memory

There exists evidence that although experts rely on recall, they do not rely on it alone if they do not have to. Mayes et. al. [1988] found that:

“[...] even experienced users can recall little of the menu contents, even though during use those menus are the instruments of their successful performance. It seems that the necessary information is picked up, used, and discarded; it is not learned in the sense that commands are learned. More exactly, users retain only enough information for recognition, not the much greater amount required for recall.”

Payne [1991] conducted two menu studies and concluded that even experienced users must acquire the information they need from the display during interactions. Similar evidence is provided by O’Malley and Draper [1992].

The above studies demonstrate that even in routine actions experts do not rely on recall alone but also on recognition, if a graphical interface is provided. The optimal behaviour of experts is to distribute the load between the memory and the visual system. Shortcut techniques, however, often do not employ any graphical aids and thus force users to rely solely on recall. This increases memory load beyond the optimal (or at least the preferred) level and makes shortcuts potentially more demanding and difficult to use.

2.6.6. Problem of scalability

Expert techniques often do not scale well. There are two aspects to this.

First, there is the memory limit. As the number of hotkeys, marks, gestures or icons increase, it becomes more difficult to remember all of them and to maintain this knowledge.

Second, there is the input space limit. The finite number of keyboard keys means that not all commands can have convenient and meaningful shortcuts, such as Ctrl-c for copy operation. Increasing the number of hotkeys will result in keyboard assignments that are difficult to remember and slow to articulate (e.g., Ctrl+Shift++ for the superscript command, see Figure 2.3). An increasing number of possible marks or gestures will make them physically similar or alternatively, will require making them more complex to ensure dissimilarity [Zhao et. al., 2006]. In both cases, however, either physically similar or physically more complex, the marks and gestures require more precision and are slower to articulate. As for toolbars, many commands
do not have clear iconic representations. Therefore, increasing the number of toolbar icons will result in awkward, meaningless icons (see Figure 2.4).

![Figure 2.4. Large toolbars consume much screen space and require the use of icons which do not clearly communicate associated commands.](image)

In practice, due to scalability issues, shortcuts are provided only for a limited number of commands. Therefore, not all commands can be executed efficiently. To mitigate this problem, applications often allow customization of which commands are assigned shortcuts. However, customization requires additional user effort. Empirical evidence shows that users are reluctant to customize [Mackay, 1991] even if this can bring about considerable performance improvements [Findlater and McGrenere, 2004].

**2.6.7. Problem of breaking structural organization**

Shortcut techniques break the structural organization of functionality. Issuing commands with hotkeys, marks, gestures or voice happens out of the context of command hierarchy or command groups. This prevents both the accidental learning of related functionality and learning the conceptual organization of functionality [Kurtenbach et. al., 1999]. Contrast this with graphical menus where selections are always made in the visual context of menu hierarchy and other related functions.

**2.6.8. Problem of availability**

Shortcut techniques often cannot be made available or their utility in some computing contexts might be degraded. Mobile devices, for example, may not provide toolbars due to their small screen size. Hotkeys are not an option for devices without a keyboard, such as some kiosks, terminal stations, and everyday appliances. Devices with small physical keys, a limited number of keys, or soft keyboards degrade the performance of hotkey execution. Single touch screens do not allow multi-key shortcuts. And devices without stylus interaction or touch capabilities do not enable marks and gestures.
The problems associated with shortcut techniques seem to be considerable. It becomes apparent that the importance of graphical menus is greater than could be initially asserted. Experts have to use graphical menus due to memory decay and scalability problems with shortcut techniques. And due to the problems of self-revelation, passive learning, sole reliance on memory, perfect recall, and limited availability, graphical menus are often all that is ever used.

The above problems lead to a situation in which graphical menus are used by experts to perform fast selections. It becomes apparent then, that the separation discussed in Section 2.5 leads to a wrong assumption that graphical menus are used only by novices and thus do not need to support fast selections. Also the nomenclature of calling graphical menus the novice mode is somewhat misleading.

What we advocate in this thesis is breaking the tradition of looking at graphical menus as only a novice technique. We postulate that graphical menus should provide better performance to support experienced users who do not transition, do not fully transition, or cannot transition to shortcut techniques. For this to happen, the novice and expert needs cannot be considered separately in the design of menus. Instead, the two need to be considered together.

It is important to note that such performance improvements do not seek to eliminate the need for shortcut techniques or to match their performance. They simply seek to improve the use in actual practice, where fast selections are attempted to be made from graphical menus.

2.7. Potential benefits of faster menus

Improving the performance of graphical menus could lead to a number of benefits.

The most apparent benefit is time savings – being able to do the job faster. Even small time differences can quickly add up to seconds and minutes since professionals spend hours each day using applications and invoking commands.

Another benefit is the decreased need for shortcut techniques. Many intermediate users fall somewhere between novice and expert on the expertise continuum (see Section 2.3) and, if graphical menus provided better performance, might never feel need for anything faster. The decreased need for shortcut techniques simplifies the
user interface and avoids the problems with shortcut techniques described in the previous section.

Yet another benefit comes from the fact that menu selections are not the user’s main task. The menu selections can be considered a secondary task, a sub-task necessary to accomplish the main task. Making this sub-task seamless and faster will reduce disruption from the main task, thereby increasing productivity.

Probably the least apparent benefit is that improved performance can enhance creativity. The words of Mr. Brooks, explaining how computers improve self-expression, elucidate this point:

“Most important, the new fluidity of the media [artistic drawings, building plans, mechanical drawings, musical compositions, photographs, video sequences, slide presentations, multimedia works, spreadsheets] makes easy the exploration of many radically different alternatives when a creative work is just taking form. Here is another case where an order of magnitude in a quantitative parameter, here change-time, makes a qualitative difference in how one goes about a task.

“Tools for drawing enable building designers to explore many more options per hour of creative investment. The connection of computers to synthesizers, with software for automatically generating or playing scores, makes it much easier to capture keyboard doodles. Digital photograph manipulation, as with Adobe Photoshop, enables minutes-long experiments that would take hours in a darkroom. Spreadsheets enable the easy exploration of dozens of “what if” alternative scenarios.”

[Brooks, 1995, p. 280-281]

Performance improvements further increase this fluidity. They encourage broader exploration by lowering the cost of trying “what-if” alternatives.

The costs and problems of shortcut menu techniques described in Section 2.6 as well as the potential benefits of faster graphical menus gave rise to the question underlying development of this thesis. Namely,

Can graphical menus be faster? Or have we rather reached the inherent performance limit that can be attained with the menu technique?
2.8. Related work

As mentioned in Section 2.5, slow performance of graphical menus is a recognized problem. This section presents related work focusing on improving the performance of graphical menus. This work can be divided into two categories. The first category focuses on ‘fixing’ the various problems of traditional cascading menus. The second category focuses on leveraging radial layout to decrease navigation requirements and improve selection performance.

2.8.1. Cascading menu improvements

Cascading menus require dwelling over a parent item to open its sub-menu. This requirement slows down navigation. Kobayashi and Igarashi [2003] propose considering the direction of cursor movement in order to accelerate the opening of a sub-menu. Once the cursor starts moving towards the right direction, it is assumed that a user wants to access a sub-menu and it can be displayed straight away, without additional delay. The experiment, which employs selections from a four-level menu, demonstrates that the proposed menu reduced selection time by 12% and movement length by 31% when compared to a traditional cascading menu.

Cascading menus require precise horizontal steering movements between sub-menus. This type of pointing task is known to be more difficult and slower than typical Point-and-Click [Accot and Zhai, 1997; Ahlström, 2005]. Enlarged Activation Area Menus (EMUs) [Cockburn and Gin, 2006] and Adaptive Activation Area Menus (AAMUs) [Tanvir et. al., 2008], both cascading menu improvements, enlarge the steering area by using space from adjacent menu items, consequently decreasing the precision needed from a steering movement. For both menu types, controlled experiments demonstrated performance gains of approximately 22-23% compared to traditional cascading menus. The exact gain, however, will depend on the menu structure – i.e., the number and location of parent items, since this determines the extent to which the steering areas of parent items can be enlarged.

Ahlström [2005] propose using force fields to facilitate and accelerate steering movements. The force fields act within parent items, attracting the cursor toward a sub-menu. Ahlström presented an experiment employing selections from two- and three- level menus, and found that force-field menu decreased selection times by 18% compared to traditional menus.
Cockburn et. al., [2007] propose a morphing menu which dynamically adjusts the size of items according to their frequency of use. More frequently selected items become larger and thus easier and faster to select. Empirical data showed, however, that the performance of a morphing menu and a traditional cascading menu was not different.

A different approach to improving selections from a cascading menu is presented by parallel menus (also called area menus or simultaneous menus). These aim at decreasing navigation time by displaying more than one column of items simultaneously. Consequently, fewer sub-menus must be traversed to select a menu item. At the same time, however, visual clutter is increased along with distances to the menu items. Quinn and Cockburn [2008] presented an experiment which did not indicate any performance improvements of parallel menus over traditional cascading menus.

Aside from modifying menu appearance or behaviour, item selection performance can be also improved by modifying the menu structure or the order of menu items. Sears and Shnaiderman [1994] show that a split menu, which places a small number of the most frequently selected items at the top of the menu, reduces selection times by 17% to 58% and yields significantly higher subjective preferences compared to a traditional cascading menu. It is important to note, however, that these results were obtained in an experiment which determined the frequency of item selections in advance. The item order never changed during the experiment. In practice, the frequency of item selections is often not known in advance.

Spatially adaptive menus adjust the order of menu items during use to ensure optimal performance based on the actual selection frequency. However, it turns out that such menus do not perform better, and often perform worse, than their static counterparts. The reason is that the continuous change of item ordering breaks the spatial consistency of menu layout, forcing users to re-search menu items rather than rely on remembered item locations [Somberg 1987; Mitchell and Shneiderman, 1989; Findlater and McGrenere, 2004, 2008; Cockburn et. al., 2007]. This problem is addressed by graphical adaptive menus which use visual cues rather than spatial cues to communicate predicted items. However, Gajos et. al. [2005, 2006] show that qualitative user feedback for such menus is negative; participants find dynamic changes to be disorienting. Furthermore, no performance results comparing graphical adaptive menus to static menus have been reported. Recently, Findlater et. al. [2009]
presented promising results for a new type of adaptation: not spatial, not graphical, but 
temporal where different onset times are used to indicate predicted items.

In any case, however, the effectiveness of an adaptive approaches greatly depends on how often users need to select the most frequently/recently selected items. Some studies demonstrate that menu selections tend to follow a Zipf distribution [Hansen et. al., 1984; Ellis and Hitchcock, 1986; Greenberg and Witten, 1993; Findlater and McGrenere 2004; Cockburn et. al., 2007]; in short, few items are selected much more often than the majority of the items. This hints that emphasizing the most frequently selected items (spatially, graphically, or temporarily) seems to be a good idea. However, in a Zipf distribution the long tail may account for as many selections as the head. Those selections will have to be made from a cascading menu. It is also possible that for different applications the frequency of item selections may vary.

Finally, adaptive and adaptable menus are predominantly concerned with improving the performance of the visual search, rather than of the navigation. As such, they aim at supporting novices more than experts. Furthermore, adaptive and adaptable menu techniques can be considered as more general techniques for improving the selection performance, not exclusive to cascading menus. The techniques used in the context of cascading menus are inherently exposed to their navigation problems.

2.8.2. Radial menus

A considerably different approach is taken in the second category of work that aim to improve the performance of selections from graphical menus. Instead of ‘fixing’ cascading menus, the spatial organization of a menu layout is changed into a radial one. The rationale behind using the radial layout is that it optimizes the distances to menu items while also increasing item sizes. This enables faster selections. Although the idea of radial menus is very old and can be traced back to the work of Wiseman [1969], Newman and Sproull [1979] and Forsey [1984], development and research interest in this area is surprisingly sparse.

2.8.2.1. Pie menus

A pie menu is a single level radial menu. It involves placing the items along the circumference of a circle at equal distances from the center. Each item comprises a slice of pie. To perform a selection the user presses a button, moves the cursor only by
a small amount towards an indented item, and releases the button to finish the selection. In a controlled experiment employing a single-level menu with eight items, a pie menu yielded 15% faster selections and 42% fewer errors than a cascading menu.

Pie menus support an additional selection technique called *mousing ahead*, which is intended for experienced users already familiar with the location of the menu items. Using this technique, a user performs a quick selection without looking at the menu. In this case, the pie menu is not displayed. The exact path of the cursor is not important. Mousing ahead relies only on the difference between the starting and the ending cursor position.

### 2.8.2.2. Marking menus

After pie menus, work involving radial menus was done in the context of *marking menus*. Marking menus are similar to the mousing ahead technique. They add an ink-track to the cursor and use more sophisticated recognition in order to analyse the path of a cursor as a mark.

Selecting with marks, similarly to mousing ahead, is a shortcut technique that provides better selection performance for experts. Like any shortcut technique it is accompanied by a graphical menu. This graphical menu can be used by novices and by experts who have forgotten particular marks (i.e., shortcuts) to perform selections in a traditional way. A single-level marking menu uses a pie menu as a graphical menu. And hierarchical marking menus use a series of pie menus. Each menu level is represented by a separate pie menu and must be navigated separately. There are two strategies for laying out a series of pies:

1. **Overlapping Pie Menus** (see Figure 2.5). In this case, the pies overlap. As a result the distances between the levels are shorter. However, overlapping pies obscure the content of the previous levels and make them more difficult to access. Consequently, OPM are problematic for novices who tend to traverse a menu hierarchy forth and back while searching for the right item. According to Bailly [2007] obscured view can lead to significant decreases in performance.
Figure 2.5. Overlapping pie menus (OPM) decrease navigation distances between the levels but hamper access to the previous levels.

2) **Non-overlapping Pie Menus** (see Figure 2.6). In this case, the pies are repositioned to avoid overlaps. This makes it better for novices since the previous levels are visible and accessible. However, the distances between the levels are increased thus impacting selection performance. Also screen consumption is increased.

Figure 2.6. Non-overlapping pie menus (NPM) show the content of the previous levels but increase distances between the levels and screen consumption.
It becomes apparent that OPM and NPM do not accelerate access to all menu items and levels. Additionally, it is only evident that a pie menu (either with or without overlaps) is faster than a cascading menu for small menus of eight items [Callahan et al., 1988]. Increasing the number of items decreases each item’s size, resulting in an increase in pie radius, which also effectively increases the distance to each item. Smaller and more distant items take longer to select [Fitts, 1954].

It is important to understand the reason for which pie menu and series of pie menus are chosen as a graphical mode for marking menus. The trajectories associated with selecting different items from a pie menu or a series of pie menus are considerably distinct (e.g., in terms of angle) [Kurtenbach, 1993]. Consequently, the same trajectories can be used as marks to uniquely identify different menu items. And because the trajectories are the same, a user can learn these marks by repetitive selections from a graphical menu. The reason for choosing pie menus as a graphical mode in marking menus is to improve the learnability of marks, and not to improve selection performance from a graphical menu.

Research on marking menus has focused predominantly on marks, their efficiency, accuracy, and scalability. The performance of graphical menus was not studied, nor compared to that of a cascading menu. The only exception is [Bailly, 2007] who compared novice performance with a number of marking menu designs.

The body of research focusing on improving marking menus is extensive. Various improvements often lead to different graphical radial menus or hybrid menus [Kurtenbach et al., 1999]. However, similarly to OPM and NPM the goal of these graphical menus is to support learning marks and not to optimize performance of traditional selections from graphical menus.

2.8.3. Summary of related work

Research in the context of cascading menus focused on ‘fixing’ their problems, while research in the context of radial menus focused predominantly on marking techniques. The goal of this thesis is not to ‘fix’ problems of designs which were not built for fast selections. Rather, the goal is to design a graphical menu which among other requirements explicitly aims at improving the performance of traditional selections. Despite promising results for optimizing selection performance from single-level menus (i.e., pie menus) with radial layouts, there has not been any further interest on leveraging radial layout to improve selection performance from hierarchical graphical
menus. Our goal is to continue exploration in that direction, that is, how radial layouts can support graphical menu design, and in particular how they can bring about better selection performance.

The following chapters present a design of a graphical radial menu and a comprehensive evaluation of the proposed design as well as more general characteristics of radial layouts.
3. **Design**

This chapter presents a design of a graphical menu. We start with the definition of the design space. Then the design goals are presented. Next, we review menu characteristics which directly influence our goals. Finally, we describe design of the menu and explain our design decisions.

### 3.1. Design space

Design space is established by the basic definition of a graphical menu: a graphical menu provides two important elements: 1) graphical representations of application commands; and 2) a mechanism by which the users can choose one of these representations [Lee and Raymond, 1993] (see also Section 2.4). The cascading menus and radial menus reviewed in Section 2.8 all fall into this design space although their visual representation and selection mechanisms vary.

An example of a design that does not fit into this design space would be a voice menu. This type of menus is often used in phone services including mobile operator services and banking services. In a voice menu, all menu options are read aloud after which a user selects one of the options by pressing an appropriate button. In this case, a user relies on auditory rather than visual recognition and on memory for read aloud associations between commands and buttons.

### 3.2. Design goals

Our fundamental goals are to effectively support the needs of novices, experts, and those transitioning from novice to expert in a single graphical menu. The above goals are high-level. We now divide them into more tangible goals which can be more readily used to guide the design. These more detailed goals are defined in the context of novice behaviour, expert behaviour, transition from novice to expert, and other technical requirements.
3.2.1. Novices

Current applications often contain hundreds and thousands of commands. And although these commands are organized into meaningful structures, finding a desired item is often not easy.

Novice behaviour with menus can be explained with information foraging theory which describes how people search for information [Pirolli and Card, 1999; Pirolli, 2007]. According to the theory, novices move to those parts of menu structure which have strong information scent. An assessment of the information scent of a menu item is based on its visual representation (e.g., label or icon) and with relation to the current task at hand. Users might not always make optimal choices; rather if the scent is arbitrarily satisfying a user might decide to follow it without checking other alternatives. It is not surprising that occasionally novices choose the wrong locations and do not find what they were looking for. In this case they revert back and proceed to another location of strong scent. Consequently, novices often navigate menus forth and back visiting a few sub-menus before finding an item. This is empirically demonstrated in [Norman and Chin, 1988] where novices visited 12 sub-menus on average while the optimal selection required traversing only four sub-menus. Snowberry et. al. [1983] provide supporting evidence reporting that 4 – 34% of selections in menu hierarchies are erroneous (i.e., wrong parent items selected). Tombaugh and McEwen [1982] observed that when searching for information, users were very likely to choose menu items that did not lead to the desired information.

Novices are unfamiliar with the menu content and thus do not know the locations of menu items. They search for an item visually and then navigate to it [Cockburn et. al., 2007]. Typically, the visual search time dominates the total selection time [Samp and Decker, 2010]. When searching for a desired item, novices rely on readability and the meaning of the item labels and icons [Kaptelinin, 1993].

Lee and Raymond [1993] suggest that for novices, menus serve as documentation of an application’s functionality. Graphical menus are designed to enable guided exploration and learning [Kurtenbach, 1993]. This mode of knowledge acquisition is not only preferred but also one of the most successful [Charney et. al. 1990; Franzke, 1995; Rieman 1996].

However, novices performing exploratory search in menus often experience a problem of disorientation [Robertson et. al., 1981; Mantei 1982; Elm and Woods,
1985; Yu and Roh, 2002; Alwis and Murphy, 2005] (also referred to as navigation problem [Kurtenbach, 1993, p.39] and getting lost [Dieberger, 1997; Yu and Roh, 2002]). This is because they not only have to follow an information scent but also have to remember which parts of a menu structure they have already visited. And if novices do not have a clear conception of relationships, do not know their present location, and find it difficult to decide where to look next, they feel disoriented [Robertson et. al., 1981; Elm and Woods, 1985]. Norman and Butler [1989] present a menu study demonstrating that participants searching for menu items tended to repeat paths and forgot where they had looked before.

To support novice behaviour the following design requirements have been defined (ordered by priority):

**Ease of use (EASY).** The goal is for the menu to be easy to use. Visual representations of the commands should be readable and clear to understand. The select mechanism should be simple, intuitive, and easy to learn. The menu should resemble the behaviour of a typical menu to the maximum possible extent: it should ‘feel’ familiar for novices who might have used other menu systems before and might have certain expectations.

**Guided exploration (GUIDE).** The goal is to help novices find and learn the functionality of an application through guided exploration. To this end, a menu needs to decrease the information load posed on a user confronting a large command space. The menu should lead the user toward a relevant command. And it also should support the behaviour when a novice makes mistakes and needs to explore multiple locations in the command space. The menu should prevent disorientation and let the user explore all relevant locations confidently and efficiently.

**Effective Visual Search (SEARCH).** The goal is to enable effective visual search. Novices should be able to quickly search menu content and newly visited locations.

**Effective Navigation (NAV).** The goal is to enable effective navigation. Novices should be able to quickly and seamlessly move between relevant locations and items.
3.2.2. Experts

In contrast to novices, experts do not rely on the readability of menu items. In fact, experts have problems recalling labels of frequently used menu items [Mayes et. al., 1988]. Kaptelinin [1993] demonstrates that degrading readability through changing label characters into dots does not impact expert performance.

Experts do not search for menu items visually. They are familiar with menu content. They remember the locations of items and rely on these when performing menu selections. Somberg [1987] shows that for 6 blocks of 82 selections, positionally constant arrangement (i.e., consistent assignment of individual items to screen positions) is the most effective compared to three other arrangements: alphabetical, random, and probability of selection (i.e., the most popular choices are positioned near the beginning of the list). Similar results are demonstrated by [Kaptelinin, 1993; McDonald et. al. 1983; Seppälä and Salvendy, 1985]. Experts only decide which item to select and then navigate to it [Cockburn et. al., 2007]. Extensive menu use can lead to a substantial decrease in decision time [Card et. al., 1983; Lane et. al., 1993] and it is typically the pointing time that dominates the total selection time [Samp and Decker, 2010].

For experts, the menus serve as a way of accessing the functionality of an application. Expert behaviour can be best described as unprompted and efficient actions. Such actions are typically of less precision. The menu selection is merely a means of invoking the intended functionality.

To support the expert behaviour the following design requirement has been defined:

Effective Navigation (NAV). The goal is to enable effective navigation to menu items (note that this goal was also defined in the previous section). The menu should aim at shortening navigation times, require little navigation precision, and reduce navigation errors.

3.2.3. Novice-to-Expert transition

The transition from novice to expert is associated with a transformation in the mental representation of the menu. While novices rely on readability, experts rely on global visual features such as the location of menu items; readability becomes unimportant. Cockburn et. al. [2007] demonstrates that the rate of novice-to-expert transition
depends on the stability of global features. If they are stable, the transition happens rather quickly [Kaptelinin, 1993; Seppälä and Salvendy, 1985]; notable differences occur even after one exposure to each menu item [McDonald et. al. 1983].

Experts rely on recall rather than recognition. Global features are memorized and only their successful retrieval enables users to avoid visual search. But due to memory decay, experts occasionally forget what they learnt. In such cases, they return back to novice behaviour; once again they have to search for items visually. This is demonstrated empirically in [Kurtenbach and Buxton, 1994] where after lay off periods of few hours or days, experts needed to switch back to novice techniques and re-learn what they forgot. Experts also return back to novice behaviour if memorized global visual features change: for example, when a memorized location of an item changes. This situation happens with spatially adaptive menus that constantly reorder menu items [Somberg 1987; Mitchel and Shneiderman, 1989; Findlater and McGrenere, 2004, 2008; Findlater et. al., 2009]. Cockburn et. al. [2007] show that the learnability of such menus is degraded. Finally, experts return back to novice behaviour when they want to find new functionality, previously not used or used sporadically.

In sum, the transition from novice to expert does not happen once and forever. Rather than being a novice or an expert, users often switch between both behaviours over time.

To support the novice-to-expert transition the following design requirement has been defined:

**Accelerate and sustain the novice-to-expert transition (N2E).** The goal is to accelerate rate of the novice-to-expert transition and to avoid forcing experts to return to novice behaviour. Although it is not possible to prevent memory decay, a design can avoid unnecessary changes of global visual features, such as item location, size, colour, and so on.

### 3.2.4. Miscellaneous

Finally, some design requirements have been defined which do not directly address novice and expert behaviours, but rather represent some technical requirements:
Design

**Quantity (QUANT).** Contemporary applications often contain hundreds of commands. Even context menus with a reduced number of commands can still contain tens and hundreds of these. The goal is to accommodate hundreds of commands.

**Reduced Screen Consumption (SPACE).** The goal is to limit the amount of screen space needed for the menu. This is especially important for devices with small screens such as smartphones.

### 3.2.5. Summary

The goals defined in this section will be used in the remaining of this chapter to explain our design decisions and ground them in previous research findings. It is important to note that design is a creative process and can be understood as a ‘best effort’ approach. This means that we make decisions which are the best for achieving our goals based on the previous findings and our subjective judgments. However, to support our central hypothesis (see Section 1.2) the goals NAV, SEARCH, and SPACE need to be investigated thoroughly in rigorous experiments. At the end of this chapter we define exact measures for the above goals and set the roadmap for the following experimental part.

### 3.3. Design characteristics

A menu has various characteristics. They can be viewed as design variables whose values are determined in the design process. An example of a characteristic is the size of a menu item. Some menu characteristics are particularly important for our design because their choice directly benefits or impacts the goals defined in Section 3.2. For example, a choice of the exact item size determines the effectiveness of navigation (goal NAV).

This section presents the characteristics most important for our goals. These characteristics are used to organize a review of the relevant research work which informed our design decisions. Each characteristic is discussed in terms of benefits and impacts on our goals. If a particular choice of a characteristic value benefits our goals, it is indicated in brackets using the following notion: goal X+, where X is a symbolic name of the particular goal being benefited. The symbolic names of our goals are provided in Section 3.2. Similarly, the notion: goal X- indicates that a particular
characteristic value impacts the goal X. For example, big menu sizes improve pointing performance (goal NAV+) but they also increase screen consumption (goal SPACE-).

There are nine characteristics. The first characteristic – menu structure – relates to the structural organization of menu items. The next four characteristics – navigation distances, discrimination method, spacing and overlaps, and item ordering and grouping – relate mostly to the spatial layout of the menu; that is, how elements of menu structure are represented and arranged spatially. The next three characteristics – item size and shape, visual communication, and navigation mechanisms and cues – relate to visual representation of layout elements. Finally, the last characteristic – interaction methods – relates to different interaction styles of selecting menu items.

3.3.1. Menu structure
Applications often contain hundreds of commands. It is not an easy task to find relevant commands within so many alternatives. Robertson, McCracken, and Newell [1981] describe the performance of an early menu selection system named ZOG in the following manner:

“Users readily get lost in using ZOG. The user does not know where he is, how to get where he wants to go, or what to do; he feels lost and may take excessively long to respond. This happens in all sorts of nets, especially complex nets or nets without regular structure”.

To tackle these challenges, various approaches have been proposed to organize commands into different forms of menu structures including single menus, sequential menus, menu networks, and menu hierarchies [Norman, 1991b].

Over the years, one form surfaced as the most effective and currently also the most commonly used: a menu hierarchy [Norman, 1991b]. A menu hierarchy is a tree structure that contains two types of items: structural items and functional items. Structural items serve as categories which determine the organization of the menu structure. They are not associated with any application commands. They are parent items in a hierarchy and always lead to deeper levels that contain more specific items. Functional items represent specific application commands. They belong to categories but they never serve as categories which contain more items. They are leaves in a hierarchy, and they can be located on any of its levels.

A menu hierarchy facilitates exploration and visual search (goals GUIDE+, SEARCH+). Paap and Roske-Hofstrand [1986] observes that when the alternatives in a
menu are organized into categories, the scope of the search may be substantially reduced. This is because a user does not have to investigate the whole category before deciding if the desired item could possibly be there or not. In the context of information foraging (see Section 3.2.1), the scent of an entire category can be assessed based on its label or by scanning just a few items. If an item is unlikely to be there, a user can move to a different location. Use of menu hierarchy to guide the search is empirically demonstrated by Whalen and Mason [1981] who showed that miscategorised items are more difficult to find than items assigned to ambiguous categories and synonymous categories. Dumais and Landauer [1984] also provide evidence that the effectiveness of search highly depends on meaningful, unambiguous category labels. Snowberry et. al. [1983] show that menu hierarchy improves selection performance when compared to random ordering, up to a factor of two.

A menu hierarchy enables decreasing the amount of displayed information to only those hierarchy levels which are currently explored. This reduces screen consumption (goal SPACE+), decreases information load (goals EASY+, GUIDE+), and effectively supports exploratory search (goal GUIDE+) which we further discuss in Section 3.3.8.

Finally, because menu hierarchies are currently the most ubiquitous forms of menus, users are familiar with this structure and understand its semantics (goal EASY+).

### 3.3.1.1. Finding the optimal menu hierarchy

There has been a considerable amount of research focusing on depth versus breadth issue; that is, finding an optimal hierarchy structure. This research is predominantly based on two approaches: theoretical analyses and empirical studies (for a good review of the depth vs breadth issue see [Raymond 1986; Norman 1991b; Lee and Raymond 1993]). The conclusions are often inconsistent. However, one re-occurring empirical finding is that increasing the depth of the hierarchy has negative effects. Snowberry, Parkinson and Sission [1983] found that error rates increased from 4% to 34% as menu depth increased from one to six levels. Depth also impacts the selection performance [Landauer and Nachbar, 1985] and increases the costs of error recovery [Kiger, 1984].

At the same time increasing the depth has some positive effects. It can decrease the amount of screen space necessary to display relevant menu items (goal SPACE+), decrease information overload (goal EASY+), and help a user to “narrow down” the
choice and access items more quickly than using a flat list of items (goal GUIDE+) [Kurtenbach, 1993].

Some researchers have the opinion that efforts aiming at finding an optimal hierarchy incorrectly assume that such an optimum depends primarily on depth and breadth. Instead, [Lee and Raymond, 1993] have proposed that it is much more important for a menu hierarchy to reflect the structures inherently embedded in specific domains and the actions carried in the context of those domains. This view is supported by studies demonstrating that different categorizations and tasks – rather than depths and breadths – have a strong effect on user behaviour and overall performance [Whalen and Mason, 1981; McDonald et. al. 1983; Dumais and Landauer, 1984].

In practice, most applications have two- or three-level deep menus, with deeper levels having more menu items. Such menu structures are also the typical objects of current menu studies [Ahlström, 2005, Ahlström et. al., 2006; Ahlström et. al., 2010; Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Samp and Decker 2010; Zhao and Balakrishnan, 2004; Kurtenbach, 1993; Ellis et. al., 1995; Zhao et. al. 2006]. This lets us rephrase our goal Quantity (QUANT) in terms of menu hierarchies. Our goal is to accommodate at least three menu levels, with each subsequent level being able to accommodate more items.

### 3.3.2. Distances

Graphical menus can use different spatial layouts which determine the distances between the menu structure elements: items and levels.

Shorter distances improve the navigation performance (goal NAV+) in four ways. First, shorter distances reduce the difficulty of a movement task, which reduces also movement time [Fitts, 1954]. Second, shorter distances decrease the pointer drift – that is, the distance between the initial and the final position of the mouse pointer on the screen after performing a selection from a menu (see Figure 3.1). The reduced drift means that the mouse pointer can be repositioned to its initial location faster. This is important in situations where the mouse pointer is used to directly manipulate content (e.g., many digital content creation applications). Third, short distances might allow for ballistic movements [Gan and Hoffman, 1988]. Such movements are motor programmed and during their execution visual feedback for path correction is not possible. Consequently, no visual control is involved and the movement can be performed faster. Ballistic movements occur if the duration of the movement is short,
around 200 ms [Gan and Hoffman, 1988]. They can also exceed 200 ms if the
temporal-precision is precisely specified [Wright and Meyer, 1983]. Fourth, short
distances require less positioning accuracy and thus result in fewer errors. Phillips and
Triggs [2001] show that there is a significantly greater number of overshoot errors for
far targets than for near targets. This can have a considerable impact on performance
because, as Phillips and Triggs observe, participants overshoot their targets regularly.
The authors also show that for far targets, a significantly greater proportion of the total
movement duration is spent in deceleration than for near targets: this indicates that
farther movements require more accuracy. Schmidt et. al. [1979] show that accuracy is
better for short distances. Similarly, Thompson [2007, experiment 1] shows that
accuracy decreases with greater distances, probably due to the increased movement
velocity for farther targets.

Figure 3.1. A selection from a two level menu. The pink circle and the pink line represent
the initial position of the mouse pointer and the pointer drift respectively.

Shorter distances, apart from improving navigation performance, can potentially
also improve the performance of visual search (goal SEARCH+). To understand how
this is possible, we first briefly discuss the visual search process: Visual search is best
described as a process of successive eye fixations and eye saccades [Card 1982;
Aaltonen et. al. 1998; Hornof and Kieras, 1997; Byrne 2001].
Eye fixation is when the eye remains still for some period of time – typically 120-600 ms – during which information is gathered and processed. The visual system is parallel in nature. When information is gathered, objects within the eye fovea are processed simultaneously. The fovea is a circular region within 1° of visual angle from the center of the gaze\(^1\). In the context of cascading menus, typically one to three items fit into the fovea, although this highly depends on the item sizes and the distance between the user and the screen [Hornof and Kieras, 1997]. The processing continues even after the gaze has shifted away. This ability allows people to quickly scan information while searching for a specific object.

Eye saccade is a movement connecting two fixation points. Saccades are fast, they last 30-120 ms and during that time practically no information is gathered. A sequence of fixations and saccades creates a scan path (see Figure 3.2).

![Figure 3.2. An example of a scan path consisting of saccades (lines) and fixations (circles). The example comes from an actual eye tracking study employing linear menus [Aaltonen et. al., 1998].Courtesy of Antti Aaltonen and Aulikki Hyrskykari.](image)

Shorter distances can improve the visual search performance in two ways. First, shorter distances shorten the length of the scan path and thus fewer fixations and

\(^1\) For example, a square of 0.5 cm side length at a distance of 30 cm produces visual angle of 1°.
saccades are necessary. Second, shorter distances might potentially ‘squeeze’ more items into the eye fovea enabling more parallel processing. Hornof and Kieras [1997] show that more items in the fovea result in considerable improvements in search performance.

Finally, shorter distances keep the items and the levels tighter which decreases the amount of screen space necessary to display a menu (goal SPACE+).

3.3.3. Discrimination Method

Discrimination method determines a type of movement used to discriminate between menu items. Consider Figure 3.3.

![Figure 3.3. Example of discrimination by length and angle. In the first case (a), the items lay along the same direction and thus they are discriminated only by the movement length. In the second case (b), items are discriminated by the movement length but also by the movement angle.](image)

Callahan et. al. [1988] provides empirical evidence that for small eight-item menus, discrimination by angle enables faster selections than discrimination by length.

Different angles of approach affect selection performance [Whisenand and Emurian, 1999]. The fastest are the vertical movements while the slowest are the horizontal movements. However, although the differences are significant they tend to be small, approximately on the order of 50 ms.

The extent of the differences between items’ angles and positions determine how easy or difficult it is to properly discriminate between the items. For example, it requires more movement precision to discriminate between two items that lay at the
same angle and close to each other than between two items at two opposite angles. Kurtenbach and Buxton [1993] show that smaller angular differences lead to increased error rates and slower performance. The same is demonstrated by Zhao and Balakrishnan [2004]. Therefore, to improve performance (goal NAV), the design should preferably use discrimination by length and angle, and avoid small differences between items’ angles and positions.

Discrimination by angle has a peculiar property: differences in angle can be determined more quickly than the differences in length. When discriminating by length, the total movement needs to terminate before it can be established which item the user intended to select. In contrast, when discriminating by angle, shortly after the movement commences, it can be often accurately predicted which item the user intends to select. This allows for very short navigation paths in pie menus. But also in other situations it might allow for predictions, which when coupled with appropriate techniques or visual cues, might enable faster selections, not necessarily terminating inside the desired item but well in advance (goal NAV+). In this context, possible techniques of interest include:

a) Sticky icons [Worden et al., 1997] and Semantic pointing [Blanch et al., 2004] which dynamically adapt the control-display ratio, slowing down the cursor as it approaches a potential target.

b) Techniques that expand the size of a target as a cursor approaches it [McGuffin and Balakrishnan, 2002; Zhai et al., 2003].

c) Drag-and-pop [Baudisch et al., 2003] which reduces distance of movement by temporarily bringing potential targets closer to the cursor.

d) Techniques such as Object pointing [Guiard et al., 2004] and Delphian desktop [Asano et al., 2005] which avoid the empty space between targets by making the mouse pointer jump from one object to another based on movement characteristics, such as direction or velocity peak.

The discrimination method also characterizes screen consumption because it determines how the menu expands spatially when it is navigated. Menus using discrimination by length expand in one direction. The cascading menu is an example; it expands rightwards and downwards. This allows the menu to be placed at the left and the top border of the screen. But also because of this, the menu requires significant space along the direction of expansion – i.e., on the right and the bottom sides – to
avoid repositioning or sub-menu overlaps. Such an expansion strategy might not be suitable for small screens.

Menus using discrimination by angle expand in more directions. A series of pie menus is an example; it can expand in all directions [Kurtenbach 1993; Zhao and Balakrishnan, 2004]. Such menus require less space on any side of the menu, thus are more suitable for small screens (goal SPACE+). At the same time, however, they might not be suitable for placement at screen borders.

### 3.3.4. Spacing and overlaps

Spacing refers to empty space separating the elements of menu structure: items and levels. Spacing can be negative in which case elements of menu structure overlap.

Decreasing the spacing decreases the distances between menu elements, which can improve navigation performance (goal NAV+), visual search performance (goal SEARCH+), and decrease screen consumption (goal SPACE+) (see Section 3.3.2). This is an underlying strategy of the cascading menu improvement proposed by Kobayashi and Igarashi [2003]. It analyses the direction of the cursor movement. If the cursor moves towards a sub-menu of a parent item, that sub-menu is displayed immediately, next to the cursor, overlapping part of the menu. A study reported by Kobayashi and Igarashi [2003] employed four level deep menus and demonstrated that the proposed menu compared to a traditional cascading menu reduced selection time by 12% and movement length by 31%.

Overlaps can obscure items in the overlapped regions. Some items might not be visible, perhaps those that a novice should visit next. A special mechanism might be necessary to reveal the obscured region or to revert to a previous step in the selection process. Such a mechanism is necessary in marking menus that use series of pie menus [Kurtenbach, 1993, p. 56-57]. It is not self-revealing and might hamper ease of use (goal EASY-). Overlaps might also increase visual complexity and hinder the perception of the menu structure. All these problems hamper guided exploration (goal GUIDE-).

Spacing also influences the consequences of under- and overshooting errors – that is, errors resulting from selections that miss a target item. If the spacing is low – an example being a cascading menu where item borders are tangent – under- and overshooting errors may result in selections of items adjacent to the target item. The
consequence will vary on the activated command, but in some cases this might involve extensive processing or showing a pop-up dialog. The consequences of committing errors (or complexity of error recovery) have a considerable influence on user satisfaction [Feng and Sears, 2010]. Introducing some amount of empty space between the items diminishes the possibility of severe consequences of under- and overshooting errors (goal NAV+). This feature is important for experts who perform fast, unattended movements which are less precise and thus are more prone to missing a target item [Schmidt et. al., 1979; Wright and Meyer 1983; Zelaznik et. al., 1988; Zhou et. al., 2009].

In the same screen space, overlapping methods can display more menu content than non-overlapping methods. Therefore, overlapping methods might be considered if the screen space is limited. It might be more beneficial to use overlaps than to introduce another mechanism for dealing with content that does not fit in the screen (e.g., a scrolling mechanism).

3.3.5. Item ordering and grouping
Item ordering determines which command is assigned to which menu item. Research on item ordering has focused predominantly on two approaches: 1) analysing visual search strategies, and 2) empirical investigations of various ordering techniques.

3.3.5.1. Visual search strategies
Visual search is often found to have elements of regularity. This means that during the search some of the items are systematically encountered before the others. It is sensible then to place the most important items in those locations which are searched first (goals GUIDE+, SEARCH+). It is also sensible to place the most important items in those locations which can be navigated the fastest (goal NAV+).

For example, in a cascading menu which organizes items in a vertical list, the visual search, although includes a random component, is predominantly top to bottom [Hornof and Kiers 1997; Aaltonen et. al., 1998; Byrne et. al., 1999]. The differences in search time between the first and the last item can be considerable. Samp and Decker [2011] report differences of 300–1500 ms depending on the menu size. Also navigation to the top items is faster by approximately 160-300 ms [Samp and Decker, 2011]. Sears and Shneiderman [1994] show that if the most frequently selected items are known in advance, placing four of them in the top of the menu reduces selection times from 17%
to 58%. If the frequency of selections is not known in advance, it might seem beneficial to adapt item ordering dynamically during menu use. However, as discussed in Section 2.8.1 and Section 3.2.3, such approach breaks positional constancy of the menu layout and forces users to re-search menu items (goal N2E-); that is, the users are no longer able to rely on remembered item locations. The approach of dynamic re-ordering does not improve performance, and often hinders it, compared to static counterparts [Somberg 1987; Mitchell and Shneiderman, 1989; Findlater and McGrenere, 2004, 2008; Cockburn et. al., 2007]. For this reason, to support novice-to-expert transition (goal N2E), dynamic changes to the ordering should be avoided or should be rare and subtle and lead to considerable benefits.

Finlater et. al. [2009] present a number of guidelines regarding designing adaptive menus (we add one point to this list):

1) Adaptive section should be small; Sears and Shneiderman [1994] propose up to four items.
2) Increase spatial consistency by copying rather than moving items from the static section to the adaptive section [Gajos et. al., 2005].
3) Decrease the frequency of adaptive changes [Cockburn et. al., 2007].
4) Adapt only if high accuracy can be assured [Gajos et. al., 2006, 2008; Findlater and McGrenere 2008].
5) Assure the predictability of the adaptive algorithm [Gajos et. al., 2008].

3.3.5.2. Empirical investigations
Empirical investigations of item ordering and grouping have focused predominantly on three types of orderings: random, alphabetical, and functional (or categorical). The functional ordering displays groups of related functions (see Figure 3.4). In a sense, such a group could be perceived as an additional level of a menu hierarchy (see Section 3.3.1). However, in practice, groups differ from hierarchy levels in that they do not have a name and they use different presentation techniques.
Random ordering is slower than alphabetical and functional [Card 1982; Liebelt et. al., 1982; McDonald et. al., 1983; Schultz and Curran, 1986; Hollands and Merikle, 1987]. Conclusions regarding alphabetical vs. functional ordering are inconsistent. One problem with alphabetical order is that it provides good performance results in experiments in which participants are presented with an exact name of a command to find. However, in real scenarios, novices often do not know a command name in advance. In experiments where a definition rather than exact command name is given, functional ordering is superior to the alphabetized one [McDonald et. al., 1983; Hollands and Merikle 1987].

Functional ordering can facilitate development of a mental model of the menu and make learning the commands faster (goal EASY+, N2E+). Card [1982] presents empirical evidence that users organize menu items into memory chunks that reflect command groupings. In this sense, a menu group can be perceived as an additional feature by which experts can organize their knowledge and discriminate between items.

Functional ordering can also improve guidance and visual search performance (goal GUIDE+, SEARCH+). Item groups partition command space into smaller chunks of information. And since groups contain related functionality a user can assess the information scent of an entire group by scanning just a few items. Triesman [1982] found evidence that groups, rather than individual items, are scanned serially. Supporting evidence is also provided by McDonald et. al. [1983] who found that items grouped by category are searched faster than randomly ordered menus.

The effects of item ordering and grouping disappear with practice [Card 1982; McDonald et. al. 1983; Somberg, 1987]. Therefore they concerns only novices.
3.3.6. **Item Size and shape**

Size determines how big an item is. Many ways of measuring size of a screen object have been proposed, including object height, width, and \( \text{width} \times \text{height} \) [MacKenzie, 1992a]. However, there exists evidence that calculating size of an object along direction of approach leads to the most accurate modelling results [MacKenzie, 1992a]. As an example, consider Figure 3.5. A long rectangle has arguably large size but if approached vertically from the top or the bottom the size of the box will match its height which turns out to be small.

![Figure 3.5](image)

**Figure 3.5.** The same rectangular item approached from two different angles. In the first case (the left item), the item is approached from the top, thus the item size equals the item height. In the second case (the right item), the item is approached from an angle, diagonally, thus the item size is larger.

Maloney et. al. [2007] shows that mouse clicks can be biased towards or away from the center of the target based on the penalty associated with clicking on an adjacent target. This can decrease the effective size of menu items leading to lower performance. Additional spacing, which decreases penalty of under- and overshooting errors (see Section 3.3.4), might reduce these biases (goal NAV+).

Non-convex menu shapes might cause the perceived item center to be close to an item edge [Grossman et. al., 2007] (see Figure 3.6). In such a case under- and overshooting errors are more likely (goal NAV-). Moreover, non-convex menu shapes result in different item sizes depending on the direction of approach. For this reason, to support efficient navigation (goal NAV), convex, uniform shapes, such as circles and squares, are preferred. Their center is equally distant from all edges and their size is the same regardless of the direction of approach. Performance of circular and square items is either not different [Sheikh and Hoffmann, 1994] or the differences are found...
to be small, on the order of 20–50 ms, with smaller differences for bigger items [Whisenand and Emurian, 1997].

![Figure 3.6.](image)

**Figure 3.6.** The center of the shape (point C) is close to the edge which increases the probability of under- and overshooting errors. This is an original figure from Grossman et. al. [2007]. Courtesy of Tovi Grossman.

Bigger item sizes improve navigation performance in three ways (goal NAV+). First, bigger sizes reduce the difficulty of a movement task (i.e., they decrease the accuracy constraint of a movement task) which also reduces its movement time [Fitts, 1954]. One reason for the increased accuracy with smaller items is the need for movement verification (i.e., a check at the end of a movement if the cursor is over the item). Smaller items increase the duration of movement verification [Walker et. al., 1993; Adam and Paas, 1996]. Graham and MacKenzie [1996] show that homing in on smaller targets is more difficult, thus more time consuming. Phillips and Triggs [2001] show that big targets require fewer submovements than small targets. They also show that significantly more time is spent in deceleration for the smaller items, which again indicates increased accuracy.

Second, bigger sizes reduce error rates. Series of rapid, aimed movements do not terminate at the center of an item but rather are spread around its perceived center [MacKenzie 1992a; Grossman et. al., 2007] (see Figure 3.7). The spread is often referred to as *endpoint variability*. There are more selections close to the center than far away from it. Smits-Engelsman et. al. [2002] show that endpoint variability is not sensitive to target size. Therefore, for small items, terminating locations are more likely to fall outside the item if a user tries to make fast and less accurate selections. Thompson [2007] shows that increasing target size decreases total error. Wobbrock et. al. [2008] show that target size has a strong effect on error rate, greater than that of target distance.
Third, larger item sizes are likely to induce users to employ speed/accuracy trade-off that favour speed over accuracy. Movement strategies are chosen to maximize expected gain, given the costs and benefits explicitly implemented in the environment [Trommershäuser et. al., 2005, 2008]. Humans take into account their own intrinsic motor variability [Dean et. al., 2007]. Even small changes in artefact design (the environment) make participants employ different microstrategies [Augustyn and Rosenbaum 2005, Gray and Boehm-Davis 2000] or speed/accuracy trade-offs [Hornof 2001]. Oel et. al. [2001] demonstrate that small targets, such as radio buttons and toolbar icons, need above-average time in order to be hit. Higher accuracy demands and error rates caused by smaller items might induce users to overly cautious movements that gain accuracy by sacrificing speed.

Although increasing item size might seem in general to be a good idea, typically this will also increase the distances between items and levels. Therefore, item size and navigation distance are coupled in a trade-off which needs to be properly balanced. It is felt that typical cascading menus have overly small items, typically 19-22 pixels [Ahlström 2005, 2010; Cockburn et. al., 2007; Samp and Decker 2010, 2011 journal], which is approximately three times smaller than typical desktop icons.

**3.3.7. Visual communication**

Visual communication is concerned with creating visual representations of menu elements – items, item groups, and levels – that are effective and meaningful. Three aspects are communicated:

![Figure 3.7. Endpoint variability. Not all the terminating positions end up within the borders of the target item. This is an original figure from Grossman et. al. [2007]. Courtesy of Tovi Grossman.](image-url)
**Visual structure.** The visual representations communicate structure of the command space. This can help guide visual search (goal EASY+, GUIDE+, SEARCH+). Hornof [2001] provides empirical evidence that a clearly presented visual hierarchy, with distinguishable category items and their child items, guides visual search and results in better search performance compared to a visually unstructured list of items. The performance gain is considerable, 610 ms and 1350 ms for four and six groups of five items respectively.

The visual structure of a menu needs to effectively communicate concept of hierarchy levels and item groups. In cascading menus, for example, levels are communicated with disjoint lists of items and item groups are communicated with horizontal bars that separate two adjacent groups.

There is a whole body of research, conducted in the context of Gestalt psychology, devoted to the subject of human perception of item grouping [Wertheimer, 1958; Pomerantz 1981; Rock and Palmer, 1990]. Factors that effectively communicate the concept of perceptual group include proximity, similarity, closure, good continuation, common region, and connectedness (see Figure 3.8). Coren and Girgus demonstrate that perceptual groups strongly affect spatial memory. Participants underestimate distances within a perceptual group relative to distances outside groups.

---

**Figure 3.8. Laws of grouping.** This figure is reproduced from the original figure in [Rock and Palmer, 1990]. Reproduced with permission. Copyright © 1990 Scientific American, Inc. All rights reserved. Courtesy of Steve Palmer and Scientific American.
**Affordance.** Visual representations communicate the affordances of menu items. The term “affordance” comes from the perceptual psychologist J. J. Gibson [1977, 1979], who developed an “ecological” alternative to cognitive approaches.

“Affordances provide strong clues to the operations of things. Plates are for pushing. Knobs are for turning. Slots are for inserting things into. Balls are for throwing or bouncing. When affordances are taken advantage of, the user knows what to do just by looking: no picture, label, or instruction needed.”

[Norman 1988, p.9]²

The concept of affordances was introduced to the HCI community by Norman [1988] and since then, it has proved important for design [Gaver 1991; Norman, 1999]. In the HCI context, affordances can be best explained by example. Consider Figure 3.9. We say that buttons afford pressing but not moving because they protrude from the underlying surface.

![Run Simulation](image)

Figure 3.9. A button that protrudes from the underlying surface; it affords pressing rather than dragging or pulling.

Well-communicated affordances improve ease of use (goal EASY+). Although it is perhaps difficult to objectively measure how well a menu item affords pushing, it is often possible to make a subjective judgment of which design alternative is the most appropriate. For example, non-uniform shapes and item overlaps might not clearly communicate to the first time users that each item is a separate command that can be selected.

**Item semantics.** Visual representations communicate the content of structural items (i.e., parent items) and the functionality associated with functional items. The most

---

² The presentation of the concept of affordances is shortened here for brevity. In particular, we do not discuss “perceived” vs “real” affordances. There is also some discussion regarding the inconsistent use of the concept [see McGrenere 2000, Norman 2011].
common representations are short textual labels (typically two/three words long), icons or combination of the two. Meaningful representations are important for novices. They improve ease of use, guidance, and performance (goal EASY+, GUIDE+). For example, Byrne [1993] demonstrates that simple icons (those discriminable based on a few features) help users in a search process, while complex icons are no better than simple rectangles. Whalen and Mason [1981] show that meaningless category names lead to the most severe errors.

Construction of meaningful command representations is not the subject of this thesis. There is a whole body of research focusing on this topic [Black and Moran, 1982; Hemenway, 1982; Furnas et. al., 1987; Goonetilleke, 2001]. From the current perspective it is important for our design to be capable of accommodating typical command labels and iconic representations.

3.3.8. Navigation mechanisms and cues

3.3.8.1. Focus + Context techniques

A family of Focus+Context techniques (and closely related Overview+Detail techniques) explicitly aim at supporting exploratory search in structured information spaces (goal GUIDE+) [Furnas, 1986; Lamping et. al., 1995].

"[...] a strategy is to provide a balance of local detail and global context. Local detail [focus] is needed for the local interactions with a structure, whether that means finding the nearest mailbox in midtown or editing a particular line of a large program. The global context is needed to tell the user what other parts of the structure exist and where they are (e.g., the Rockies are out west, beyond Chicago but before LA; there is an if construct above the else construct currently being edited). Global information may also be important even in the mere interpretation of local detail (e.g., the meaning of the else statement in fact depends on the content of the associated, but remote, if() statement)."

[Furnas, 1986]

Focus+Context techniques are often coupled with a navigation mechanism which allows users to jump to any part of the context directly rather than forcing users to pass back through all the previous exploration steps. Such mechanisms allow the users to find the information more quickly [Parkinson et. al., 1988] and minimizes the number of navigation actions [Tauscher and Greenberg, 1997]. This contributes to goals EASY and NAV.
Focus+Context techniques often include also navigation aids [Yu and Roh, 2002]. Examples include maps or overviews [Conklin, 1987; Nielsen 1990], fisheye views [Furnas, 1986; Bederson 2000], contextual navigation aids [Park and Kim, 2000], and local navigation aids [Park and Kim, 2000]. These techniques directly address the problem of disorientation (see Section 3.2.1). They help users perceive their present location and help them decide where to go next. The aids improve search performance and learning (goal EASY+, GUIDE+, SEARCH+) [Nielsen, 1990; Park and Kim, 2000; Yu and Roh, 2002]. The subject of navigational and structural cues has been extensively researched in the context of hypertext and web systems because they involve exploring complex information structures. However, navigational problems also concern menu structures [Yu and Roh, 2002].

3.3.8.2. Unfolding menus
Hierarchical menus support the concept of Focus+Context through the notion of unfolding menus—a cascading menu being an example. In an unfolding menu, a user is initially presented only with the first level of the menu hierarchy and is given a mechanism to “unfold” subsequent levels. This way, a user traverses menu in a “walking manner”, selecting parent items, and moving to their newly displayed sub-menus.

In an unfolding menu, the focus is the currently visited menu level while the context is constituted by all the previous levels and their items. Note that some techniques employ dedicated visual representations of the focus and the context, or use distortion techniques to emphasize them; for example fisheye menus [Bederson, 2000].

The unfolding approach to navigating hierarchical menus has a number of advantages. It decreases information load, visual complexity, and screen consumption by showing only selected hierarchy levels (goal EASY+, SPACE+). It also guides a novice (goal GUIDE+) by structuring the process of selecting an item into steps, each associated with a small portion of new information used to make a simple decision of where to go next. Quinn and Cockburn [2008] demonstrate that a fully parallel menu displaying all menu items at once, although it decreases navigation demands, is not better than a traditional unfolding menu. This hints that unfolding menus indeed effectively guide users in the selection process.
Hierarchical menus typically use three navigational aids. The first one is selection preview. It provides feedback indicating which item is about to be selected. The most common approach is to highlight an item directly under the mouse cursor. The second navigational aid is path highlighting. It marks all the parent items that lead to the currently visible level. Occasionally, some hierarchical menus also use a third navigational aid, which is the level preview. Once a cursor is over a parent item a preview of the corresponding sub-menu is displayed immediately without waiting for the selection. The preview of a sub-menu is typically dimmed. Visual preview of what is coming can improve response time, first demonstrated by Dodge [1907], further explored in the context of reading [Rayner, 1978; Fine et. al., 2001] but is also beneficial in HCI where it improves search performance and error rates [Kopetzky and Mühlhäuser, 1999; Woodruff et. al., 2001; Kristensson and Zhai, 2007]. These three navigational aids help users perceive their present location and help them decide where to go next (goal GUIDE+). They function as cognitive landmarks denoting focal points at which fundamental turns have been taken [Norman, 1991b]:

“When we give directions to geographical locations, we generally use landmarks. If one gets lost, one can return to the landmark in order to redirect search. Major intersections, highways, and shopping centers serve this purpose. Similarly, in menu selection systems, users who have a sufficient mental model of the system use its cognitive landmarks to find their way around. When they get lost or fail to find a target item, they tend to return to focal point of the system”

[Norman, 1991b, p. 230]

3.3.9. Interaction methods

Interaction methods determine the type of motor actions used to select menu items.

According to the flow of information at the user interface described in Section 2.2, selecting a menu item looks as follow: a user first finds a command visually, then decodes the meaning of the visual representation, decides if the command should be activated, determines what information needs to be provided to activate that particular command, and finally inputs that information through the user interface. The efficiency of an interaction method depends on two factors: 1) how fast a corresponding input information can be determined for a given command, and 2) how long it takes to input this information.
The most commonly used mechanism for issuing selections in graphical menus is Point-and-Select: a user points at a desired item and selects it, for example, with a button press. In this case, determining how to select a found item is straightforward; it does not require any conscious action. Compare this with a selection mechanism where a keyboard key has to be pressed to activate a command, and that key is the one corresponding to a character underlined in a command name. In this case, more cognitive processes are involved into determining what information needs to be input. Point-and-Select can be viewed as a technique with high compatibility between the stimulus (i.e., visual representation of an item) and the response (i.e., pointing at that item). Wallace [1971] would say that Point-and-Select requires little coding and recoding in order to map a stimulus to a response (S-R). The topic of S-R compatibility has received considerable amount of interest, predominantly in experimental psychology. Numerous studies demonstrate that high S-R compatibility significantly decreases response times and error rates [Fitts and Seeger, 1953; Chua et. al., 2003]. In this light, Point-and-Select is beneficial for the goals EASY and NAV.

Menu selection through Point-and-Select requires minimal effort regardless of the visual and functional complexity of a command being selected. Lee and Raymond [1993] refer to this advantageous characteristic of menus as *decoupling functions of input and display*.

**Point-and-Click vs Drag-and-Drop.** Menu selection through Point-and-Select can employ two different interaction styles. The first style is Point-and-Click, found, for example, in traditional single-level linear menus. A user first moves a pointer to a target item and then presses a button to select it. The second style is the Drag-and-Drop interaction style employed, for example, by marking menus [Kurtenbach 1993 thesis]. In this case, the user first presses a button, then moves to a target item (with the button still pressed), and finally releases the button to select the target. The Point-and-Click interaction style is faster, less error prone (goal NAV+), and preferred over the Drag-and-Drop interaction style (goal EASY+) [MacKenzie et. al., 1991]. Inkpen [2001] demonstrates similar findings in a study conducted with children.

**Dwell vs Button press.** There are also two different ways of issuing selections: 1) dwelling – e.g., used in cascading menus to select parent items; and 2) clicks – e.g., used in cascading menus to select a command. Mouse clicks are faster than typical dwell times (goal NAV+) (see Chapter 4). More importantly, however, dwelling as a way of selecting parent item restricts the trajectory and characteristics of subsequent
mouse movements. Consider Figure 3.10. A user attempts to navigate to the item “Put Selected Font Color On Top” in the sub-menu of the parent item “Sort”. But the trajectory of a mouse cursor crosses over the item “Insert Comment”. If the cursor stays long enough over the item “Insert Comment”, the system will interpret this as an intention to select that item. Consequently, the previous sub-menu will disappear and the user will not be able to select the desired item. This kind of error is not uncommon [Kobayashi and Igarashi, 2003; Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Tanvir, et. al., 2008]. And to avoid it, the trajectory of a mouse cursor should run inside the parent item. Such movements are more difficult and slower than non-restricted movements [Accot and Zhai, 1997].

Figure 3.10. A user tries to navigate to a sub-menu of the parent item “Sort”. However, because the cursor does not stay exactly inside the parent item, the sub-menu disappears.

Another technique of issuing selections is that of border crossing [Kurtenbach, 1993]. A user moves between items and selects one by moving the cursor outside the menu through the border of the target item. This approach is less intuitive (goal EASY-) and also restricts the movements trajectories (goal NAV-).
3.4. Design description

This section describes the menu design. The presentation is divided into sections, each describing a single element of the design. We explain our decisions, referring back to the discussions on relevant characteristics presented in Section 3.3 and goals presented in Section 3.2.

There are six design elements. The first two – level arrangement and item arrangement – relate to the spatial arrangement of levels and items. The next three elements – item representation, level representation, and item grouping – relate to the visual representation of items, levels, and item groups. The last element – menu navigation – relates to interaction mechanisms and control.

3.4.1. Levels arrangement

Figure 3.11 presents a linear layout used in cascading menus. We can now analyse it in terms of the spatial menu characteristics presented in Section 3.3: navigation distances, discrimination method, and spacing and overlaps. The most common cascading menus require a sequence of vertical and horizontal movements [Ahlström, 2005], which is not the shortest path between items. Some designs reduce the distances by allowing diagonal movements [Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Tanvir et. al., 2008] or by overlapping levels [Kobayashi and Igarashi, 2003]. In any case, however, these reduced distances considerably exceed the distance to the closest free space around the starting location (goal NAV-, see Section 3.3.2). For example, the left and the top sides of the item “Cut” and the left side of the parent item “Sort” (see Figure 3.11) are not occupied despite being close. It would appear then that there is room for improvement regarding these distances.
Figure 3.11. A cascading menu using linear layout. An example of a selection consists of a sequence of alternating vertical and horizontal movements.

Linear layout predominantly uses discrimination by length (goal NAV-, SPACE-, see Section 3.3.3). There is little variation in angle, even if the menu allows diagonal movements. And importantly, the differences in movement length are small because items are approached vertically and their height is typically in the range of 19-22 pixels [Ahlström 2005, 2010; Cockburn et. al., 2007; Samp and Decker 2010, 2011 journal]. Small items hamper performance and increase the probability of under- and overshooting errors, especially if fast and less precise selections are performed (goal NAV-, see Section 3.3.6). Cascading menus do not introduce any spacing between the items. Therefore, the consequences of under and overshooting errors can be high; that is, adjacent items can be accidentally selected (goal NAV-, see Section 3.3.4).

One layout that aims at reducing distances is the radial layout used in pie menu [Hopkins, 1987, 1991, Callahan et. al., 1988] (see Figure 3.12). The entire space around the center is utilized. The distance to each item is equal and short (goal NAV+, see Section 3.3.2). The items are discriminated by angle (goal NAV+, see Section 3.3.3). The radial layout has an additional advantage of increasing the item sizes, which we explore in the following sections. In a controlled experiment a pie menu turned to be
15% faster and 42% less error prone than a linear menu [Callahan et. al., 1988]. However, the pie menu is only a one level menu.

Figure 3.12. A pie menu using a radial layout. Each item is equidistant from the center.

To support hierarchies, it has been proposed to use series of pie menus. However, this proposal was not motivated by the goal of improving selections from a graphical menu but rather to support marks (see Section 2.8.2 for more details). For example, series of pie menus either do not decrease the distance between the levels or they result in overlaps.

To build an efficient layout for hierarchies we looked into the fields of graph drawing and information visualization. One of the subjects in these fields is the creation of layouts adhering to various criteria, such as minimizing screen consumption and efficient communication of parent-child relationships. An approach called radial drawing [Eades 1992; Bernard 1994; Six and Tollis, 1999; Bernard and Mohammed, 2003; Jankun-Kelly and Ma, 2003; Giacomo et. al., 2004; Gansner and Coren, 2006], based on a concept of concentric rings (also referred to as circles or orbits) seemed to adhere to our criteria.

In radial drawing a central node is the focus, and the rest of the nodes are placed in concentric rings around the center according to some distance metric. The distance of a node from the focus determines the ring to which that node belongs. The nodes closest to the focus node are placed on the first ring, and farther nodes are placed on subsequent rings. Such visualizations are often coupled with a mechanism which allows users to interactively change the focus node. The new focus node is moved to
the center and the visualization is reorganized accordingly; the transition can be animated to improve user comprehension [Yee et al., 2001].

To support hierarchical menus we use the concept of concentric rings in a different manner. The center is the menu root. The first ring corresponds to the first level of the menu hierarchy. However, the content of the subsequent rings does not depend on the distance from a focus node but rather on the user interactions. Each concentric ring represents a submenu of a selected parent item from a previous ring. And as will be explained in Section 3.4.6, the focus is fixed: selections do not change the focus but rather they determine what is displayed on the rings.

![Concentric Rings Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 3.13.** A radial layout based on a concept of concentric rings. Starting from the center, each subsequent ring represents a deeper menu level. The first ring contains items from the first menu level. Each subsequent ring contains the child items of the parent item selected on the previous level.

The concentric ring layout has a number of advantages related to the goals defined in Section 3.2. First, it supports hierarchies (goal EASY+, see Section 3.3.1). Second, it decreases the distances between the items and the levels (goals NAV+ and SEARCH+, see Section 3.3.2). Third, it combines discrimination by length and angle (goal NAV+, see Section 3.3.3). Fourth, the concentric ring layout prevents overlaps and preserves visibility of the levels and their items (goals EASY+, GUIDE+, SEARCH+, and NAV+, see Section 3.3.4 and Section 3.3.7). Fifth, the layout expands in all directions equally when the number of levels increases. Therefore, in some sense, the screen space is
preserved (goal SPACE+, see Section 3.3.3) when compared to layouts which lay deeper levels always on one side – e.g., the layout used by cascading menus. Sixth, the layout can accommodate an increasing number of items on subsequent levels because the radiiuses of the corresponding rings increase (goal QUANT+).

Because the concentric rings expand in all directions, it is undesirable to place them close to the screen borders (see Section 3.3.3). Doing so may partially obscure the menu or require repositioning. The layout is suitable for pop-up (or context) menus, typically invoked within the working space, away from the screen borders. It also makes accessing menu content faster by avoiding round trips to screen borders and reducing pointer drift (goal NAV+, see Section 3.3.2). Alternatively, if the menu structure allows, a concentric ring menu could sit close to the corner of the screen and expand as a slice of pizza toward the center when navigated (see Figure 3.14).

The spatial capacity of the first ring might be too restrictive at times (goal QUANT-). Depending on the application a combination of the following remedies can be used: a) smaller item sizes; b) changing the structure of the menu, such as adding an intermediate first level with fewer items; c) moving the first ring away from the center to increase its spatial capacity; d) overlapping the items (see Figure 3.15). All four approaches are associated with some costs. Making items smaller make them more
difficult to select (goal NAV-, see Section 3.3.6); changing the structure of the menu might hamper natural, intrinsic organization of application functionality (goal EASY-, see Section 3.3.1.1); moving a ring away from the center also increases the distances to the items (goal NAV-, see Section 3.3.2); and item overlapping decreases effective size of the items (goal NAV-, see Section 3.3.6) and possibly degrades their legibility (goal EASY-, see Section 3.3.7).

Figure 3.15. Two approaches to accommodate more items on a ring. The first approach (a) increases the radius of a ring, which also increases its circumference. The cost is the slightly increased distances to the items. The second approach (b) uses item overlapping to pack the items more tightly. The costs are the decreased effective size of the items and possibly hindered legibility.

If items overlap (see Figure 3.15b), hovering over an item might bring it to the front for better legibility (goal EASY-, see Section 3.3.7). Also the surrounding items can be drawn aside to visually separate the focused item. Alternatively, a fish eye technique [Furnas, 1986; Bederson 2000] can be used to allocate more space to the items close to the cursor (see Figure 3.16).

We also came up with a fourth remedy for dealing with the limited space: ring scrolling. It works as follows. If a ring cannot accommodate the desired number of items, it does not close entirely. The user can use a mouse roll, graphical arrows or other scrolling mechanisms to rotate the content of the ring, clockwise or counter clockwise. The items moving towards an open part of the ring disappear and new items appear on the other side (see Figure 3.17). This feature can be thought of as a metaphor of a screw. Only the part at the edge of the surface is visible. But the user can drive a screw inside or outside the surface to change the visible part. In the case of ring scrolling, the cost is the time needed for scrolling (goal NAV-).
Figure 3.16. Three ways of handling item overlapping: a) bring a targeted item to the front; b) draw aside items surrounding a targeted item; c) use the fish eye technique, in which the space is distorted and the items around the cursor are allocated more space than the items farther away from the cursor.

Figure 3.17. Ring scrolling. Using a mouse roll, graphical arrows, or other scrolling mechanisms, a user can rotate the content of the ring. Some existing items disappear in the open part of the ring (i.e., at the bottom of the ring), and some new items appear on the other side. In the figure, a user clicks on the left arrow which results in a clockwise rotation of the menu content, as indicated by the arc arrows. The “View” item disappears on the right hand side and the “Help” item appears on the left hand side.

3.4.2. Item arrangement

If concentric rings are used to arrange menu levels, there is still the question of how to arrange items within the rings. Figure 3.18 shows three alternatives, all preventing overlaps (goal EASY+, GUIDE+, SEARCH+, NAV+, see Section 3.3.4).
Figure 3.18. Three spatial arrangements of menu items on the rings. The item “Edit” is selected on the first ring and therefore the second ring shows its children.

The Compact Radial Layout (CRL) arrangement packs items tightly around their parents. The SPARSE arrangement distributes items evenly within a ring similarly to pie menus. The FAN arrangement places the first item from a submenu on the next outer ring in the closest position to the parent item (i.e., the item “Edit”). All further menu items are placed clockwise around the outer ring.

The three arrangements present different trade-offs between distances, spacing, and discrimination methods. The CRL arrangement decreases the navigation distances the most but at the cost of decreased spacing and angular differences between the items. By contrast, the SPARSE arrangement increases the spacing and angular differences but increases the distances.

Different arrangements might do a better or worse job when it comes to guiding users in their visual search. The FAN arrangement, for example, clearly indicates the beginning of the subsequent level since the first item lays just next to the parent item and the rest of the items span clockwise. The same cannot be said about the SPARSE arrangement. The question of the effects of arrangement on visual search is open and needs experimentation. Addressing this issue is one of the goals of the experiment presented in Chapter 6.

In Section 3.3.5 we discussed the effects of item ordering on navigation and search performance. Be it SPARSE, FAN, or CRL arrangement, the question of how to order the items (i.e., which visual item to assign to which command) for optimal access also remains unanswered. Previous research on visual search and item ordering focused
predominantly on linear menus. Unfortunately, those findings cannot be readily generalized to radial menus because the layout differences are considerable and search is known to be sensitive to small differences in interface design [Hornof, 2001; Pirolli et. al., 2003; Everett and Byrne, 2004; Halverson and Hornof, 2004]. Rings could be searched clockwise, counter-clockwise, top-to-bottom, bottom-to-top etc. The search could start from an item closest to the parent item or from an item on any end of an arc. Since the effects of ordering can be considerable they will be experimentally explored in Chapter 7.

We chose the CRL arrangement for our final design since it decreases the distances the most. Therefore we expect better navigation and search performance (goal NAV+, SEARCH+, see Section 3.3.2). We decided, however, to add some spacing between the items to minimize the consequences of under- and overshooting errors (goal NAV+, see Section 3.3.4).

3.4.3. Item representation

Figure 3.19 presents four alternative item representations. As explained previously in Section 3.3.6, the size of a rectangular item is small when approached from the top or from the bottom (goal NAV-). Rectangles also occupy a considerable amount of horizontal space and thus would require an increased radius of the subsequent rings in order to avoid overlaps (goal SPACE-).

![Figure 3.19. Four item representations: rectangles, circles, squares, and pies.](image)

Circles, squares, and pies are preferred for our design as their sizes are comparatively larger than those of the rectangles (goal NAV+, see Section 3.3.6). Circles always have the same size regardless of the angle of approach. These shapes are also more suitable for icons than thin rectangles because they do not overly restrict the vertical space (goal EASY+, GUIDE+, see Section 3.3.7). As mentioned in Section
3.4.2, we introduce spacing between the items to decrease chances of selecting an adjacent item upon under- and overshooting errors (goal NAV+).

For our final design we chose to use circles. To distinguish between structural and functional items, we mark all structural items (i.e., parent items) with a line pointing outward (goal EASY+, GUIDE+, see Section 3.3.7) (see Figure 3.20). Two other alternatives, arrows and thick borders, are shown in Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20. Three ways of representing parent items. A line and arrow pointing outward might better communicate that an item leads somewhere (i.e., to another level) than the thicker border.

In a cascading menu, thin rectangular boxes seem to be well suited to labels of various lengths. However, the same cannot be said about circular or square items. There is less horizontal space (goal EASY-, GUIDE-, see Section 3.3.7). The item size can be increased to provide more space for longer labels, but the costs are the increased navigation distances and screen consumption (goal NAV-, SPACE-, see Section 3.3.2).

To accommodate long labels we decided on three things. First, labels need not be contained inside the shape of the item but can run through its borders. Border crossings might impact label legibility. This can be handled by reducing the contrast between items (see Figure 3.21). Second, labels can be split into multiple lines at word borders (see Figure 3.21). This seemed to be a good idea because uniform shapes, such as circles and squares, provide more vertical space than thin rectangles. Third, the spacing between the items can be increased to prevent label overlaps.
To accommodate long labels, they can run across item borders and span multiple lines. The items are dimmed to diminish interference with the label and prevent legibility problems.

To determine the exact sizes of circular and square items we did not match their surface area with the area of representative cascading menu item. Rather, we experimented with different configurations and decided to use items of diameter/diagonal in the range of 45-55 pixels. This size provided enough space to accommodate three- and four-word labels—eventually broken up onto two or three lines—while avoiding overlaps.

### 3.4.4. Level representation

Menu levels are not directly interacted with. Often they do not have corresponding visual representation, such as in cascading menus. Figure 3.22 shows our radial menu in which levels do not have visual representations. However, one re-occurring comment from informal interviews was that when more levels are displayed the entire menu looks like a blob of items without any particular structure (goal EASY-, GUIDE-, see Section 3.3.7).

Figure 3.22. A Compact Radial Layout menu without visual representation of levels (i.e., rings). It might be difficult to perceive the hierarchical structure of the menu content.
In the case of cascading menus, although there is not a dedicated visual representation of a level, the outer edges of the items belonging to the same level create a perceptual box. And since these boxes are separated spatially they strongly communicate the structure of the menu (goal EASY+, GUIDE+, see Section 3.3.7). The same cannot be said about spatially separated circular items running across an invisible arc. For this reason, we decided to represent levels visually with rings to preserve sense of menu structure (see Figure 3.23).

![Figure 3.23. Compact Radial Layout menus with visual representations of levels (i.e., rings). The representations aid in the perception of the hierarchical structure of menu content.](image)

### 3.4.5. Item grouping

To support item grouping we came up with three different approaches (see Figure 3.24). The first one uses line bars in a similar way to cascading menus. The second approach relies on spatial proximity: there is more spacing between the groups than between the items within the same group. This could be viewed less as visual representation technique and more as a layout technique since it is based on altering distances. The third approach divides a level representation (i.e., a ring) into a set of arcs, each representing one group.
3.4.6. **Menu navigation**

The proposed design supports the concept of unfolding menus (goal EASY+, GUIDE+, SPACE+, see Section 3.3.8.2). A user is initially presented only with the first level (i.e., one ring) of the menu hierarchy and then reveals further levels by selecting parent items. Selecting a non-parent item closes the menu and invokes the associated command.

In one of the prototypes we explored the idea of aligning all selected items into a straight line to more clearly represent the current navigation path. However, such alignment requires repositioning items (i.e., with a rotating ring) which might hamper development of a mental model for the menu (goal N2E−, see Section 2.8.1, Section 3.2.3, and Section 3.3.5). For this reason we decided to not change the locations of menu items within rings to ensure positional constancy of the layout.

The design supports navigation mechanisms and cues described in Section 3.3.8.2: item previewing, level previewing, and path highlighting. Item previewing and path highlighting use the colour blue which is similar to common cascading menus. Level previewing (see Section 3.3.8.2) dims the previewed level. In our design, all previous levels and their items are visible and can be selected. Consequently, users can jump to any part of the context directly (goal EASY+, NAV+, see Section 3.3.8.1). This supports exploratory search behaviour but also eliminates the need for a dedicated mechanism that allows returning to previous levels.
3.4.6.1. Selection method

Item selection requires three basic actions from a user. First, users need to invoke the menu if it is not visible. We refer to this as *menu invocation*. Second, users select parent items to access their sub-menus. We refer to this as *nonterminating selection*. Third, users select the desired menu item. This item does not have a sub-menu and can be on any level of the menu hierarchy. We refer to this as *terminating selection*.

These three basic actions can be accomplished using different interaction methods such as Point-and-Click, Drag-and-Drop, and dwelling (see Section 3.3.9). We chose Point-and-Click for both, terminating and nonterminating selections, because it seems to be the most natural way of directly selecting screen objects (goal EASY+, see Section 3.3.9) and because it is faster than other alternatives (goal NAV+, see Section 3.3.9). We also chose to avoid dwelling in favour of button presses in order to not restrict navigation trajectories (goal NAV+, see Section 3.3.9). For menu invocation we decided to mimic context menus (goal EASY+, see Section 3.2.1). For example, if a mouse is used, typically a right mouse button invokes a context menu.

3.4.6.2. Aborting selection

A menu needs to provide a mechanism for aborting the current selection. That is, the user needs some means of cancelling the selection while it is in progress. When it comes to Point-and-Click, the common approach is to perform a click outside the menu. In that case, the menu disappears and none of the commands is selected. We decided to use this familiar mechanism (goal EASY+, see Section 3.2.1). However, this decision impacts costs of under- and overshooting errors. When they occur, instead of selecting a desired item, the menu disappears because a click outside the menu is interpreted as “abort the selection”. Thus the cost of under- and overshooting errors can be considered high, especially if a mistake is small (goal NAV-, see Section 3.3.4). Although our design explicitly tries to mitigate under- and overshooting errors by using increased item sizes, uniform shapes, and additional spacing between the items, we cannot assume that these errors will never occur. To this end, we decided to introduce a passive *menu area*. This area embraces the menu and is supposed to cover those locations where under- and overshooting is more likely to occur (see Figure 3.25). If the user clicks in this area, nothing happens – none of the items is selected and the menu does not disappear (goal NAV+, see Section 3.3.4). We expect that users trying to abort the current selection will not try to do so by clicking between the tightly
packed items. Rather, to avoid accidental item selection we expect them to issue a click outside the passive menu area.

Figure 3.25. The passive menu area (dark circles) covers regions where under- and overshooting errors are more likely to occur. Clicking on the passive menu area does not result in menu closing.

The size of the menu area was arbitrarily set to 5 pixels based on our experience with early prototypes.

In Section 3.3.3 we discussed that the angle-based discrimination method might allow the prediction of which item a user intends to select. The prediction can be based on the direction of the cursor movement, what is currently below the cursor, and the proximity of menu items (see Figure 3.26). We suggested that the predictions could be coupled with appropriate techniques (for examples see Section 3.3.3) which might enable faster selections, not necessarily just by terminating inside a desired item but well in advance (goal NAV+, see Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3). Figure 3.26 shows a simple approach where a predicted item is highlighted before the cursor enters its spatial representation. If a user issues a click the item will be selected.
Figure 3.26. Item prediction. The $\alpha_2$ angle is very small and it is considerably smaller than $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_3$. The cursor also is not over any menu item. The analysis of the cursor movement strongly indicates that the user intends to select the item “Cut”. Consequently, this item is highlighted as if the cursor was over the item already. The user can select the item with a mouse click.

3.5. Summary of the design

Figure 3.27 depicts the Compact Radial Layout (CRL) menu design, showing an example of a selection sequence. The levels of the menu hierarchy are represented as concentric rings. The first ring corresponds to the first level of the menu hierarchy. Subsequent rings, surrounding the previous ones, correspond to deeper levels of the menu hierarchy. Each such ring represents a submenu of a parent item selected from a previous ring. The menu items are represented by circles tightly packed within the ring. All parent items are additionally marked with a line coming out of the item.
Figure 3.27. An example of a selection from a Compact Radial Layout menu. A user first opens the menu (1). Then he selects the item “Edit” with a mouse click (2). Next, the user hovers over the item “Insert” which brings up a sub-menu preview (3). The user sees a desired item in the preview (i.e., the item “Slice”). Therefore, he selects the item “Insert” and moves to the item “Slice” to issue the final selection (4). Note how the selected items and the item currently under the cursor are highlighted.

The interaction with a CRL menu works as follows: the user invokes the menu with a right mouse button click. The first ring surrounding the cursor appears. The user then points to a desired item and selects it with a left mouse click. If the item has no submenu, the command corresponding to that item is invoked and all the rings disappear. If the item does have a submenu, the next outermost ring is displayed. Similarly, any subsequent rings will appear if the user selects a parent item located on
the outermost ring. The user can select from any visible items. If a parent item on an inner ring is selected, the now unnecessary outer rings disappear automatically and a new outer ring appears. The selection path is highlighted as well as an item under the mouse cursor. If the cursor is placed over a parent item, its submenu is previewed using dimmed colours.

3.6. Roadmap for experiments

As explained in Section 3.2.5, the design part of this thesis used the design goals to make the best design decisions based on the previous findings and our subjective judgments. However, to support our central hypothesis, the goal NAV needs to be investigated thoroughly in rigorous experiments. The following measures will be employed in this investigation:

1) **Task completion time** in a menu navigation task (Chapter 4).
2) **Pointing time** component in a menu selection task (Chapter 6).
3) **Expert menu performance** of menu selection (Chapter 6).
4) **Speed/Accuracy Trade-Off** in a menu navigation task (Chapter 4).
5) **Navigation errors** in a menu navigation task (Chapter 5).

The menu presented in this chapter employs a radial layout which is considerably different than the linear layout. For this reason, the goal SEARCH also needs experimentation in order to understand the effects of layout on search performance. This will be achieved by employing the following measures:

1) **Visual Search time** component in a menu selection task (Chapter 6).
2) **Novice menu performance** of menu selection (Chapter 6).

The performance of NAV and SEARCH might highly depend on item ordering (see Section 3.3.5). To this end, the Chapter 7 will investigate patterns of how users search and point to items on the rings. Investigations of NAV and SEARCH will also focus on testing how different arrangements presented in Section 3.4.2 influence the above measures. The experiments will perform the tests for different menu sizes and different target levels. Finally, apart from the objective measures we will also employ the subjective measures to understand the user perception of the performance, error rates, and user satisfaction.
The Chapter 6 will assess experimentally the goal SPACE by measuring the number of pixels consumed by each tested design and the number of pixels consumed by a bounding box and a bounding circle.
4. Speed/Accuracy Trade-Off in Hierarchical Menu Navigation

This chapter presents a study that focuses on navigation times in two menus: a linear cascading menu and the CRL menu. The study employs quantitative and qualitative measures. The results are used in a two-fold way. First, the results are used to compare both menus. The comparison shows that the CRL menu enables faster navigation than the CS menu in various conditions. Participants also perceive the CRL menu as being faster. Second, the results are used to build a performance model based on pointing laws which would provide detailed explanations regarding tested designs. In particular, such a model can assess speed/accuracy strategy employed by the participants.

Applying pointing laws to model single pointing tasks has been widely explored in previous work. However, in our context we need to model not a single pointing task but rather sequences of pointing tasks because a selection from an unfolding hierarchical menu employs a sequence of selections, one for each menu level. This chapter argues that existing models of such selections have methodological problems preventing them from providing meaningful interpretations.

The Sequential Pointing Model (SPM) is proposed in response to these problems. The model is built on the data collected in the experiment. The modelling results demonstrate that compared to the CS menu, the CRL menu decreases difficulty of structurally equivalent tasks and allows users for faster and less precise movements.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 presents background material focusing on pointing laws and their application to menu modelling. Section 4.2 presents the Sequential Pointing Model of menu navigation. Section 4.3 describes the data collection experiment. Section 4.4 compares the performance and subjective perception of the tested designs. Section Error! Reference source not found. builds the SPM model and discusses the insights it provides. Section 4.6 and Section 4.7 present discussion and conclusions.
4.1. Background
The background is divided between two sections. The first section discusses Fitts’ law and the steering law. The second section reviews work on menu modelling with a special focus on modelling menu navigation.

4.1.1. Pointing laws

4.1.1.1. The Fitts’ law and the steering law
Fitts’ law and the steering law have been particularly successful in the HCI context [Card et. al., 1978; MacKenzie, 1992a; MacKenzie, 1992b; Accot and Zhai, 1997; MacKenzie and Soukoreff, 2002; Gutwin and Skopik, 2003; Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004]3. This success stems from the simplicity of these pointing laws, their robustness, and the importance and frequency of pointing tasks in the use of computers.

Fitts’ law [Fitts, 1954] models rapid, aimed movements and is derived by analogy from information theory. A single movement task is represented by the Index of Difficulty (ID, a logarithmic expression shown in Equation 1), measured in bits, which carries information about how difficult a particular pointing task is. The ID is a function of the distance to an item ($d$) and its size ($w$). To accomplish a task, the necessary information bits need to be transmitted through the user's motor channel. And because this channel has limited capacity, the transmission takes time. The exact formula of the Fitts’ law can be expressed in various ways. The Welford formulation is used in this chapter (see Equation 4.1).

$$Movement\ Time = a + b \log_2 \left(\frac{d}{w} + 0.5\right)\ ms$$ (4.1)

The steering law [Accot and Zhai, 1997] models trajectory-constrained movements where the user needs to move a cursor within a narrow tunnel of width $w$ and length $d$ (see Equation 4.2).

---

3 See also International Journal Human-Computer Studies – Special issue: Fitts law 50 years later: Applications and contributions from human-computer interaction, 61 (6), 2004.
\[ Movement \ Time = a + b \frac{d}{w} \]  

(4.2)

Note that the ID component of the steering law is not logarithmic like in the case of the Fitts' law but linear – denoting the increased difficulty of trajectory-constrained tasks.

Many models are void of physical interpretation. A key feature of the pointing laws is the correspondence of their parameters to physical properties underlying the movement task. An interpretation is offered for each term in the equation [MacKenzie, 1992a].

The slope is typically interpreted as the rate of transmitting information through the human motor channel; the time required to transmit one bit of information. It is the *information* aspect of input, a portion of movement time attributed to the change of ID [Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004; Zhai, 2004]. The slope identifies the speed/accuracy trade-off for a given pointing system (e.g., a pointing device or interface technique). Extensive prior research shows that values for the human motor processing rate using a mouse device range from about 90 ms/bit to 300 ms/bit [Card et. al., 1978; Card et. al., 1983; MacKenzie, 1992a; Byrne, 2001; Hornof, 2001].

The intercept, on the other hand, represents the *non-information* aspect of input – the one off cost of a movement task independent of the ID. In the HCI context, the intercept is particularly sensitive to additive factors, and as such can be used to estimate their size. Several interpretations have been offered as to what additive factors are captured in the intercept (adapted from [Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004]):

(1) The time required to make a movement of zero distance [MacKenzie, 1992b, p. 142].

(2) Navigation components such as time required for button presses [MacKenzie, 1992a, p. 109], the application of pressure, or dwell time [Fitts and Radford, 1966, p. 476].

(3) Unavoidable delay in the psychomotor system [Fitts and Radford, 1966, p. 476], uncontrollable muscle activity at the beginning or end of the movement task [MacKenzie, 1992a, p. 109].

(4) Reaction time [Fitts and Peterson, 1964, p. 111].
Some of the additive factors are result of a pointing system; others can be attributed to human perceptual, cognitive, and motor characteristics. Consequently, the exact extent of the additive factors may vary for different pointing systems and tasks.

4.1.1.2. The advantages of using pointing laws

Modelling pointing tasks using Fitts’ law and the steering law provides insights beyond those offered by traditional comparative studies. The main advantages of such modelling include:

- **Assessing task difficulty.** The IDs allow quantitative assessment of task difficulties. For example, two different menu designs can be compared by calculating the difficulties of structurally-equivalent tasks. Note that this technique does not require the actual menus to be already implemented. Rather, it can provide feedback in the early design stages.

- **Meaningful model parameters.** As mentioned in the Section 4.1.1.1., the parameters of the pointing laws afford meaningful interpretation. The slope can reveal if tested pointing systems induce more or less accurate movements. The slope can be also compared against the reference values of human motor performance to test if a pointing system uses the full potential of the human motor capacity. The intercept can reveal differences in mental preparation needed for different designs, or the extent of other additive factors.

- **Test independence.** If pointing system A and B are compared by measuring the average time needed to point at targets, the results will depend on and be limited to the settings of the test (e.g., target size and distance). Pointing laws can convert such measures into parameters $a$ and $b$ (slope and intercept). And if done properly, the parameters will characterize the quality of the interaction technique, beyond the conditions used in the test. It is important to note, however, that the interpretation of slope and the intercept holds only over the range of IDs used when building the model.

- **Predictive power.** Models resulting in strong fit with the empirical data can serve as predictive models of a particular class of pointing systems. For a new pointing system the IDs of the pointing tasks can be calculated and then turned into predicted pointing times. Examples of such predictive models for menu performance include [Cockburn et. al., 2007] and [Ahlström et. al., 2010]. This advantage enables early feedback on interface design without running costly
experiments, and even before any implementation.

- **Cross study comparisons.** Test independence and meaningful model parameters enable cross-study comparisons. There are a number of difficulties for achieving this goal in practice. However, a considerable body of research focuses on this subject [MacKenzie, 1992a; Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004].

### 4.1.1.3. Building models for single movement tasks

A task used extensively for modelling purposes is the Fitts’ tapping task [Fitts, 1954]. Its advantage for model building stems from both its one-dimensional simplicity and its serial nature. As such, the task minimizes the contribution of other factors and allows for meaningful comparison of experimental conditions such as different pointing devices.

However, the Fitts’ tapping task is not a particularly common example of user interaction with a computer. The HCI as a field is highly concerned with understanding usability and user behaviour for real interface designs. Consequently, in the HCI context, the pointing laws are often used to model tasks such as navigation in menus [Cockburn et. al., 2007; Ahlström et. al., 2010], navigation in visual hierarchies [Hornof, 2001], or target acquisition in 3D gaming environments [Looser et. al., 2005]. Application of the pointing laws to these tasks seems natural since they require a single movement task. These tasks typically also require responses such as a button press, application of pressure, or dwelling. Such responses, however, are associated with a one-off cost and thus are assumed to have an additive effect, contributing to the intercept of the regression line but not to the slope [MacKenzie, 1992a; Fitts and Radford, 1966]. Consequently, the meaning of the slope and the intercept is preserved as the information and non-information aspect of input respectively.

As a result, pointing laws applied in the HCI context to single selection tasks enable building meaningful models and learning about the differences regarding various visual structures, information layouts, interaction styles and a plethora of other design parameters. For example, the calculated IDs reveal how tested designs differ in terms of the difficulty of structurally equivalent tasks. The slope shows the speed/accuracy trade-off induced by a design. And the intercept informs about the mental preparation or other effects of additive factors.
4.1.1.4. **Building models for sequence of movement tasks**

Many real HCI navigation tasks go beyond single movement tasks (i.e., beyond single point-and-select). One particular type of such a multi-part task is navigation that requires a sequence of movement tasks where each movement task needs to terminate before the next one commences. Each movement task is completed with a select operation, which may reveal a new portion of the interface (e.g., a new sub-menu in a hierarchical menu, or a new dialog box).

The above type of navigation is common in computer use; examples include navigation in hierarchical menus, selecting multiple options in dialog boxes, and navigating through hierarchical index pages. The sequence of movement tasks, rather than each individual movement task, accomplishes a single logical user action such as invoking a menu command located in the third menu level.

To benefit from the insights offered by the pointing laws, designs requiring sequences of movement tasks need to be modelled in their entirety. Such modelling is the objective of this chapter.

One approach for achieving this objective is to first compute the ID of each individual movement task using Fitts’ and steering terms and to then use either each ID or the sums of all terms of the same type as separate model components [Pastel, 2006]. This approach is similar to the one used for modelling combined steering-targeting tasks [Dennerlein et. al., 2000]. The problem, however, is that the result is not a single slope and an intercept but rather a set of slopes and an intercept. Each parameter represents the characteristics of one movement task rather than a tested design in its entirety. Such a model is relatively complex: it is difficult to interpret, summarize, and compare different designs, especially if they require different numbers of movement tasks or employ different types of movement tasks; and this makes it difficult to build more generic predictive models.

Another approach used in practice is to compute one compound ID representing the total difficulty of the entire sequential task [Ahlström, 2005; Ahlström et. al., 2006; Kulikov and Stuerzlinger, 2006; Ahlström et. al., 2010]. The compound ID is a sum of the IDs calculated for each separate movement task using a term of an appropriate law. The result is not different from a model for a single movement task: there is one slope and one intercept.
We believe that both approaches have methodological problems which might skew the meaning of the model parameters, prevent the benefits listed in Section 4.1.1.2, and lead to misinterpretations. This is further explained below.

Models based on either sequences of IDs or on the compound ID assume that additive factors occur only once for the entire sequential task and thus that the additive factors are associated only with a one-off cost represented by the intercept, just like in the case of modelling a single movement task (see Section 4.1.1.3). However, in practice, in the context of the computer use, each individual movement task in the sequential task is associated with some additive factors such as mental preparation, button press, or dwell (see Section 4.1.1.1). Consequently, the total effect of the additive factors is not a one-off cost but rather depends on the number of the individual movement tasks—which often varies across the trials. For example, the number of movement tasks in hierarchical menu selection depends on the level of the target item.

Tasks with a higher number of movement tasks take disproportionately more time because more additive factors are involved. Soukoreff and MacKenzie [Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004] refer to this problem as artificially inflated movement time. In consequence the regression line is tilted counter-clockwise, increasing the slope and pushing the intercept lower (see Figure 4.1). As a result, the model parameters lose their meaning as they mix the effects which normally would be attributed to the information and non-information aspects of the input. Such models cannot benefit from the advantages listed in Section 4.1.1.2.

This work argues that models of sequential navigation need to explicitly account for the additive factors associated with each movement task in order to preserve the meaning of model parameters and afford clear interpretations.

The chapter focuses on a case of hierarchical menu navigation as an example of a sequential navigation task. The next section presents work focusing on menu modelling, in particular, modelling menu navigation.
Figure 4.1. Effects of sub-selection additive factors on regression line characteristics. Both graphs show movement times for the tasks of the same total difficulty as measured by the ID. The tasks on the first graph require a single pointing task while the tasks on the second graph require one, two, or three pointing tasks. The imputed involvement of the additive factors which occur between each pointing task tilt the regression line counter-clockwise, pushing the intercept lower and increasing the slope.

4.1.2. Menu modelling

The menu models aim at various levels of abstraction in their description. The abstract models sacrifice detailed explanations to gain ease of use, while less abstract models provide detailed descriptions of where the user's time is spent but sacrifice ease of use or precision. Less abstract models typically include components which have clear correspondences to either human psychological characteristics or artifact design.

The level of abstraction helps in understanding the limits and benefits of the models as well as in better positioning the model built in this chapter between the existing ones.

4.1.2.1. Novice and expert menu selection

There are three components of menu selection: visual search, decision, and navigation [Cockburn et. al., 2007]. Novices search for an item and then navigate to it. Experts, on the other hand, know item locations so they do not have to search for them [Somberg, 1987; Kaptelinin, 1993]. They decide which item to select and then navigate to it [Landauer and Nachbar, 1985; Cockburn et. al., 2007]. If the menu is hierarchical, search and navigation (novices) or decision and navigation (experts) may be performed for each menu level.
Navigation refers to all motor actions that a user needs to perform when making a selection from a menu (e.g., moving the mouse pointer, dwelling, mouse clicks). Navigation is an important part of menu selection accounting for 20-50% the total selection times for both novices and experts [Samp and Decker, 2010].

Since the focus of this chapter is modelling navigation, the task and models built in this chapter do not employ visual search or decision making.

### 4.1.2.2. Menu models not employing pointing laws

A number of cognitive architectures, also known as theories of embodied cognition, have been used to model menu selections: EPIC [Hornof and Kieras, 1997], ACT-R [Anderson et al., 1997; Anderson et al., 1998], and ACT-R/PM [Byrne, 2001]. Cognitive architectures are designed to simulate human intelligence in a humanlike way [Newell and Card, 1985]. These models focus predominantly on visual search strategies in single level linear menus and do not explore navigation in menu hierarchies.

Card, Moran, and Newell provide the seminal work on user interface modelling [Card et al., 1980; Card et al., 1983]. The proposed GOMS/KLM model defines a set of operators which describe elements of user interacting with a computer. It can be applied to hierarchical menu navigation. Let us consider navigation in a cascading menu as an example.

First, the user needs to prepare mentally for the first movement task (i.e., for the first sub-selection) which is represented by the M operator = 1.35 sec. Then, the user points at the item: the P operator = 1.1 sec. And once over the item, there is the dwelling time after which a next sub-menu is posted: R(t) = 1/3 sec. This sequence is then repeated for each subsequent movement task (i.e., for each sub-level selection). The only exception is that for the final sub-selection there is no dwelling since the mouse click is used to select the final item; so no R(t) is involved. The KLM model also includes three other operators: H (homing), K (keystroking), and D (drawing), but these are not applicable in this example. Below are the calculated times for the selection on the first and the second menu level.
The use of 1.1 sec as the average time for pointing seems to be crude compared to the precision accessible through the pointing laws. Furthermore, some studies demonstrate that mental preparation of a movement task can be on the order of 0.24 sec [Bekkering et. al., 1994]. At the same time, the KLM model sets mental preparation to 1.35 sec (the M operator) because it needs to accommodate a broad range of user interface tasks, not only preparation for a movement task. Card et al. also mention that the P operator does not include mouse clicks and the K operator represents only the keystrokes. The KLM model cannot provide a detailed explanation of hierarchical menu navigation since that is not its objective. On the abstraction level scale, the KLM model can be considered as a low-level description of a user interacting with a computer in a variety of interface tasks. It sacrifices precision for specific tasks such as hierarchical menu navigation in order to gain generality and preserve the ease of application.

Lane et al. [Lane et al., 1993] used GOMS/KLM to predict selection times in hierarchical menus. The research question was whether the M operator (i.e. mental preparation of 1.35 sec) is necessary before each sub-selection or rather only before the first sub-selection. The study demonstrated that mental preparation depends on user expertise, is not binary, and may range from 0 to 1.35 sec. The selections were
performed with keyboard shortcuts (e.g., first letters of command names) so that the displayed menu did not have to be used. Therefore, the study was mainly concerned with human memory – namely, if shortcuts constitute one or several memory chunks. Importantly, however, the work of Lane et al. hints at the presence of possibly large effects of the additive factors associated with each menu sub-selection.

4.1.2.3. Menu models employing pointing laws

Ahlström [Ahlström, 2005; Ahlström et. al., 2006] proposed modelling selection times in hierarchical cascading menu with an approach based on the compound ID. The author asserted that each navigation path in a cascading menu consists of a sequence of alternating horizontal and vertical movements. The compound ID was calculated as a sum of Fitts’ IDs, representing vertical movements (i.e., within sub-menu movements), and steering IDs, representing horizontal movements (i.e., between sub-menus movements). The experiment employed a task where all the items to be selected were highlighted, thus the participants did not have to search for items nor decide which item to select next. Consequently, the experiment and modelling focused on navigation in hierarchical menus. Two cascading menu designs were used. The model produced good fit with the empirical data ($R^2$ ranged from .904 to .976 depending on device and cascading menu design).

Cockburn et. al. [Cockburn et. al., 2007] proposed a model of menu performance based on three components accounting for Visual Search time, Decision time, and Pointing time (the SDP model). The Fitts’ law was used to model pointing time. The objective of the SDP model is to predict novice performance, expert performance and the rate of transition from novice to expert. The paper included a study where model predictions were matched against the empirical data. The resulting fit was very good (within 2% of empirical data). This work, however, focused only on single level linear menus. Thus the navigation consisted only of single movement task. The authors proposed that the model could be extended to cascading menus (i.e., hierarchical linear menus) by using the Ahlström’s compound ID for the pointing component. The effect of possible additive factors associated with sub-selections was not mentioned.

The proposal of Cockburn et. al. [Cockburn et. al., 2007] was realized in the extended version of the SDP model [Ahlström et. al., 2010]. The pointing component used the compound ID as proposed in [Ahlström, 2005]. The model fit was strong. But again there was no account for the additive factors associated with sub-selections.
The work of Ahlström et. al. [Ahlström, 2005; Ahlström et. al., 2006; Ahlström et. al., 2010] and Cockburn et. al. [Cockburn et. al., 2007] produce models which fit the empirical data very well. However, these models account for the sequence of movement tasks by using a compound ID; this has methodological problems as discussed in Section 4.1.1.4. Namely, the effects of the additive factors associated with each movement task (e.g., necessary dwelling time and reaction time) are not captured by a separate component but rather are mixed into the slope and intercept. Consequently, the meaning of the model parameters is skewed and they cannot be interpreted the same way as the parameters of the pointing laws. And for this reason, many of the benefits of using pointing laws listed in Section 4.1.1.2 cannot be expected. This is not clarified in the previous work and might lead to misinterpretations. It is important to note, however, that as with the KLM model, the detailed explanation of hierarchical menu navigation is not the objective of the SDP model and its extension. Rather, they can be considered as relatively abstract models whose objective is to provide accurate predictions of novice/expert performance while preserving simplicity of application.

4.1.2.4. Summary

Previous work on menu modelling did not focus on providing detailed explanations regarding menu navigation. It is not that navigation is of little importance and not worth investigating in greater detail. Quite the contrary, as discussed in Section 2.2.1, menu navigation is an important part of menu selection concerning both, novices and experts. Commensurate with this importance, many researchers have worked on aspects concerning menu navigation [Pastel, 2006; Samp and Decker, 2011] or contributed menu designs that explicitly aimed at improving navigation [Kobayashi and Igarashi, 2003; Ahlström, 2005; Ahlström et. al., 2006; Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Cockburn et. al., 2007; Tanvir et. al., 2008]. As a result, there are many differences in how various menus are navigated. Some menus employ a point-and-click interaction style [Samp and Decker, 2010], others a dragging interaction style [Kurtenbach and Buxton, 1993]. Some menus restrict navigation trajectory when moving between the sub-menus, others do not [Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Tanvir et. al., 2008]. Some menus make the navigation to frequently selected items easier by dynamically increasing their sizes [Cockburn et. al., 2007]. Some menus facilitate navigation between the sub-menus; for example, by attracting the cursor towards an open submenu [Ahlström, 2005] or by opening a sub-menu faster if the cursor moves towards it [Kobayashi and Igarashi, 2003]. These are only few examples. The importance of menu navigation and
the plethora of menu navigation techniques make it important to develop models enabling better understanding of the actual advantages and disadvantages of the different navigation designs.

For this reason, the example of menu navigation used in this chapter is useful not only for investigating methodological issues related to applying pointing laws to sequences of movement tasks, but is also practical for menu research and menu design.

The objective of the chapter is to build a model which is less abstract than the SDP model and more precise than the GOMS/KLM model but with the limited scope of navigation in hierarchical menus. Less abstraction and more precision is sought through the use of pointing laws. Moreover, in contrast to the previous work the model is not intended as a predictor but rather as a technique of assessing navigation characteristics of chosen menu designs.

4.2. Sequential Pointing Model
This section presents two models of menu navigation. The first model uses the approach presented in the previous work; that is, an approach based on the compound ID [Ahlström, 2005; Ahlström et. al., 2006; Ahlström et. al., 2010, Kulikov and Stuerzlinger, 2006]. This model does not account for the additive factors on the sub-selection level. Further, a Sequential Pointing Model is proposed which adds a component explicitly accounting for the additive factors on sub-selection level.

4.2.1. Compound ID model
The model based on the compound ID has the following formulation:

\[
 Movement Time = a + b ID_T \tag{4}
\]

The \( ID_T \) represents the total index of difficulty. It is calculated differently for the CS and the CRL menu.

4.2.1.1. The CS menu
For the CS menu, the \( ID_T \) is calculated for each trial in the following manner [Ahlström, 2005]:
\[ ID_T = ID_V + ID_H \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( ID_V \) represents the total difficulty of all vertical tasks and \( ID_H \) represents the total difficulty of all horizontal tasks needed to select a menu item from its sub-menu.

Vertical tasks are modeled with the Fitts’ law thus the \( ID_V \) is calculated in the following manner:

\[ ID_V = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \log_2 \left( \frac{d_j}{w_j} + 0.5 \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( d_j \) and \( w_j \) is the distance to and the size of the target item in the \( j^{th} \) sub-menu. The target item is located in the \( m^{th} \) sub-menu. In case of the CS menu, the size of a target item equals its height since it must be approached vertically from the top and the distance is measured to the item’s center.

Horizontal tasks are modeled with the steering law thus the \( ID_H \) is calculated in the following manner:

\[ ID_V = \sum_{j=1}^{m-1} \frac{0.5w_j}{h} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( w_j \) is the width of the \( j^{th} \) sub-menu. The length of a steering task is assumed to be a half of the corresponding sub-menu width [Ahlström, 2005].

**4.2.1.2. The CRL menu**

For the CRL menu the same equations cannot be used as for the CS menu since issuing a selection in the CRL menu does not have a task which could be viewed as a steering task. On each level the user has to point and click on a desired menu item. Such a task can be viewed as an independent Fitts’ task, and selecting a menu item on a deeper level as a sequence of Fitts’ tasks. Consequently, for the CRL menu the \( ID_T \) is calculated as a sum of the Fitts’ IDs rather than using both the Fitts’ and steering IDs:
\[ ID_T = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \log_2 \left( \frac{d_j}{w_j} + 0.5 \right) \]  

(8)

where \(d_j\) and \(w_j\) represent the distance and the size of the target item in the \(j^{th}\) sub-menu. The target item is located in the \(m^{th}\) sub-menu. The size of the circular menu item equals its diameter – this is result of measuring the size along the line of approach as recommended in [MacKenzie, 1992a]. The distances are measured between the centers of the circles.

4.2.2. The Sequential Pointing Model (SPM)

This chapter proposes an extended model which includes a component explicitly accounting for the additive factors associated with sub-selections:

\[ Movement\ Time = a + bID_T + cL \]  

(9)

The IDs for the CS menu and the CRL menu are calculated the same way as for the compound ID model. The \(L\) indicates the level where the target item is located. It expresses how many times a user has to move from one sub-menu (level) to another in order to select the target item. Consequently, it equals the number of times the additive factors associated with the sub-selections occur.

The \(L\) is 0-based because the intercept of the model (i.e., parameter \(a\)) captures the additive factors associated with the final sub-selection. Therefore, for a target item on the first level \(L = 0\), for a target item on the second level \(L = 1\), and so on.

The parameters \(a\) and \(c\) capture the size of the additive factors associated with the final and all the previous sub-selections respectively. Separation of the additive factors associated with the final sub-selection and all the previous sub-selections is both important and practical since they often differ. For example, the CS menu employs dwell for all sub-selections excluding the final selection which is made with a mouse click.

The name of the model – the sequential pointing model – stresses its emphasis on a sequence of pointing tasks rather than on single complex pointing task.
4.3. Experiment

The experiment presented in this section is designed to collect navigation data in order to build the Sequential Pointing Model presented in Section 4.2.2.

4.3.1. Menus

Two hierarchical menus are used in this experiment. The first menu is the cascading menu (CS). It was chosen because it is the most generic menu deployed in many software products. The second menu is the CRL menu. The implemented CS menu was equivalent to those found in contemporary applications such as Microsoft® Word. In short, a mouse click was used to open the menu and to select the final item while dwelling over a parent item for 1/3 seconds opened a sub-menu. Moving between the sub-menus required steering: the sub-menus did not disappear immediately upon steering errors but after a short delay, and the item under the cursor as well as all parent items with open sub-menus were highlighted blue.

The implemented CRL menu was equivalent to that presented in Chapter 3. In short, a mouse click was used to open a menu, select a parent item, and select the final item. The items were represented by circles, the levels by concentric rings. The innermost ring corresponded to the first level and again the item under the cursor was highlighted blue. Figure 4.2 shows examples of selection sequences for both menus.

To determine the size of the items in the CS menu we analysed several menus of widely used applications and found that widths varied significantly. The size of $215 \times 19$ pixels (area = 4085 pixels) was chosen for the CS menu because this size could accommodate three word labels. To determine the size of the items (i.e., circles) for the CRL menu the area of the circular items was not chosen to match the area of the representative cascading menu item. Rather, the size for the circles was determined experimentally such that the circles provided enough space to also accommodate three-word labels—eventually broken up onto two or three lines—while avoiding overlaps. The diameters for the CRL menu items were 44 pixels (area = 1521 pixels), 48 pixels (area = 1810 pixels), and 52 pixels (area = 2124 pixels) for the first, second and third level respectively. For the experiment the animations in both menus were disabled.
4.3.2. Measures
The study included quantitative and qualitative measures. The main dependent variables were selection time and incorrect mouse clicks missing the target item. In the post-experiment questionnaire the participants were asked to rank each of the menus on a 1-7 Likert scale according to the following four criteria: *Performance*, *Error rate*, *Frustration*, *Ease of use* (with 1 being the most negative and 7 being the most positive response to each question). The participants were also encouraged to provide free comments both through the questionnaire and informally.

4.3.3. Task
The task was to select a particular item from a menu hierarchy. All items in the selection path (i.e., parent items and the target item) were highlighted with the colour red. The whole path leading to the target item was clearly indicated (see Figure 4.2). Consequently, the participants did not have to search for an item nor decide which item to select next. As a result, the task emphasized navigation and minimized the contribution of other factors [Samp and Decker, 2011].

The above task is commonly used in menu research including studies modelling hierarchical menu selections with the compound ID [Ahlström, 2005] and comparisons of menu designs [Ahlström, 2005; Ahlström et. al., 2006; Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Tanvir et al., 2008].

Re-using the above task in the current experiment allows more direct comparison of the compound ID model and the SP model.

The menu content consisted of 6 items on the first level, 11 items on the second level, and 15 items on the third level (6-11-15). The intent of using a menu configuration of 6-11-15 was to fully populate the three rings (levels) in the CRL menu. This allowed for measuring the selection times across the whole circumference of the rings.

The menu labels consisted of one- to three-character labels to help the participants separate menu items visually; however, they did not have any meaning.
Figure 4.2. The task used in the experiment. Selection sequence for a target item on the second level for the CRL menu (at the top of the figure) and the CS menu (at the bottom of the figure). All items in a selection path are highlighted red thus the participants can focus on navigation and do not have to search or to decide which item to select next.

4.3.4. Design

The experiment was based on a $2 \times 3$ factorial design ($\text{menu design} \times \text{target level}$). The menu was either the CS menu or the CRL menu. The target item was on the first, second or third menu level.

One block of trials consisted of 45 menu selections. 10 tasks required the user to select an item from the first level, 15 tasks from the second level, and 20 tasks from the third level. Each participant completed a block of trials twice for each menu and before proceeding to the next menu. The item sequences for all the trials in a block were generated randomly, ensuring that all the menu items from all the levels were used at least once. This way we did not promote easy or difficult selection paths. Consequently,
the reported time for each level represents the average time it takes to select an item from a particular level for a given menu configuration. The order of the trials for each level was determined by a one-off random process, and reused in both menus across all the participants.

The random generation of item sequences prevented any learning effects.

4.3.5. Participants and Apparatus

There were 28 participants, 8 women and 20 men, ranging from 20 to 28 years of age. All of them were experienced computer users using a mouse on a daily basis. Participants were rewarded financially for their time.

The experiment was conducted on an IBM T61p (core 2 duo 2.4GHz, 2GB of RAM) running Microsoft® Windows® XP.

4.3.6. Procedure

The average session lasted approximately 40 minutes. The procedure was as follows.

(1) Participants were told the procedure of the experiment (two menus, three levels, and two blocks). The task was described.

(2) For both menus the system provided a two sentence description of their behaviour and allowed the participants to practice for two minutes.

(3) The experiment started. The participants were asked to complete the selections as fast and as accurately as possible. Half of the participants started with the CRL menu and the other half with the CS menu. A block consisting of 45 menu selections started: 10 selections with a target item on the first level, 15 selections with a target item on the second level and 20 selections with a target item on the third level. There was a one minute break between the levels. The same block of 45 menu selections was repeated for the same menu after a two minute break. After the second block and a four minute break, participants proceeded to the second menu and repeated the same sequence of trials. Each trial started with the menu collapsed. After clicking on the central item (a rectangular button for the CS menu and a circle for the CRL menu) the first level menu was posted and the system started to measure the time. The task finished with the click on the target item. Time was stopped and the menu collapsed automatically. If a participant clicked outside the next highlighted item the trial was recorded as an error.
(4) The participants completed the post-experiment questionnaire to rank the menus on qualitative dependent variables.

4.4. **Menu comparison**

This section compares the navigation performance of the CS and the CRL menu using the data collected in the experiment.

4.4.1. **Comparing menu designs**

The results from the second block were used to compare the task completion times. The menu configuration 6-11-15 might be regarded as unrealistic and could possibly bias the comparison outcomes. For this reason, the comparison also employs a subset of the results representing a smaller, more realistic menu configuration (6-8-8).

Two Two-way Repeated Measure (RM) ANOVAs (menu type × task level) were run to determine significance of the completion time differences: one ANOVA for the 6-11-15 configuration and another for the 6-8-8 configuration. A separate ANOVA indicated that menu ordering and block did not have any significant effect.

4.4.2. **Meeting RM ANOVA assumptions**

Although RM ANOVA is a powerful statistical tool a set of assumptions have to be met to justify its use.

It can be observed in the Figure 4.3 that the standard deviations are widely different across the means. The ratio between the highest and the lowest standard deviation is 7:1 which is not acceptable. This is a common consequence of working with temporal data where the means increase together with the standard deviations. In such situations it is sensible to transform the measured times in order to equalize the variances and obtain times that more nearly approximate normal distribution within the conditional groups. To find a transformation we used an empirical technique based on regression of the log of standard deviations on the log of the means. If $b$ is the estimated slope of the regression then the appropriate power for the transformation can be estimated as $p = 1 - b$ [Maxwell and Delaney, 2004]. In our case $b = 1.01$ thus $p \approx 0$ which suggested using log10 transformation. Note that in the context of measuring task completion time (i.e. latency) one could also consider reciprocal transformation, which would convert time to speed.
Although the transformation equalized variances across the groups the data was still non-spherical as the condition-difference variances were not homogenous. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated for level, $\chi^2(2) = 10.91$, $p<0.01$, and for menu x level interaction, $\chi^2(2) = 6.77$, $p<0.05$. It is important to note that within-subject designs are extremely sensitive to the violation of the sphericity assumption. A practical approach in such a situation is to use one of the corrections. In fact, many statistical books agree unanimously that unadjusted tests should never be used as they lead to unreliable conclusions (i.e. “highly significant” result cannot necessarily be trusted) [Maxwell and Delaney, 2004]. Therefore, the degrees of freedom were corrected using a conservative Greenhouse-Geisser correction ($\varepsilon=.74$, $\varepsilon=.81$ for level and menu x level respectively).

4.4.3. Comparison of navigation performance

The task completion times are shown in Figure 4.3.

For both configurations there was significant main effect of menu, level, and menu x level interaction – all at level $p<0.01$ (see Table 4.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu configuration</th>
<th>Menu effect</th>
<th>Level effect</th>
<th>Menu x Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-11-15</td>
<td>$F_{1,27} = 317.1$</td>
<td>$F_{1.4, 38.7} = 9039$</td>
<td>$F_{1.6, 43} = 22.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8-8</td>
<td>$F_{1,27} = 259.4$</td>
<td>$F_{1.4, 37.8} = 7786$</td>
<td>$F_{1.7, 45.9} = 8.6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interaction effect is present because the times for the CS menu increase more rapidly with each level than for the CRL menu.

For post-hoc pair-wise comparisons we used a Bonferroni adjustment to preserve the family wise significance level. The CRL menu was faster than the CS menu on each level regardless of the menu configuration ($p<0.001$). For the 6-11-15 configuration the CRL menu was faster by 185 ms, 812 ms, and 2015 ms on the first, second, and third level respectively. For the 6-8-8 configuration the CRL menu was faster by 185 ms, 784 ms, and 1791 ms. A smaller configuration decreased the time differences between the menus but not considerably.
Figure 4.3. Mean task completion times for two menu designs as a function of level. On the top, the results are for the 6-11-15 configuration and on the bottom, the results are for the 6-8-8 configuration.

We also analysed the sub-selection times (i.e., time measured between selecting a parent item and one of its child items). For the CS menu the sub-selection times increase linearly with the item’s serial position (see Figure 4.4). This supports prior
empirical evidence [Callahan et. al., 1988; Nilsen, 1991; Hornof and Kieras, 1997]. For the CRL menu we found a similar pattern: the selection time increases linearly with serial position (measured as a distance from a parent item). However, the slope of this increase is much flatter for the CRL menu and the sub-selection times for each level can be considered roughly constant. Similar findings were presented in [Callahan et. al., 1988] for single level radial menu. Extending this characteristic to hierarchical menus is an undoubtedly beneficial property of the CRL menu. All items on a given level are accessible within similar time frames.

1.6% of trials were erroneous (i.e., a mouse click missing a target item) for the CRL menu and 3.7% for the CS menu. However, the difference between the two menus was not significant.

![Figure 4.4. Mean third sub-selection time for two menu designs as a function of an item's serial position. Note that the y axis (mean item selection times) starts with value 1000 ms, not 0 ms.](image)

4.4.4. Subjective perception

To analyse data from the questionnaire the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used. The participants subjectively perceived the CRL menu as being faster, less error prone and
also less frustrating ($p<.01$). However, no significance difference was found for ease of use.

24 participants said that they were faster with the CRL menu, 4 participants did not see any difference. All the participants claimed that they were more error prone with the CS menu. 18 participants were more frustrated with the CS menu, 4 with the CRL menu, and 6 did not see any difference. 6 participants considered the CRL menu easier to use, 5 the CS menu, and 17 considered both menus equal.

Subjective perception of performance supports the quantitative findings. With respect to errors, participants unanimously expressed that the CS menu was more error prone. This also resulted in increased frustration. However, the perception of errors is not supported by the number of erroneous mouse clicks. This is further investigated and discussed in [Samp and Decker, 2011].

4.5. **Modelling**

This section uses data collected in the experiment presented in Section 4.3 to build the model described in Section 4.2. Regression analysis is performed on the results from the second block for each menu after removing approximately 2.7% of the trials that were recorded as errors.

4.5.1. **Task difficulties**

The IDs of the 45 tasks ranged from 1 bit to 21.5 bits for the CS menu and from 1.18 bits to 6.06 bits for the CRL menu. The IDs for the CRL menu are more ‘squeezed’ as the result of decreased distances, increased sizes, and because the navigation consists only of Fitts’ tasks rather than both Fitts’ and steering tasks. The CRL menu decreased the theoretical difficulty of structurally equivalent tasks.

4.5.2. **The Sequential Pointing Model**

The modelling results are shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5. Selection time as a function of task compound ID and menu design. For the CRL menu note low slope of selection times within each level and inter level increment suggesting substantial effects of sub-selection additive factors.

Multiple regression produced strong models for the CS menu:

\[ MT = 134.2 \times ID + 630.3 \times L + 475.4, R^2 = 0.973, \]

and for the CRL menu:

\[ MT = 95.1 \times ID + 603.5 \times L + 592.5, R^2 = 0.996, \]

All parameters were significant at level \( p<0.001 \).

The fit of the SP model is strong. In the following section we analyse more thoroughly model parameters.

### 4.5.2.1. Model parameters

**Additive factors.** According to the model the additive factors associated with the final and preceding sub-selection (i.e., the parameters \( a \) and \( c \)) are 475 ms and 630 ms respectively for the CS menu, and 603 ms and 592 ms for the CRL menu. The
model suggests that the additive factors for the two menus are different and that for the CS menu the additive factors of the final sub-selection differ from the additive factors of preceding sub-selections. To validate this interpretation in more depth we broke the task into sequences of operators of four types:

- **R** - Reaction time of aimed movement. This includes reaction to visual stimuli and preparation of the corresponding movement, and it occurs for visually stimulated pointing tasks [Bekkering et al., 1994] such as the one used in the experiment. For the current task the reaction time occurs each time a new sub-menu with the next highlighted item is posted.
- **P** - Pointing to the next item.
- **C** - Clicking a mouse button.
- **D** - Dwelling before a sub-menu is posted.

The operators represent menu design characteristics (i.e., C and D operators) as well as documented human psychomotor characteristics (i.e., P and R operators). Note that the R, D, and C operators are the additive components of the HCI pointing tasks identified in the previous works and mentioned earlier in Section 4.1.1.1.

Figure 4.6 shows sequences of the operators for the selections on three levels for both menus. For example, consider a selection from a second level using CS menu. After the menu is posted (note that the system started to measure time at this point, see Section 4.3.6) the user needs to react to visual stimuli and prepare a movement to a highlighted item (i.e., one R operator). Then, the user points at the item (i.e., one P operator). Once over the item, the user dwells for 1/3 sec (i.e., one D operator). After this short delay a second level sub-menu appears. The user needs to react to new visual stimuli and prepare a movement to the next highlighted item (i.e., one R operator). Then, the user points at the item in the second sub-menu (i.e., one P operator). And once over the item, the user clicks to finish the selection (i.e., one C operator). In summary, the selection on the second level using CS menu produces a sequence: R + P + D + R + P + C.
Figure 4.6. Interaction sequences for each three-level menu. Operators used: R – reaction, P – pointing, C – click, D – delay. Values of the operators are computed using regression results.

From Figure 4.6 it can be determined that for the CS menu the additive factors for the final sub-selection are R+C (i.e., one reaction time and one click) and for the preceding sub-selections R+D (i.e., one reaction time and one dwell). This is achieved by subtracting sequences of operators for the selections on any two subsequent levels. Following a similar process for the CRL menu, the additive factors for the final sub-selection are R+C and for the preceding sub-selections also R+C. The above sums can be compared to the corresponding model parameters (i.e., the parameter $a$ and $c$). For the CS menu one gets:
\[ \begin{align*}
R + C &= 475 \text{ ms} \\
R + D &= 630 \text{ ms}
\end{align*} \] (9)

and for the CRL menu:

\[ \begin{align*}
R + C &= 592 \text{ ms} \\
R + C &= 603 \text{ ms}
\end{align*} \] (10)

To resolve the equations we can use either C = 200 ms [Card et. al., 1983, p. 264] or D = 1/3 sec. Both approaches lead to similar results. Using C = 200 ms the values of the operators are as follows. For the CS menu:

\[ \begin{align*}
C &= 200 \text{ ms} \\
R &= 275 \text{ ms} \\
D &= 355 \text{ ms}
\end{align*} \]

and for the CRL menu:

\[ \begin{align*}
C &= 200 \text{ ms} \\
R &= 392 \text{ ms or } R = 403 \text{ ms}
\end{align*} \]

The above analysis supports the validity of the SP model in four ways. First, for the CRL menu the final and preceding sub-selections involve the same additive factors (i.e., R+C). The model parameters suggest the same; that is, the parameters a and c which correspond to the additive factors of the final and preceding sub-selections respectively are practically the same (i.e., 592 ms and 603 ms). Second, for the CS menu the final and preceding sub-selections involve different additive factors (i.e., R+C and R+D). The model suggests the same; that is, the parameters a and c are considerably different. Moreover, the value of 475 ms corresponding to R+C is smaller than the value of 630 ms corresponding to R+D which is supported by the fact that C = 200 ms [Card et. al., 1983, p. 264] is smaller than the implemented D = 1/3 sec. Third, the calculated values of the D operator are 355 ms which closely match the implemented value of 1/3 sec. Fourth, the values of the R operator match previous findings regarding reaction time [Card et. al., 1983, p. 66 define simple reaction time range as 100-400 ms based on extensive prior research]. In particular, the 275 ms for the CS menu is almost identical to 234 ± 41 ms, which has been reported as the reaction time of aimed movement to visual stimuli [Bekkering et. al., 1994]. The R operator for the CRL menu is approximately 122 ms bigger than for the CS menu. We
believe that this difference is expected due to the wider spatial extent of the CRL sub-
menus compared to the CS sub-menus (see Figure 4.7). Prior work shows that the 
reaction time of aimed movements is increased when the spatial extent of the area 
where the next target item may appear increases [Bock and Eversheim, 2000].

Figure 4.7. For the CRL menu (on the left) the next target item can appear in any direction 
from the parent item, thus the spatial extent is large. For the CS menu (on the right) the 
next target item can only appear to the bottom right of the parent item, thus the spatial 
extent is smaller. The larger spatial extent of the CRL menu leads to larger reaction time 
before the next movement commences.

It is important to note that the reaction time (R operator) in the task represents the 
reaction time of a pointing movement to a highlighted item. In real scenarios users will 
not see the item they need to select highlighted. Thus the R operator is not part of the 
novice or expert navigation performance but rather is specific to the experimental task.

The analysis based on sequences of operators assumes that the actions represented 
by the operators occur in succession. However, a concern remains that dwelling and 
mouse movements may occur in parallel rather than in succession. A similar concern 
exists for visual search and pointing in menus. That is, visual search and pointing may 
occur in parallel. However, both are successfully modeled as serial events not only by 
predictive models which are typically within 2% of empirical data [Cockburn et. al., 
2007; Ahlström, 2005; Ahlström et. al., 2010] but also by models explaining detailed 
user behaviour [Hornof and Kieras, 1997; Anderson et. al., 1997; Anderson et. al., 
1998; Byrne, 2001]. Further, the KLM model adds sequences of operators, which 
theoretically may occur in parallel, and yields accurate predictions in a variety of
scenarios. The extent to which the results presented above match both implemented menu components and previously studied components from existing HCI/Cognitive Psychology research indicates that, as in the case of the other models, the parallelism, if any, has little practical effect.

**Slope.** According to the model, the motor processing rate or information aspect of the input is 95 ms/bit for the CRL menu and 134 ms/bit for the CS menu. The slopes of the SP model fall into the range established by extensive prior work on modelling pointing tasks, and in particular work on modelling selections in real menu designs (see Section 4.1.1.1). The CS menu has a larger slope than the CRL menu. This indicates that participants were biased more towards accuracy for the CS menu than for the CRL menu.

The following section discusses explanations provided by the SP model as to how the tested menus differ in terms of navigation.

### 4.6. Discussion

The IDs for the CS menu ranged from 1 bit to 21.5 bits while for the CRL menu from 1.18 bits to 6.06 bits. The CRL menu decreased the difficulty (ID) of structurally equivalent tasks – that is, the CRL menu required fewer bits of information to be transmitted through the human motor channel to reach the same outcome.

The additive factors accounted for approximately 552 ms (45%) and 597 ms (80%) of the total selection time for the CS menu and the CRL menu respectively. For the CRL menu the additive factors associated with the final and the preceding sub-selections are the same while for the CS menu they are different and bigger for the preceding sub-selections.

The different slopes for the two menus indicated that participants used a different strategic integration of perceptual and motor processing, or microstrategy [Gray and Boehm-Davis, 2000]. In other words, each menu biased participants towards different speed/accuracy trade-off characteristics.

People are sensitive to small changes in artifact design, are aware of their own limitations and tend to select a microstrategy which is the most efficient, in terms of performance but also error rate, in the particular task context [Augustyn and Rosenbaum, 2005; Gray and Boehm-Davis, 2000].
The CS menu required considerably more accuracy than the CRL menu while navigating (i.e., 39 ms (41%) more per bit). This need for accuracy can be explained with smaller item sizes, longer distances, inclusion of steering, and increased chances of committing a navigation error in the CS menu (refs here from manuscript).

The CRL menu required less accuracy than the CS menu and allowed for more prompt selections. The CRL menu reaches the limits of human motor performance with a mouse pointing device. This indicates that the design does not hamper navigation in any notable way. It can be asserted that the design parameters for the CRL menu, such as item sizes and spacing between items and levels, do not force users to increase accuracy and thus do not need adjustments.

In terms of menu navigation, the CRL menu gains an edge over the CS menu by lowering the difficulty of the tasks and by inducing users to more prompt and less accurate movements. This supports the beneficial design of the CRL menu, particularly for expert users who spend most of the selection time navigating to the appropriate items.

4.7. Conclusions

This chapter presented a study that focused on navigation times in two menus: a linear cascading menu and the CRL menu. The study employed qualitative and quantitative measures. The results were used to compare the tested menus and to build a model of menu navigation.

Compared to the CS menu, the CRL menu decreased the difficulty of structurally equivalent selection tasks by approximately 300%. The CRL menu enabled participants to operate close to the limits of the human motor processing rate. The CS menu, on the other hand, induced participants to bias their strategy of perceptual and motor integration towards accuracy; thus sacrificing speed and preventing more unprompted navigation. Design parameters of the CS menu hamper navigation and require users to invest more effort when navigating.

The comparison of the selection times supports the conclusions provided by the SP model. The CRL menu yielded approximately 34% better navigation performance. For the CRL menu, all items on the same menu level are accessible roughly within the same time frame. The subjective perception also spoke in favour of the CRL menu.

There has been a great deal of research into alternative menu designs, including numerous cascading menu improvements [Kobayashi and Igarashi, 2003; Ahlström, 2005; Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Tanvir et. al., 2008], radial menus [Samp and Decker, 2010], marking menus [Kurtenbach, 1993], and much more.

Research studies of menu designs typically focus on measuring performance in the form of selection times and error rates in the form of the number of clicks missing the target menu item. Sometimes the subjective perception is also measured with a post-experiment questionnaire.

When it comes to errors, it turns out that the error rates are low, typically below 5% (e.g., [Ellis et. al., 1995; Ahlström, 2005; Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Tanvir et. al., 2008; Samp and Decker, 2010]). The error rates are often not significantly different for tested designs. Some studies abandon the analysis of errors, concluding that the errors are too sparse to provide any interesting insights (e.g., [Cockburn and Gin, 2006]). These results would suggest that errors do not play an important role in menu selection.

It is important to note, however, that the traditional way of measuring errors focuses only on one particular type of navigation error—i.e., clicks missing a target item. However, navigation does not consist only of mouse clicks but of all motor actions that the user needs to perform when selecting from a menu (e.g., dwelling or moving the mouse pointer). These other actions can result in errors which are not captured by counting the number of incorrect mouse clicks. For example, in the cascading menu small steering errors causing incorrect selection changes or unexpected sub-menu disappearance do not increase number of incorrect mouse clicks. Navigation is an important part of menu selection, concerning both novices and experts (see Section 3.2). Therefore, it is important to understand the problem of menu navigation errors more thoroughly.
This chapter investigates menu navigation errors in more depth. We propose the Navigation Time Variability (NTV) measure to address aforementioned problems. It captures total severity of navigation errors. The severity is understood as time needed to recover from the errors committed. The data required by the measure is typically collected in menu studies. We describe the measure and use it on data collected in the experiment presented in Section 4.3. The results demonstrate that the CRL menu results in considerably less navigation errors than the CS menu.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 presents the related research. Section 5.2 describes the measure. Section 5.3 presents use of the measure on the data collected in the experiment presented in Section 4.3. The results are discussed. Section 5.4 finishes the chapter with the conclusions.

5.1. Related Research

As discussed in Section 3.2, there are three components of menu selection: visual search, decision, and navigation [Cockburn et. al., 2007]. Novices search for an item and then navigate to it. Experts, on the other hand, do not have to search for menu items as they know their locations. They decide which item to select and then navigate to it. If the menu is hierarchical, search and navigation (novices) or decision and navigation (experts) are performed multiple times for each menu level.

Navigation concerns novices and experts. It refers to all motor actions that the user needs to perform when selecting from a menu (e.g., moving the mouse pointer, dwelling, mouse clicks). Navigation is an important part of menu selection. Novices and experts can spend between 20-50% of the total selection time on navigation [Samp and Decker, 2010].

There are many possible differences in how menus are navigated. Some menus employ a point-and-click interaction style [Samp and Decker, 2010], others a dragging interaction style [Kurtenbach, 1993]. Some menus restrict navigation trajectory when moving between the sub-menus, others do not [Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Tanvir et. al., 2008]. Some menus make the navigation to frequently selected items easier by dynamically increasing their sizes [Cockburn et. al., 2007]. Some menus facilitate navigation between the sub-menus; for example, by attracting the cursor towards an open sub-menu [Ahlström, 2005] or by opening a sub-menu faster if the cursor moves towards it [Kobayashi and Igarashi, 2003]. These are only few examples. The plethora
of menu navigation techniques makes it important to understand how error prone they are, beyond the number of clicks missing target items.

The importance of navigation errors is informally established in the HCI community. Numerous cascading menu improvements are motivated by various navigation problems [Kobayashi and Igarashi, 2003; Ahlström, 2005; Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Tanvir et al., 2008]. Pastel [Pastel, 2006] shows that steering through sharp corners, like in the case of the cascading menu, can induce errors. Kobayashi [Kobayashi and Igarashi, 2003] provides empirical evidence that the number of unexpected submenu appearances, again for the cascading menu, can be substantial. These works hint at some navigation problems beyond traditional error rate but are quite specific in what they focus on (i.e., one type of error particular for the cascading menu). None of the work has focused on a general approach to measuring the total impact of all navigation errors.

To address this problem, an approach focusing on measuring errors of pointing devices could be considered. MacKenzie et al. [MacKenzie et al., 2001] proposed seven accuracy measures to elicit differences among pointing devices in precision pointing tasks: 1) target re-entry 2) axis crossing, 3) movement direction change, 4) orthogonal direction change, 5) movement variability, 6) movement error, and 7) movement offset. The measures, however, do not necessarily represent menu navigation errors. Axis-crossing or movement changes do not have to result in errors such as sub-menu disappearance or selection changes – i.e., errors that the user needs to correct. This will depend on particular menu design and size of the committed error. The above measures are well suited to assess deviations from an optimal pointing solution. It is arguable, however, if such a general optimal pointing solution exists for hierarchical menus (e.g., should the steering finish at the border of a sub-menu, in its center, or somewhere else?).

The above approach and other approaches based on counting specific types of errors also pose demands on the experimental software. All the possible errors have to be tracked individually. This might be difficult in some environments such as those employing third-party applications or toolkits.

We aim at creating a simpler and more abstract approach. We want to refrain from listing a priori all possible types of navigation errors and tracking these in the experimental software. Our goal is to assess the total impact of all navigation errors,
not contribution of the individual predetermined types of errors. Such an approach would enable more immediate view of the problem of navigation errors in menus.

### 5.2. Navigation Time Variability measure

There are many possible sources of navigation errors stemming from the many different ways of navigating menus (some examples mentioned in Section 5.1).

We propose the following view of the problem of navigation errors: A user trying to be as fast and as accurate as possible should be able to navigate to the same target item multiple times within a similar time frame. An increased variability in navigation time for the same target item indicates navigation errors. This is because recovering from navigation errors (e.g., re-pointing to a target item) requires additional time which is not strictly related to navigating towards a desired item.

Note that the increased variability is not necessarily connected with an event such as sub-menu disappearance. The corrections done by the users to prevent the errors—for example, a temporary change of speed-accuracy strategy preventing sub-menu disappearance—will also increase variability. This is a desired behaviour because such corrections also indicate navigation difficulties which are the object of our interest.

According to the above view, what we focus on is not the occurrence of a particular event indicating an error but rather the occurrence of variability in navigation time indicating extra time spent on recovering from errors. Consequently, it is not we who decide where the navigation error occurred, but rather the user by making necessary, time-consuming corrections.

The above view of navigation errors takes into account severity of the errors. Severity is an important aspect of errors having a strong effect on user perception [Feng and Sears, 2010]. In our case, the more severe navigation errors require more time to recover and thus lead to larger variability. This is important because we can expect different types of navigation errors to cause different degree of difficulties.

To formalize the described variability we propose the *Navigation Time Variability* measure (NTV). It is calculated as follows. (1) For each participant we establish the min-max range of navigation times obtained for the *same menu item* with the same menu design. We did not use standard deviation instead of min-max as we expect small number of measurements per item per participant (i.e., two or three—we discuss
this further in Section 5.2.1). Min-max range also assures easy interpretation of the results as it represents the difference between the fastest and the slowest navigation to the same menu item. (2) For each participant, we calculate the average of the min-max ranges across the different menu items. The result is one value per participant representing a single NTV score.

Since the NTV is computed on per participant basis, the inferential statistics can be used to seek significant differences between tested menus.

The NTV measure has four important characteristics. First, the sources of navigation errors do not have to be known in advance. Second, it focuses on all the errors which truly require user time and effort to be corrected. Third, the measure is based on severity of the errors—i.e., more severe navigation errors result in higher scores. Fourth, the measure assures meaningful interpretation—i.e., it expresses, in a statistical sense, how much additional time is required to correct the committed errors. In light of these characteristics, it becomes clear that the measure is not suited to identify sources of the errors or the contribution of the predetermined types of errors. Rather, its goal is to assess and compare the total impact of the navigation errors.

5.2.1. Measuring navigation times – practical considerations

The navigation times have to be collected in an experiment. However, the experimental task cannot consist only of navigation. Consequently, some variability in collected times (i.e., menu selection times) might be also attributed to other components present in the experimental task. For example, if the task requires a simple decision apart from navigation, the variability of the decision time will contribute to the total measured variability. Therefore, if the goal is to assess navigation errors, it is important to use a task that emphasizes navigation and minimizes contribution of the other components (i.e., the other components should be relatively small compared to navigation and have small variability ranges). In particular, the menu selection task should not require visual search or problem solving because both can take long and introduce extensive variability.

If the task emphasizes navigation, then the NTV computed on selection times will allow one to assess qualitatively which menu causes fewer navigation errors. However, if the goal is to assess the exact quantitative extent of the navigation errors, the contribution of the other components have to be factored out. To this end, the components have to be known and have known variability ranges.
A considerable amount of menu studies have focused on measuring navigation performance. They employ a common task which emphasizes navigation and adheres to the above characteristics. The task is to select an item from a single or hierarchical menu. All items in a selection path (i.e., parent items and the target item) are highlighted. Consequently, the participants do not have to search for each item nor decide which item to select. The participants only need to: 1) respond to visual stimuli and prepare the movement which takes 234 ± 41 ms [Bekkering et. al., 1994] and then 2) navigate to the item. Ahlstrom [Ahlström, 2005] demonstrated empirically that the above task emphasizes navigation. He accurately modeled total selection times using only navigation component based on the Fitts’ and the steering pointing laws.

The above task is commonly used in menu studies (e.g., [Ahlström, 2005; Cockburn and Gin, 2006; Tanvir et. al., 2008]). It is also common to administer two or more blocks of menu selections for each tested menu design (e.g., [Ahlström, 2005; Cockburn et. al., 2007]). Therefore, there is potential for similar menu studies to use the proposed measure without modifying the experimental design but merely by extending the error analysis part.

5.3. Experiment

This section compares navigation problems of the CS and the CRL menu using the NTV measure. The necessary data was collected in the experiment presented in Section 4.3. This time, however, the results from both blocks are used.

5.3.1. Results and Discussion

The traditional measure of error rate indicated that 1.6% of the trials were erroneous (i.e., a mouse click missing a target item) for the CRL menu and 3.7% for the CS menu. Because the scores of error rates were sparse and not normally distributed we used the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test for statistical analysis. The test indicated that the error rate is not significantly different for both menus (p>0.05).

The results of the questionnaire were as follows. All the participants claimed that they were more error prone with the CS menu. 18 participants were more frustrated with the CS menu, 4 with the CRL menu, and 6 did not see any difference. 6 participants considered the CRL menu easier to use, 5 the CS menu, and 17 considered both menus equal. Because the subjective scores are non-parametric, we again used the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test. The CRL menu is perceived as significantly less
erroneous \((p<0.01)\) and less frustrating \((p<0.01)\) than the CS menu. No difference was found with respect to ease of use.

The results indicate that the CS menu is strongly perceived as more erroneous and more frustrating. However, this perception cannot be attributed solely to the error rate (i.e., the number of clicks missing target items) as it was not significantly different for both menus. The subjective perception is not supported quantitatively. The results hint that there is more to navigation errors than clicks missing their target items.

Using data from two blocks, we calculated the NTV for each participant. Table 5.1 shows the summary of the results.

Table 5.1. The NTV on the three menu levels averaged across the participants. The NTV scores followed normal distribution within each menu x level cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Marginal mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRL MENU</td>
<td>85 ms</td>
<td>164 ms</td>
<td>232 ms</td>
<td>160 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS MENU</td>
<td>176 ms</td>
<td>862 ms</td>
<td>1005 ms</td>
<td>681 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine if the NTV differences are significant, we performed pair-wise comparisons using dependent measures t-test. The family-wise significance level was adjusted according to the number of tests performed. The comparisons revealed that the menus were not different on the first level but the CRL menu generated lower NTV than the CS menu on the second and the third level. For the CS menu, each level produced higher NTV compared to the previous levels. For the CRL menu, the first level had lower NTV than the second and third levels which did not differ between themselves. All the reported differences are at level \(p<0.001\).

The CRL menu. For the CRL menu, the NTV on the first level is the lowest \(85\) ms. It can be attributed to the variability of reaction time of aimed movements \(82\) ms [Bekkering et. al., 1994]). The NTV on the second and the third level are doubled and tripled respectively as these levels require one additional reaction time compared to the previous level. There is no sign of any additional navigation variability which could indicate navigation errors. The participants were able to maintain roughly constant navigation performance on each level when selecting the same items.
The CS menu. For the CS menu, the NTV rapidly decreases between the levels. This indicates that participants, who performed well with the CRL menu, had more problems with the CS menu. The size of the NTV for the CS menu and the size of the differences in the NTV between both menus certainly cannot be attributed to the variability of reaction time of aimed movements. Furthermore, as the NTV for both menus is similar for the first level, we conclude that it is the navigation between the levels that causes rapid increase of the NTV for the CS menu. After factoring out the variability of reaction time of aimed movements from the NTV scores in Table 5.1, we estimate that recovering from the navigation errors takes approximately 94 ms, 698 ms, and 759 ms for selections on the first, the second, and the third level respectively. These amounts are substantial compared to the typical total selection times—e.g., according to [Tanvir et. al., 2008], approximately 1750 ms and 2500 ms for the second and the third level selections. This hints at the importance of navigation errors.

The above results provide quantitative support for the subjective findings regarding errors. To remind the reader, the CS menu was perceived as significantly more erroneous (stated unanimously) and significantly more frustrating that the CRL menu. In contrast to the traditional error rate, the NTV captured this difference.

Finally, the results also demonstrate that the NTV can be small, even for selections on the third level. This finding is important because it supports the underlying assumption of the NTV measure stating that a user can navigate to the same menu item within a similar time frame.

5.4. Conclusions

This chapter proposed a new measure of navigation errors in menus and used it to compare the CS and the CRL menu.

We demonstrated that the proposed NTV measure gives quantitative information on navigation errors beyond traditional measure of error rate. The measure is not intended to replace the traditional measures (e.g., error rates). Rather, we consider it supplementary measure, with the potential to assess the total impact of navigation errors.

The results showed that the CRL menu results in considerably less navigation errors than the CS menu. These results were supported with the subjective responses.
Less navigation errors decrease required precision and enable more unprompted selections which are characteristic for experts. Moreover, less precision might also increase the upper limit of skilled performance.
6. Supporting Menu Design with Radial Layouts

The two previous chapters explored navigation performance of the CS and the CRL menu. This chapter focuses on layouts. A study compares two main characteristics of radial and linear layouts: a) the time it takes to find an item (i.e. visual search time), b) the time it takes to navigate to an item (i.e. pointing time). Objective and subjective measures are used, two menu sizes, three menu levels, one linear and three radial layout variations. The three radial layout variations are those presented in Section 3.4.2. The collected data is also used to assess novice and expert performance of all tested designs. Finally, the study assesses also screen consumption of the tested designs.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 presents an experiment which investigates the demands posed by the radial layout and the linear layout on visual search and pointing. Section 6.2 reports the results, and Section 6.3 discusses the findings. Section 6.4 finishes the chapter with the conclusions.

6.1. Experiment

Previous work focused mainly on “design versus design” studies in novice or expert scenarios. The objective of this experiment is to investigate how radial layout compares to linear layout in terms of visual search and pointing performance. The experiment includes two menu sizes, three levels, one linear and three radial menu variations. We are interested in objective and subjective measures. Finally, the collected data will serve to assess novice and expert performance of tested designs.

In order to measure the time required for visual search, we need to distinguish between visual search and pointing times.
6.1.1. **Separating Visual Search from Pointing**

In typical menu selection experiments, visual search and mouse movements times are measured as a single value. For this reason it is not clear how much of the total time should be attributed to either visual search or pointing. To separate both, we adopted the Point-Completion Deadline method proposed in [Hornof, 2001]:

> “Once the mouse starts to move, the participant is given a limited amount of time to click on the target; if the participant does not click the mouse button before this point-completion deadline is reached, then the trial is interrupted and recorded as an error. Thus, participants are discouraged from moving the mouse until they have found the target, and the start of the mouse movement consistently marks the end of visual search.”

For our experiment, the point-completion deadline times were computed using Welford’s version of Fitts’ law with constant $a$ and $b$ set to 300 as suggested in [Hornof, 2001]. The item widths required by Fitts’ law were measured along the line of approach as suggested in [MacKenzie, 1992a].

6.1.2. **Menus**

The CRL menu, its two variations and one linear menu were used in the experiment. The cascading pop-up menu (CS) was chosen to represent typical linear context menus. The implemented menu is equivalent to those found in contemporary
applications, such as MS Word, with two exceptions: 1) an explicit click on each level is necessary to open the submenu (i.e. submenus do not open after dwelling on a parent item); 2) diagonal movements from a parent item toward its submenu are possible without a risk of the submenu closing. These two exceptions eliminated an additional factor (click or dwell) from the experiment, kept the interaction technique for linear and radial menus the same, and allowed us to focus on the layout differences. Furthermore, while the search times will be the same, the pointing times for our CS menu will be lower than for other CS variants using dwelling and/or restricting diagonal movements. This is because mouse clicks are faster than typical dwelling times (~200 ms [Card et. al., 1983] versus 333 ms) and diagonal movements are faster than the combination of horizontal and vertical movements [Ahlström, 2005]. Therefore, we can safely assume that our CS design yields faster selections than other typical CS designs which do not have the mentioned exceptions. Consequently, we can use measured times as a lower bound for typical CS designs.

To determine the size of the items in the CS menu, we analysed several menus of widely used applications and found that widths varied significantly. We chose the size of 190×21 pixels (area=3990 pixels) for the CS menu because this size could accommodate three word labels. To determine the size of the items for the radial menus, the volume of our circular items was not chosen to match the volume of our representative cascading menu item. Rather, we experimentally determined the size for the circles such that they provided enough space to also accommodate three word labels (eventually broken to two or three lines) while avoiding overlaps (see Section 3.4.3). The diameters for the circular items were 44 (a=1134p), 50 (a=1521p), and 54 (a=1810p) pixels for the first, second, and third level respectively.

### 6.1.3. Task

The menu content was constructed in the following way: the first and second levels contained adjectives from a dictionary of 600 commonly used adjectives; the third level contained nouns from a dictionary of 400 commonly used nouns.

The task was to select a three word phrase of the form adjective-adjective-noun, such as “cloudy magical science”, from a three-level menu. The target phrases were constructed this way to make them easy to remember. Arbitrary three word phrases may be hard to memorize and recall during the course of the trial, and may negatively affect the measured times. Additionally, our approach allowed us to easily create
content with an arbitrary menu size and desired degree of randomness. To prevent any learning effects and force participants to visually search for the items, a new random target phrase and menu content was generated for each trial and for each participant independently. Menu items were randomly distributed within menu levels. Consequently, our task simulated novice behaviour.

First, the target phrase was shown on a blank page. After reading and memorizing it, the participant proceeded with a mouse click. At this point the phrase disappeared and the menu was displayed. The target phrase disappeared in order to prevent rescans which would bias the visual search results [Aaltonen et. al., 1998]. The participant performed a task consisting of three selections, one word on each level.

The experimental setup imposed a point-completion deadline. In contrast to the study presented in [Hornof, 2001], our experiment exploits this technique in a task comprising a series of selections. On each level, once the participant moved a mouse pointer by more than 5 pixels, he or she had a limited time for completing the next selection. If the participant did not select the next menu item before the deadline, the trial was stopped, a buzzer sound played, an alert message appeared reminding the participant to find an item before moving the mouse, and the trial was recorded as an error. After selecting an appropriate item, a new level appeared and the participant had to again find the next item before starting to move the mouse.

6.1.4. Design

6.1.4.1. Part 1 – Big Menus
The first part of the experiment included one radial and one linear menu, both containing 7, 12, and 17 items on the first, second, and third level respectively (1428 items in total). This configuration fully populated all three rings in the radial menu creating a situation where participants had to possibly search the entire circumference of the ring to find a menu item (see Figure 6.1a).

The sequences for the target phrases were randomly generated for each participant, assuring that the physical selection path lengths were evenly distributed within the range of all possible lengths. This way we did not promote easy or complex tasks on per participant basis. Each participant completed two blocks of 40 trials, one block for each menu. Half of the participants started with the radial menu and the other half with the linear menu. Tasks were presented to each participant in a random order.
6.1.4.2. Part 2 – Small Menus

In the second part of the experiment, we used a smaller, more realistic menu configuration containing six items on all three levels (216 items in total). We used one linear and three previously introduced radial menu variations (see Figure 6.1b, and Section 3.4.2) to test if the menu size and different techniques of laying out the items around the rings affect the performance.

Each participant completed four blocks of 18 trials, one block for each menu. For each menu type, we added two extra warm-up tasks which were excluded from the analysis. We used a Latin square to control the menu type order. Tasks were presented to each participant in a random order.

6.1.5. Measures

The experiment measured the following quantitative dependent variables: a) visual search time – measured between a mouse click and the following mouse move; b) pointing time – measured between beginning of a mouse move and the following mouse click; c) number of errors resulting from mouse clicks missing the targets. For each task, the visual search and pointing times were recorded for all three selections, one for each level.

For the qualitative analysis we administered two questionnaires measuring subjective attitude of the participants, and a free form interview. The first questionnaire was administered after the first part of the experiment. Participants were reminded that the task consisted of: a) finding an item and then b) pointing and selecting it. Then, they had to choose a menu for which finding an item was easier (first self-reported variable) (linear, radial, no difference) and a menu for which finding an item was faster (second variable). Similarly, participants had to choose a menu for which selecting was easier (third variable) and faster (fourth variable). A textual explanation had to be provided for all the answers.

The second questionnaire was administered after the second part of the experiment. The participants had to rank four menus on a 1-5 Likert scale according to two questions: “How easy was it to find items using the menu X?” and “How easy was it to select items using the menu X?” Further, the participants had to order four menus according to their preference for the tasks performed. The questionnaires were anonymous.
6.1.6. Participants and apparatus
A total of 18 participants (5 female and 13 male) were recruited for the experiment. None of them had used the CRL menu before. All were between the ages of 22-30 and used a computer and a mouse on daily basis. All participants received sweets.

The experiment was conducted on an IBM T61p laptop running MS Windows XP. The connected monitor was a 20” IBM ThinkVision L200p LCD and used its native resolution of 1600x1200. A mouse was used to perform the tasks. The whole environment resembled typical office conditions.

6.1.7. Procedure
The average session lasted approximately 40 minutes per participant. The procedure was as follows. 1) The participants were briefly introduced to the experiment and explained that they should select an item only after finding it visually. 2) In a practice session participants became comfortable with the task. 3) The first part of the experiment started followed by the first questionnaire. After a short break they proceeded to the second part of the experiment followed by the second questionnaire. 4) The participants were interviewed. They were encouraged to freely express their comments, observations, and suggestions.

6.2. Results
The results are graphically presented in Figure 6.2. For clarity, standard deviations (SD) were removed from the graphs. We present the results from both parts of the experiment together. SMALL and BIG are abbreviations referring to the first and second part of the experiment where the menus used were small and big respectively (see Figure 6.1). In both parts, menu ordering (i.e., presentation order of tested menus) did not have any effect on the results.
Figure 6.2. Visual search, pointing, and total time (+/- standard error) as a function of menu design and level (L1 – level 1, L2 – level 2, and L3 – level 3).
To determine if there were differences in performance between the menus in the first part of the experiment, 2×3 (2 menus × 3 levels) Two-Way Repeated Measures (RM) ANOVA and post-hoc pair-wise comparisons using Bonferroni adjustment were calculated separately for visual search, pointing, and total (visual search + pointing) time.

Although RM ANOVA is a powerful statistical tool, a set of assumptions have to be met to justify its use. For each dependent measure, and each part separately, we calculated a ratio between the highest and lowest SDs of means from all conditional groups. The maximal ratios varied between 1.6 and 3.1. RM ANOVA is not robust against the violation of assumption of equal variances. In such a situation, it is sensible to transform measured times in order to equalize the variances and obtain times that better approximate normal distribution within conditional groups. We considered log and 1/x transformations. The log one was chosen because it equalized SDs much better.

The assumption of data sphericity was checked with Mauchly’s test. When necessary we used the Greenhouse-Geisser correction.

For the data recorded in the second part of the experiment, we used 4×3 (4 menus, 3 levels) Two-Way RM ANOVA. The data was log transformed for the same reasons as in the first part of the experiment. Again, all post-hoc pair-wise comparisons used the Bonferroni adjustment, and the sphericity assumption was tested.

6.2.1. Visual Search Time

**SMALL menus.** There was a significant main effect for menu (F3,51=78.4, p<.001, η²=.82), level (F2,34=52.8, p<.001, η²=.76), and menu x level interaction (F6,102=4, p=.001, η²=.19). Pair-wise comparisons show that CS (957 ms, SD=273) was consistently faster on each level (by 292 ms on average) from all radial alternatives (avg=1249 ms, SD=338) which did not differ from each other.

Interestingly, however, while the SPARSE menu is the fastest radial alternative on the first level it becomes slower than the CRL menu on the second level and on the third level it becomes the slowest one. Although this pattern is clearly visible in the data and explains the interaction effect, it is not emphasized by the results of pair-wise comparisons.
Despite the same number of items on all three levels, the visual search times on the second and third levels, although strikingly similar, differ from the first level result (by 130 ms). This pattern is visible for the CRL, FAN, and CS menus. The reason could be the increased effort of having to move the eyes between the levels.

**BIG menus.** There was a significant main effect for menu ($F_{1,17}=20.9$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.55$) and level ($F_{2,34}=274.6$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.94$). Times averaged across the levels were 1643 ms (SD=572) for CS and 1876 ms (SD=618) for CRL. Pair-wise comparisons show that the CS menu was faster than the CRL menu on the second level (by 172 ms) and the third level (by 425 ms) but not the first level.

**6.2.2. Pointing**

**SMALL menus.** The data was non-spherical for menu x level ($\chi^2(20)=48.5$, $p<.001$, G-G $\varepsilon=0.5$). There was a significant main effect for menu ($F_{3,51}=90.3$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.84$), level ($F_{2,34}=166.4$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.91$), and menu x level interaction ($F_{3,51.3}=6.7$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.28$). Pair-wise comparisons show that all radial designs (avg=531 ms, SD=101) were faster from CS (688 ms, SD=129) on all levels and differed from each other only on the third level, where the CRL menu was found to be the fastest. The data shows a clear pattern where the CRL menu gets faster on each level.

**BIG menus.** There was a significant main effect for menu ($F_{1,17}=248$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.94$) and level ($F_{2,34}=144$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.89$). The comparisons show that the CRL menu (avg=568 ms, SD=97) compared to the CS menu (avg=761 ms, SD=152) was faster on all three levels (by 193 ms on average).

**6.2.3. Total time (Visual Search + pointing)**

**SMALL menus.** There was a significant main effect for menu ($F_{3,51}=10.6$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.38$), level ($F_{2,34}=139.5$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.89$), and menu x level interaction ($F_{6,102}=7.8$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.31$). Pair-wise comparisons show that on the first level the SPARSE menu is faster than the FAN menu (by 132 ms). On the second and third levels, times for the SPARSE menu increased most as a consequence of its increasing visual search time component. On the second level there is no significant difference between the radial menus, but only the CRL menu is not slower than the CS menu (the CS menu being faster than the FAN and SPARSE menus by 173 ms). On the third level again, only the CRL menu is not slower than the CS menu (the CS menu
being faster than the FAN and SPARSE by 250 ms). Additionally, on the third level the CRL menu is faster than the SPARSE menu (by 180 ms).

**BIG menus.** There was a significant main effect of level (F2,34=341.8, p<.001, η2=.95) and menu x level interaction (F2,34=5, p=.01, η2=.23). There was no main effect of menu. The interaction is present because the CRL menu has lower times than the CS menu on the first and second levels but higher on the third level. The pair-wise comparisons, however, show that menus do not differ significantly on the first, second, and third level.

### 6.2.4. Questionnaires

**SMALL menus.** We analysed the ranks assigned to menus to reflect ease of finding and selecting items using Friedman ANOVA (nonparametric equivalent of RM ANOVA). One participant completed the questionnaire incorrectly so we excluded it from the analysis. Although participants did not express that finding items was easier with any of the menus (χ²=5.34, df=3, p=.15, N=17), they subjectively perceived the menus different with respect to easiness of selecting (χ²=12.44, df=3, p=.006, N=17). Sign Test comparisons between the menus revealed that each radial menu was perceived as faster than the CS menu (CRL-CS p=.027, SPARSE-CS p=.04, FAN-CS p=.027).

For menu preference orders, we analysed the frequencies with which each menu was chosen first. The Chi-square statistic did not reach significance (p=.27). The most popular choice was FAN.

**BIG menus.** For each of the four self-reported variables (see Section 6.1.5) we analysed the frequency with which each condition (CS better, CRL better, no difference) was chosen first by calculating the Chi-square statistic to determine if actual frequencies were significantly different from the case in which all frequencies are equal. Interestingly, the Chi-square statistic did not reach significance for questions related to speed and ease of finding items. However, the participants expressed a strong preference for ease (χ²(2)=25.3, p<.001) and speed (χ²(2)=13, p=.002) of selections, CRL being the most popular choice. There were no significant correlations between any of the variables.
6.2.5. Errors

Errors were analysed together for both parts of the experiment. For each participant we aggregated the number of errors (i.e. clicks missing the target) made with each menu. The result of Friedman ANOVA was not significant. A total of 3.6% of all the trials were erroneous.

6.2.6. Screen usage

To estimate the screen usage for the radial menus, we calculated a bounding box (and a bounding circle) size that totally enclosed the menu for each level. These two measures are suitable for radial layout if the levels are fully populated. To measure space consumption for smaller menus, we summed the areas of all visible items. For the cascading menus, we summed the sizes of the submenu boxes for each level (see Table 6.1). Screen consumption for the radial menus is lower than for the CS menu by roughly 50% in terms of screen pixels consumed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>level 1</th>
<th>level 2</th>
<th>level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS-BIGPIXELS</td>
<td>28.800</td>
<td>77.760</td>
<td>146.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRL-BIGPIXELS</td>
<td>12.168</td>
<td>35.724</td>
<td>74.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRL-BIGBOX</td>
<td>22.499</td>
<td>77.006</td>
<td>161.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRL-BIGCIRCLE</td>
<td>19.113</td>
<td>62.458</td>
<td>129.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-SMALLPIXELS</td>
<td>24.768</td>
<td>49.536</td>
<td>74.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRL-SMALLPIXELS</td>
<td>10.647</td>
<td>22.425</td>
<td>36.165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3. Discussion

6.3.1. Visual search and pointing

Visual search time. The experimental results show that users searching for commands find them faster in a CS menu than in any radial menu. The advantage is larger for small menus (31%) and smaller for bigger menus (14%). For small menus the CS’s 31% advantage is roughly the same on all levels. For big menus the advantage decreases to 10% (138 ms) on the first two levels but reaches 20% (425 ms) on the third level. The CS advantage for visual search is likely due to shorter visual scan paths and parallel visual processing [Hornof and Kieras, 1997]. Using different techniques
for laying out the menu items around the rings (SPARSE, FAN, CRL) does not have any significant effect on search time. However, among the radial menus the CRL menu provides the lowest (and SPARSE the biggest) time difference between first and the third levels.

**Pointing time.** The measurements for the pointing time are reversed: the users perform faster with radial menus than with CS menus with no exceptions – small and big menu sizes and on all three levels. The advantage is similar for two menu sizes (34%). Again, the CRL menu provides the lowest time difference between first and third levels – this time compared to all other menus. This is emphasized by the CRL menu being the fastest menu on the third level. This suggests also that the CRL design shortens the distances between the levels most effectively.

### 6.3.2. Radial menus (RM) vs CS

**RM vs CS for novices.** The task used in the experiment simulated novices (i.e., participants always had to search for the items on each level and any learning effects were prevented). Therefore, we can compare novice performance of CS and RM using total selection times. It turns out that the overall selection time for CS and CRL menus do not differ from each other. The CS menu, however, is 10% faster than FAN and SPARSE menus. CRL compensates slower visual search with faster selections. So for novice users, the CS and CRL menus provide similar performance. However, if the selection tasks become more visually demanding than the one used in the current experiment, it is likely that the visual search advantage of the CS menus will dominate the overall selection time.

**RM vs CS for experts.** In contrast to novices, the menu selection performance for experts is a combination of pointing and decision times – search time can be disregarded since experts know the position of menu items. This is based on extensive empirical evidence [Landauer and Nachbar, 1985; Cockburn et. al., 2007] and allows for the following calculations. According to [Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953; Landauer and Nachbar, 1985; Cockburn et. al., 2007], the decision time is a logarithmic function of the number of items the user has to choose from. Therefore, decision time for the CS and the RM is similar and can be disregarded for a qualitative assessment of CS and radial menus for experts. However, for a quantitative assessment, a decision time offset has to be added to the pointing time. For experts, a decision has to be made before selection on each level [Lane et. al., 1993]. According to [Cockburn et. al.,
The decision times for 6, 7, 12, and 17 items are 447 ms, 465 ms, 527 ms, and 567 ms respectively. When adding the decision time offsets to the pointing times it turns out that the overall selection time is faster by approximately 17% for the RM regardless of the menu level and size (small or big). Our result supports prior evidence where a single level radial menu was found to be 15% faster than linear menu for experts [Callahan et. al., 1988].

**RM vs CS for dedicated users.** Experts have to decide on each level which item to select. However, dedicated users [Card et. al., 1983], who use menus more extensively than experts, need to decide only once at the beginning of the selection which item to select [Lane et. al., 1993]. In this case, they have to choose from all items in the menu. According to [Cockburn et. al., 2007], the decision time for 1428 items (our big menu) is 1078 ms, and for 216 items (small menu) 860 ms. Adding these offsets to the pointing times result in RM being faster by approximately 20% regardless of the menu level and size (small or big).

If the selection tasks become more demanding in terms of pointing than the one used in the current experiment, it is likely that the pointing time advantage of the radial menus will dominate the overall selection time even more. Furthermore, given that the CS menus used in the experiments provide only a lower bound for the required pointing time, the advantage of radial menus are likely to increase if CS menu variants that require precise steering or dwelling are used (see Section 6.1.2).

**Using Point-completion deadline technique (PCD).** The PCD technique is an accepted, legitimate technique used to compare layouts in selection tasks [Hornof, 2001]. However, there is a concern that this technique forces participants into unnatural behaviour since they are forbidden to move the mouse while searching.

*Experts and dedicated users.* Parallel searching and pointing is not of concern for experts and dedicated users since they do not search but point straight to a remembered item location [Landauer and Nachbar, 1985; Kaptelinin, 1993; Cockburn et. al., 2007].

*Novices.* In [Cockburn et. al., 2007] participants were able to move the mouse while searching, but the proposed predictive model assumed that pointing starts after finding an item (as in our study). *The predictions were accurate within 2% of*
empirical data" [Cockburn et. al., 2007] (4 designs tested). A similar result was found in [Byrne, 2001] with the ACT-R/PM model.

Consequently, moving the mouse while searching does not have any practical effect when comparing menu designs.

6.3.3. Subjective measurements

The participants’ perception is in agreement with the objective results for novice performance (i.e. no preference for any of the menus) and pointing times (i.e. the radial menus are faster). However, although finding items is faster with the CS menu the participants’ perception is that CS and radial menus do not differ.

Participants favoring the radial menus appreciated blank spaces separating the items:

“Although you can accommodate less items, it seems easier to find/locate items in radial version and the ‘white space’ gives an uncluttered feeling which leads to a perception of it being easier to use”

Or

“It is not convenient going through long lists of items (cascading menu) and the letters mix in the eyes. In the radial menu I was faster and letters are not so mixed since there is blank space between the items”.

Participants in favor of the CS menu stress its predictability and familiarity in contrast to the ‘strange’ radial layout. This will probably change as users get more familiar with radial menus.

The analysis of the interviews revealed two design considerations we were not aware of. One participant says (big menu size):

“In radial – the first two levels are very good – better than cascading. The last one is worse than cascading – my eyes needed to do too big moves”.

Some people complain also about distraction caused by the adjacent items from inner levels:

“the previous levels are ‘in the way’ geographically of the outer level, causing more confusion when searching for the target as opposed to the cascading layout that produces a
visual separation on areas of search (the rectangular areas that contain only the current level)."

This suggests that dimming intensity of the inner rings could be a possible improvement for large radial menus.

6.4. Conclusions
This chapter presented a study investigating how radial layout and linear layout influences two main factors governing menu selections – searching for menu items and pointing to menu items.

Visual search is faster with linear layout (CS menu). The advantage is larger for small menus (31%) and smaller for bigger menus (14%). Pointing is faster with radial layout (CRL menu). The advantage is similar for small and big menu size and on all three levels (34%).

The results demonstrate that radial layout is beneficial for the design of displayed hierarchical menus.

The best performing radial menu (CRL menu) did not differ from the CS menu with respect to novice performance. However, if the task becomes more visually demanding than the one used in the current experiment, the CS menu is likely to gain an advantage. This suggests, for example, that using radial layout for menus with changing content may worsen their performance. However, despite slower visual search for the CRL menu, many participants expressed it was easier to search through its ‘not so mixed’ items. Searching the third level ring full of items (big menu) becomes particularly slow for the CRL menu. One potential improvement, in this context, might be to dim the inner rings in order to decrease their visual interference with the outermost ring.

The CRL menu provided the best expert and dedicated user performance for both menu sizes. The CRL menu will be particularly beneficial for professional applications where users invoke hundreds of commands per session (this is also the case for computer games). Some applications may consider using the CRL menu as a quick way of accessing a customized set of commands. If the selection tasks become more demanding in terms of pointing than the one used in the current experiment, it is likely that the advantage of the radial menus will increase. This suggests, for example, that
the CRL menu will gain an additional advantage in menus where multiple selections are possible.

The CRL menu uses less screen space than the CS menu. We recommend using the CRL menu as a context menu to avoid repositioning and slow round-trips to a menu bar. It will be most effective with short command labels (from one to three words).


7. Visual Search and Mouse-Pointing in Radial Menus

One of the important areas of this research is how novice users search menus. In Section 3.3.5.1 we described that for linear menus it has been established that search is predominantly top-to-bottom. This finding contributes to the understanding of user behaviour with menus, the development of cognitive and menu performance models [Byrne, 2001; Cockburn et. al., 2007], but also to improvements in menu design. Items can be ordered in such a way that the most important items are placed in the top of the menu. Item ordering has notable effect on visual search and pointing times (see Section 3.3.5).

Previous research focused predominantly on linear menus so similar findings regarding menu search are not available for radial menus. The findings regarding visual search in linear menus cannot be readily generalized to radial menus as the layout differences are considerable. Consequently, the question of how to arrange items in radial menus for optimal access remains unanswered.

This chapter investigates the order in which users find items in radial menus. We analyse data collected in the experiment presented in Section 6.1. Based on informal analysis we define serial position for items laid out in a circular fashion. For the first level (ring), the serial positions start at 12 o’clock position and alternate between both sides of the ring. For subsequent levels, the serial positions follow distance from a parent item. The defined pattern is tested on empirical data using regression analysis. The defined search pattern yields strong fit and has substantial effect on search performance. We discuss the results in the context of radial menu design.

7.1. Method

There are a number of plausible strategies for how the items on the rings could be searched – for example, clockwise, counter-clockwise, top-to-bottom or bottom-to-top. The search could start from an item closest to the parent item or from an item on any
end of an arc (see Figure 6.1 and Figure 7.1, FAN and CRL-SMALL designs). Search might also lack any systematic patterns and be best described as random. Note that different search strategies result in different items being found first. Therefore, it is not clear how to arrange items for optimal menu access and it is necessary to analyse empirical data.

We use the data collected in the experiment presented in Section 6.1. The experiment employed the four radial menus shown in Figure 7.1.

![Radial Menus](image)

**Figure 7.1.** Radial menus used in the experiment presented in Chapter 6. The labels have been removed and substituted with serial positions. The selected items are coloured blue.

Visual search time was separated from pointing time using the Point-Completion Deadline (PCD) technique described in [Hornof, 2001]. In short, the technique discourages participants from moving the mouse until they found the target.
Consequently, the start of the mouse movement consistently marks the end of visual search. The PCD is an accepted, legitimate technique used to reliably separate and measure visual search times in selection tasks [Hornof, 2001; Burke et. al., 2005; Samp and Decker, 2010]. This technique, however, does not employ eye-tracking. Therefore, what we focus on in this chapter is not patterns of the actual eye movements but rather patterns identifying order of finding the items. Such patterns (i.e., the order in which items are found) would inform design of radial menus as to how order the items for optimal search, would shed some light at how users search radial menus, and would help formulate hypotheses for more detailed eye-tracking studies.

Chapter 6 focused on average times for each menu design and each menu level. Therefore, it is not known how position on the ring affected measured times or which items were found faster. This chapter focuses on menu designs, levels, and most importantly on individual positions on a ring.

To find regularities in how participants search the rings, we aggregated visual search time across participants using an arbitrarily chosen but consistent scheme of numbering the items around the rings. This was done for each menu design and each menu level separately. Ordering the items according to the visual search times led to the observation that for the second and third levels, search time seemed to be a function of the distance from a parent item. For the FAN design this results in search following the ring clockwise starting from the item closest to the parent. For the CRL-BIG, CRL-SMALL, and SPARSE designs the result is search alternating between both sides of the ring (i.e., half rings on both sides of the parent item), again starting from the item closest to the parent (consult with Figure 7.1). For the first level, where all the items are equally distant from the center, we observed that search starts from the top item (i.e., the item at 12 o’clock) and also alternates between both sides (in this case left and right) of the ring.

7.2. Results

7.2.1. Analysing general search pattern

Consistent with our observations, we define serial position of the items on the first ring in an alternating manner starting from the top item (i.e., the item at 12 o’clock). For all subsequent rings, serial position of the items is defined according to their distance from a parent item. Figure 7.1 superimposes serial positions on the items of the four
radial menus. From now on, whenever we say the first or the last items, we refer to the order defined by the serial position.

We performed regression analysis to measure the actual relationship between the serial position and the visual search time/pointing time. For each menu design and serial position, times were aggregated across participants and levels. This allowed us to obtain a number of observations necessary for establishing reliable mean time per serial position. Moreover, it allowed us to focus on the general pattern of which items are found faster regardless of menu level. If such a general pattern exists, it will be more readily applicable in practice compare to, for example, different patterns for different levels. We also performed a separate regression on times aggregated only across small radial menus. The regression results are presented in Figure 7.2.

Note that the aggregation across levels could flatten the possible effect of the level, especially for the big radial menu, where each level contains a different number of items. To this end, we also analyse the effect of menu size later in the chapter.

7.2.1.1. Visual Search as a function of serial position
The average number of observations per serial position was 133 (SD 30) for small radial menus (CRL-SMALL, SPARSE, FAN) and 97 (SD 60) for big radial menu (CRL-BIG). The results are shown in Figure 7.2. The fit is strong across menu designs and two menu sizes (R²>.85 and R²=.99 for times aggregated across three small radial menus). The results indicate that the defined search pattern holds for all menu designs used in the experiment. Interestingly, search that alternates between both sides of the ring for the CRL-SMALL, CRL-BIG, and SPARSE designs (being a function of the distance from a parent item) leads to a non-optimal scanning path in terms of its total length. Search following circumference along one direction (e.g., clockwise starting in any position) would have resulted in a shorter path. We hypothesize that, when unable to find a target item in a given location, participants felt encouraged to move to an entirely different location.

Regression lines are fairly similar across small radial menus (intercepts ranging from 1044 ms to 1077 ms and slopes ranging from 61 ms to 76 ms). Each subsequent serial position is associated with an average 70 ms increase in visual search time. The regression line for the big radial menu has a notably larger intercept (1410 ms) and slope (100 ms) when compared with the results for the small menus. For the big menu, each subsequent serial position is associated with an average increase of visual search
time of 100 ms. This indicates that the menu size (length) affects the search performance. We explore this in the next section.

Figure 7.2 shows that the difference between finding the first and the last item is substantial. For small radial menus, this difference is on average 360 ms (approximately 30% of the average visual search time for small menus). For the big radial menu the difference is 1900 ms (approximately 85% of the average visual search time for the big menu). Consequently, the arrangement of items on the rings can lead to notable performance differences.

Note also that the defined serial position will also have a linear effect on the pointing time since each subsequent item (according to serial position) is more distant from a parent item and thus slower to select according to Fitts’ law [Fitts, 1954]. We run regression analysis of pointing times against serial position (see the last graph in Figure 7.2). As expected, the fit is strong ($R^2=.97$ for times aggregated across the three small radial menus, and $R^2=.81$ for the big radial menu). Restricted by the available space, we did not include a graph for the big radial menu. Its lower correlation may be partially attributed to a smaller number of observations available for that menu. For small radial menus the difference between selecting the first and the last item is 160 ms (approximately 30% of the average pointing time for small menus). For the big radial menu, the difference is 300 ms (approximately 48% of the average pointing time for the big menu). Consequently, arranging items according to the proposed pattern (i.e., most important items in the first serial positions) will improve not only search time but also pointing to these items which is important for both novices and experts [Cockburn et. al., 2007].
Figure 7.2. Visual Search Time and Pointing Time as a function of serial position. The best-fit regression lines and corresponding statistics are provided for each condition. Notable dispersion of the visual search times after the seventh item for the CRL-BIG menu can be partially attributed to the smaller number of observations available for those item positions.
7.2.1.2. Visual Search as a function of menu size

The big radial menu (CRL-BIG) has different number of items on each level (7, 12, 17). This allowed us to measure the effect of menu size on visual search time much like [Nilsen, 1991; Sears and Shneiderman, 1994] did for linear menus. We aggregated times for the first seven items on each level and performed regression between these times and the three menu sizes. Regression analysis produced a strong model with \( \text{SearchTime} = 140 \times \text{MenuSize} + 209, R^2=.99 \). The visual search time increased by approximately 700 ms between the analysed menu sizes. Figure 7.3 shows the results.

Menu size has a similar linear effect on visual search time for radial menus as it has for linear menus. However, the size of the effect is notably larger for radial menus. Our results indicate that each additional item in a radial menu increases the average visual search time by 140 ms. Cockburn et al. [Cockburn et. al., 2007] report an 80 ms increase for each additional item in a linear menu. The difference is considerable. It would be interesting to explore which parameters of radial menus – for example, the circular trajectory, item density, item spacing, item shapes – have the strongest effect on the slowdown.

![Figure 7.3. Visual Search Time as a function of menu size.](image)

7.2.1.3. Mouse pointing as a function of serial position

The fit for the pointing time is strong (\( R^2=.97 \) for times aggregated across three small radial menus, and \( R^2=.81 \) for the big radial menu). The lower correlation for the big

\footnote{We also performed the same analysis for four menu sizes (including size=6 from small menus). The results were almost identical, \( R^2=.98 \).}
radial menu may be partially attributed to the smaller number of observations available for that menu.

The strong fit is not surprising since larger serial positions are more distant and thus slower to select according to Fitts’ law [Fitts, 1954]. For the small radial menu the difference between selecting the first and the last item is 160 ms (approximately 30% of the average pointing time for the small menu). For the big radial menu, the difference is 300 ms (approximately 48% of the average pointing time for the big menu).

7.2.2. Analysing individual search patterns

Following our investigation, we analysed individual search patterns. For each participant, the menu design, and serial position, times were aggregated across the levels and plotted as a function of serial position (72 plots). We made two observations analysing the individual plots. First, sometimes participants searched not one, but two or three consecutive items before moving to the opposite side of the ring. Second, participants employed not one but various search strategies, of which the following were dominant: 1) the search pattern described in the chapter; 2) searching in an alternating manner but starting with the last items; 3) starting with the first items and searching half of the ring to the left/right before proceeding to the other half. Some searches could best be described as random. Note that for some of these strategies the items with the first serial positions were actually found last. For this reason, the pattern reported in this chapter should not be treated as a definitive order in which participants find items on the ring but rather as general regularity (much like top-to-bottom regularity in linear menus [Byrne et. al., 1997; Aaltonen et. al., 1998]). In other words, the pattern indicates which items are found faster and slower in a statistical sense – i.e., on average.

For the same reason, and to better understand strength of the proposed pattern, we decided to extend our analysis and check how often the first items are actually found faster. To this end, for each participant and menu design, we aggregated visual search time for each serial position. Further, for each participant and design, we counted how many items from the first half of all the items (according to our serial position) a participant found faster than the half of all the items (i.e., faster than the majority of items).

---

5 We tried alternative ordering schemas but they resulted in a poor fit. For practical reasons and space wise we focused on the prevailing search pattern.
the items). For each participant we average this count across the menus to obtain one count per participant—we call this count TOP-IN-TOP (the top half of the items in the top half of the measured times). Similarly, we counted how many items from the first half of all the items a participant found slower than the half of all the items. For each participant, the TOP-IN-BOTTOM (the top half of the items in the bottom half of the measure times) is the average of this count across the menus. TOP-IN-TOP and TOP-IN-BOTTOM, divided by their sum, represent the probabilities of finding an item from the first half of the items faster/slower than a half of all the items (in other words faster/slower than the majority of the items). The distributions of TOP-IN-TOP and TOP-IN-BOTTOM measures were normal (the Shapiro-Wilk’s W test was used, p>0.05). We performed the dependent measures t-test to determine if TOP-IN-TOP and TOP-IN-BOTTOM differed significantly.

For small radial menus, the mean number of TOP-IN-TOP items was 2 (SD 0.58) (associated probability 67%) and the mean number of TOP-IN-BOTTOM items was 1 (SD 0.58) (probability 33%). For the big radial menu, the mean number of TOP-IN-TOP items was 6.5 (SD 1) (probability 72%) and the mean number of TOP-IN-BOTTOM items was 2.5 (SD 1) (probability 28%).

The results of the t-test show that, indeed, the first half of items determined by our serial position are found faster than the majority of items (p<.05 for small radial menus, and p<.01 for the big radial menu). This reinforces the results obtained in the regression analysis. However, the reported means and probabilities demonstrate that the search pattern determined by the serial position is not as strong as could be asserted solely on the basis of correlation score. In other words, other search patterns are also important.

In sum, placing the most important items according to the proposed pattern gives an approximately 70% chance for these items to be found faster than the majority of the items. This is 20% better than a random order. Given substantial differences between visual search time for the items found the fastest and the slowest (30-85%, see Section 7.2.1.1), following the proposed pattern will lead to better overall performance of radial menus. This is important as searching radial menus is known to be slower than searching linear menus [Samp and Decker, 2010].
The existence of other patterns hints that designers might consider solutions that suggest the order of reading, such as using an arrow or using animation which reveals the items in a desired order.

7.3. Conclusions
In this chapter we investigated the order in which users find items in radial menus. We found that for the second and third levels, search time is a function of the distance from a parent item. For the first ring, where all the items are equally distant from the center, search alternates between both sides of the ring, starting from the top item. The difference between finding the first and the last item is substantial: 30% and 85% of the average search time in small and big radial menus respectively. Similarly, the difference between pointing to the first and to the last item is substantial: 30% and 48% of the average pointing time for small and big menus respectively. Given that the search and pointing are the dominant components of menu selection times [Cockburn et. al., 2007], the order of the items on a ring will affect menu performance.

Our results suggest that the items a designer wishes to be found faster (e.g., the most important items) should be placed in the top of the first ring and in the positions closest to the parent item for all subsequent levels. Users will also benefit from decreased pointing times to these items.
8. Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis began with an observation that graphical menus provide slow performance and yet users often try to select menu commands as fast as possible. We saw that shortcut techniques that enable users to by-pass selections from a graphical menu are not the ultimate answer to the performance problem. Shortcut techniques pose high demands on human memory. They require much training and frequent use. They do not scale well. And they often cannot be provided on devices with limited capabilities, such as mobile devices with small screens, small keyboards, and touch screens. Because of these problems, users often times ‘stick’ to a graphical menu and are condemned to its poor performance.

We argued then that it is possible to build efficient graphical menus if performance is an explicit design goal. In Chapter 3 we presented a design of such a menu: the CRL menu. It was designed with both novices and experts in mind. The design sought efficiency predominantly through the use of a concentric radial layout which decreases navigation distances and increases item sizes. Further chapters evaluated the menu and its characteristics in controlled experiments. The results lead to a number of conclusions and directions for the future work which we divide into two categories. The first category (Section 8.1) relates to the CRL menu design, its performance, and the fulfilment of the central hypothesis of this thesis. The second category (Section 8.2) relates to more general HCI knowledge, beyond graphical menus.

8.1. CRL menu

The following list summarizes results from the studies:

- Chapter 4 showed that the CRL menu provides 34% better navigation performance than a cascading menu for three-level deep command hierarchies. Participants also perceived the CRL menu as being faster.
- Chapter 4, through modelling, also showed that, compared to the cascading menu, the CRL menu: 1) considerably decreased the difficulty (ID) of structurally equivalent tasks; and 2) biased participants towards speed,
requiring less accuracy. Consequently, apart from navigating faster, CRL menu users might also be able to navigate with less attention and mental fatigue.

- Chapter 5 showed that the CRL menu leads to fewer navigation errors than the cascading menu, both quantitatively and qualitatively. This is mainly because the CRL menu does not restrict navigation paths, does not require a steering task, and enlarges the size of menu items.

- Chapter 6 showed that the CRL menu is 34% faster than the cascading menu in terms of pointing time but that at the same time it is 14%-31% slower in terms of visual search time. Interestingly, although participants perceived the decrease in pointing time they did not perceive the increase in visual search time.

- Chapter 6 showed that the CRL menu and the cascading menu did not differ in terms of novice performance. The CRL menu counterbalances slower search with faster selections.

- Chapter 6 demonstrated that the CRL menu consumes less screen space than the cascading menu.

- Chapter 7 found a pattern of item placement for radial layout that can improve visual search times compared to a random order. The items a designer wishes to be found faster (e.g., the most important items) should be placed in the top of the first ring and in the positions closest to the parent item for all subsequent levels.

In Section 1.2 we established the goal of this thesis:

“The central hypothesis of this work is that graphical menus can be designed with performance in mind, and that such graphical menus can perform better than the most widely used cascading menus. Improved performance has many dimensions including shortened selection times, decreased navigation difficulty, lowered error rates, and inducing users to fast movements that require little precision”.

The design presented in Chapter 3 and the above results support our central hypothesis, quantitatively and qualitatively. The CRL menu results in approximately 34% faster navigation, up to 20% better performance for expert users, decreases the difficulty of selection tasks, lowers error rates, and biases users toward speed and less
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accuracy. These benefits hold across different menu sizes. The CRL menu will be particularly beneficial for professional applications where most users are experts (or quickly become experts) and invoke hundreds of commands per session (this is also the case for computer games). If the selection tasks become more demanding, in terms of pointing, than the one used in the experiment, it is likely that the advantage of the CRL menu will increase. This suggests that the CRL menu will gain an additional advantage in menus where multiple selections are possible.

We recommend using the CRL menu as a context menu (i.e., a menu posted on request and appearing close to the current cursor position) to avoid repositioning and slow round-trips to a menu bar. Some applications may consider using the CRL menu as a quick way of accessing a customized set of commands, those accessed most frequently. The CRL menu is an interesting option for devices with small screens, such as mobiles and tablets, because it uses less screen space than the cascading menu. It might be also a preferred option for touch interactions because the circular item shapes better match finger tips compared to the thin rectangles used by the cascading menu. This property might be particularly beneficial since many touch devices are used on the move where interactions might be more inaccurate. Future work could test the CRL menu, and its tolerance to inadequate interactions, on handheld touch devices in scenarios where participants are on the move (e.g., walking up the stairs).

The CRL menu did not differ from the cascading menu with respect to novice performance. However, if the task becomes more visually demanding that the one used in the experiment, the visual search time differences will play more important role, and the cascading menu is likely to gain an advantage. This suggests, that the CRL menu might become slower than the cascading menu for novices if the menu content is dynamic and changes frequently (e.g., as a result of adaptation). Searching the third level ring full of items becomes particularly slow for the CRL menu. Participants complained that the inner rings ‘get in their way’ while searching the outer rings. One potential remedy might be to dim the inner rings in order to decrease their visual interference with the outermost ring. Interestingly, despite slower visual search for the CRL menu, many participants expressed that it was easier to search through its ‘not so mixed’ items.

Future work on radial menus could focus on measuring the effectiveness of some specific features such as menu area, item prediction (see Section 3.4.6.2), those
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dealing with limited space on a ring (see Section 3.4.1), and item grouping (see Section 3.4.5).

8.2. Radial layout in Graphical User Interfaces

Early in this thesis we observed that Graphical User Interfaces were historically created to introduce computers to a broad audience, especially users with little or no computing expertise. And as such, they were not designed with performance in mind. Our design and evaluation demonstrates, however, that if performance is an explicit design objective, Graphical User Interfaces can become faster and less error-prone – that is, more suitable for expert use. There exists a rich body of research that can inform design decisions when seeking to improve selection performance. Radial layout is just one example of achieving this goal and graphical menus are just one example of a Graphical User Interface. We believe that the design goals and characteristics presented in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 can be successfully applied to the design of other types of Graphical User Interfaces. Future work could focus on the design or redesign of other Graphical User Interfaces which are used frequently. It would be also useful to extend the list of design characteristics from Section 3.3 with other characteristics that directly benefit or impact performance.

The results presented in this thesis demonstrate that radial layout is beneficial for organizing frequently accessed graphical interface elements. At the same time, the results demonstrate that finding items on the rings is slower than on lists. This finding is perhaps not surprising given long prevalence of list organization in human history. Think of lists used to organize names in phone books, terms in book indexes, and entries in restaurant menus. Our familiarity with list organization is also reinforced by the way we read and write texts: top-to-bottom. Consequently, if people are slower finding items on the rings we should be careful with applying radial organization to browsing and exploratory interfaces. Exploration and browsing employ much visual search and lists might better guide users through this process. One thing we learnt about linear vs radial organization is that while a list has a clear beginning and end, the same cannot be said about a ring. This might affect strategies of exploratory search, particularly the ability to scan all alternatives and keep track of visited and unvisited locations. Future work could explore different ways, and their effectiveness, for suggesting direction/strategy of visual search on the rings. Both temporal cues (i.e., animation) and graphical cues (e.g., round arrows) can be considered.
However, we believe that radial layouts can benefit browse and exploratory interfaces in scenarios where the spatial characteristics of a radial layout can be leveraged. A radial layout, compared to a linear one, expands in all directions. This can help structure an information space and guide user actions, especially if the task or data is inherently spatial. For example, items representing building floors can be organized in a radial interface in such a way that the interface levels expand upwards while a user explores higher floors and expand downwards for lower floors. Another use of radial layouts can take advantage of the fact that items surrounding the center communicate their strong relationship to the central item. A user exploring a car architecture diagram can click on different components (e.g., a wheel, a mirror, and a bumper) and see the components’ parts organized in a radial fashion, surrounding the selected component. Another use of spatial characteristics of radial layout is to organize items in such a way that the items close on a ring are highly related while the ones on the both ends of a diameter represent the opposite or non-related items. Yet another example is to organize data by hours which are laid out along the ring like hours on a wall clock. In the above examples, although scanning rings is slower than scanning lists, browse and exploration strategies could potentially leverage the spatial characteristics of radial layout. Future work could investigate these issues. It would be also interesting to test if and how direction serves as an additional discrimination feature while users learn the structure of the information space.

This thesis employed the Point Completion Deadline technique to measure visual search times in radial menus. Consequently, we were able to identify search patterns based on how fast individual items were found. Such patterns are useful for improving designs but they tell us very little about the actual user behaviour. Future work could use eye tracking equipment to reveal users’ actual eye movements and their actual search strategies. Results presented in this thesis can help to formulate initial hypotheses for such studies.

This thesis also demonstrated that there is more involved in navigation errors than the number of clicks that miss a target item. Our NTV measure showed that users had more problems navigating the cascading menu. This finding was supported by subjective feedback. The proposed measure, however, was not systematically validated. Future work should test, in a controlled setup, if and how well the NTV measure captures different navigation problems of varying severity.
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An interesting finding was the lack of subjective support for objectively faster visual search in the case of the linear layout. Users often complained about the close proximity of items in the linear layout and appreciated spacing between the items in the CRL menu. This suggests that there is more involved in visual search than performance. Future work could explore other properties – particularly item size and spacing – of visual search that influence user subjective perception and search comfort. We found also that for radial layout visual search is particularly slow on the third ring. Participants complained that the inner rings ‘get into their way’ while searching the outer rings. Future work should investigate the effects of visual interference on visual search performance and user behaviour.

Our modelling work showed that hierarchical navigation, apart from pointing, consists of sub-selection additive factors whose effects are substantial. Future work on modelling could test these effects more thoroughly and incorporate them in menu performance models.

Finally, we would like to express our hope that the work presented in this thesis will encourage practitioners and researchers to work on Graphical User Interfaces that are designed with both novices and experts in mind.

8.3. Outcomes

The work presented in this thesis led to a number of outcomes; often beyond those required by the thesis. We list them here.

1) In 2007 the CRL menu design was highly commended (three highly commended among 63 submissions) at the Summer School on Multimedia Semantics in Glasgow, Scotland.

2) The CRL menu has been presented at the Semantic Technology Conference in 2008, San Jose, USA as a poster and during a full talk entitled “Choosing the Best UI for Your Semantics”. The CRL menu has been also presented at the Semantic Web User Interface workshop at CHI 2008, Florence, Italy, at the IEEE International Conference on Digital Information Management, London, UK, at the Irish Human-Computer Interaction Conference, 2008, Cork, Ireland, and at BigIdeas Technology Showcase in Dublin, Ireland.
3) In 2010 a paper entitled “Supporting menu design with radial layouts” was accepted to the Advanced Visual Interfaces (AVI), Rome, Italy. Chapter 6 was partly based on this paper. The paper contributed to HCI research on spatial layouts and their influence on two components of completion time: visual search time and pointing time. The paper also contributed a comprehensive comparison of four layouts including their novice and expert menu performance.

4) In 2011 a paper entitled “Navigation Time Variability: Measuring Menu Navigation Errors” was accepted to the Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, INTERACT, Lisbon, Portugal. Chapter 5 was partly based on this paper. The paper contributed a new measure of navigation errors, which addresses the shortcomings of current error rate measures, to HCI research. The paper also contributed a comparison of the CRL and the CS menus using the proposed measure.

5) In 2011 a paper entitled “Visual Search in Radial Menus” was accepted to the Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, INTERACT, Lisbon, Portugal. Chapter 7 was partly based on this paper. The paper contributed to the HCI research on visual search in menus and user interfaces. The paper contributed a pattern which optimizes visual search and pointing times in radial layouts.

6) Three versions of the CRL menu have been developed as web components and made free for non-commercial use.

7) The second and third version of the CRL menu have been commercialised by the University Technology Transfer Office. Four licensing agreements have been signed. The CRL menu is already used in production by MyKidsTime.ie (http://www.mykidstime.ie).

8) In 2011 an article on commercial success of the CRL menu appeared in the Irish Times, printed and digital format

9) Some features of the CRL menu design presented in Chapter 3 resulted in an international patent application, filed in 2009 (Pub. No.: WO/2010/007485, International Application No.: PCT/IB2009/006192). The features address the limitation of space on the rings and on the screen in radial layouts. In 2011 a US application was filed.
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